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"Oak gives you the facts in this free report7
Jim was confused about channel expansion and he frankly admitted, alittle frightened. His twelve-channel system used to
be more than enough to hold his subscribers' interest. Now,
with greater competition from local TV stations, his subscribers wanted more service to justify the monthly fee. It was time
to expand.
Oak has helped many small cable operators like Jim transform ano frills twelve-channel system into amulti-channel
system with MSQ quality. The right move at expansion time
can mean the difference between financial success and failure.
The wrong approach can bring high operating costs and lost
subscribers. Oak will help you plan asystem to handle your
needs today and ten years from now.
As most MSO's know, Oak protects cable operators with
quality and service. All Oak products are designed, built and
inspected by Oak people in company owned facilities and
backed with aone yea: warranty, the best in the industry.

Oak has prepared aspecial report that takes all the confusion
out of small system expansion. It's astraightforward guide that
will help you avoid problems and build profits. lb order your
free Guide to Channel Expansion and to receive full information on Oak converters, call our Locator Operator tollfree at 800/323-6556 (in Illinois call 800/942-6345) and ask
for the Oak CATV information desk.
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Inc.
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Truly, the lowest
low-loss cable.
Compared with other "low-loss" cables,
FUSED DISC III makes aremarkable showing:
ATTENUATION @ 300 MHz
FUSED DISC III
Cable Size

dB per 100 feet
Nominal

Maximum

.412"

1.42

1.46

.500"

1.15

1.20

.750"

.77

.80

1.00 "

.63

.65

FUSED DISCIII establishes the standard for
low-loss CATV Systems. FUSED DISCIIIcable
provides an average loss improvement of 12%
over other cables.
The superior electrical performance
of FUSED DISC III provides you with these
economic advantages:
•Reduced Electronics
•Lower Maintenance Costs
•Lower Powering Charges
More and more systems are being built, re-built
and expanded with our cable. For an information package on this high-performance cable,
write: General Cable Company, CATV Division,
P.O. Box 700, Woodbridge, N.J. 07095, or
call toll free: 800-526-4241, if calling
from New Jersey, please dial: 201-636-5500.
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r
supply series for asignificant increase in
performance reliability, while greatly reducing
maintenance and operational cost, then don't blame us.
Models PS-30, PS-60 and PS-60 30 Regulated AC Power Supplies.

Oge CAIV
ELECTRONICS INC

RMS ELECTRONICS. INC.
50 ANTIN PLACE
BRONX. NY 10462
CALL COLLECT (212) 892-1000
TOLL FREE i800) 223-8312
Canadian Representatives: Deskin Sales Corp.
;1978—RMS Electronics. Inc.

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The National Cable Television
Association is now developing the technical program for the
29th Annual Convention, May 18-21. 1980. in Dallas Texas.
Papers and Program suggestions are welcome from all
realms of the telecommunication technologies. Possible
topics might include:
• Small Earth Stations
• Training and Continuing Education in the Cable
Industry
• Direct Satellite-to-Home Broadcasting
• Telex/Viewdata Services
• High Speed Data Transmission
• Implications of WA RC for the Cable Industry
• Two-Way Services
• Pay Cable
• Fiber Optics
• Low Cost Microwave
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• Advanced Techniques
• Teleconferencing
• Computer Interface
• Rural Distribution of CATV Signals
NCTA is calling for papers, topics and suggestions that
cover the widest scope of telecommunications issues and
technologies. We want to generate interest across as broad a
section of the industry as possible. Recommendations of
excellent speakers and panelists are also welcome. Displays
of industry or related hardware in a non-commercial, handson setting are encouraged, as well as demonstrations of
potential new technologies that might have some bearing on
the cable industry.
Slide and transparancy proiectors, as well as other
audio/visual equipment, will be available. Visual aids are
highly encouraged.
Please submit your abstracts, comments, and suggestions to: Chris Weaver, Vice President of Science &
Technology, National Cable Television Association, Washington, D.C. 20006, 202/457/6700.
WASHINGTON, D.C.—"As we move into the 1980's. optical
fiber system technology has reached the product phase,"
according to Dr. Charles K. Kao, vice president and chief
scientist with ITT Electro -Optical Products Division. Kao,
who has worked in optical fiber communications since 1963,
said the perceived advantages and limitations of optical fiber
systems are now well defined, so that products for applicable
markets can be designed and manufactured. Kao was
involved in the first in a series of seminars on technological
developments sponsored by the FCC and designed for both
staff and members of the public.
WASHINGTON, D.C.—According to the FCC's Kalmann
Schaeffer, the United States delegation to the World
Administrative Radio Conference accomplished 95 percent
of its objectives. Schaeffer, just back from Geneva, reported
to the Commissioners that in no instance was the national
interest significantly compromised. He explained that the
anticipated clashes with the third world did not materialize
and no distinctive pattern of disagreement emerged between
any interests. Concern was expressed, however, that
upcoming conferences in 1982, on structuring the International Telecommunications Union, and in 1983, on the use of
satellites in the Western Hemisphere, could be actually more
critical than the recent WARC.
C-ED (UPS 330-510) is published monthly on behalf of all parties, including the Society of
Cable Television Engineers, interested in tie advances of broadband technologies by
Tilsch Publishing. Inc.. 1139 Delaware Plaza. P.O. 4305. Denver, CO 80204. r January.
1980. Subscription price . 1 year, $17.00, canada and Mexico add $5.00. and foreign
subscription add 810.00 per year. Controlled circulation paid at Denver, Colorado.
POSTMASTER. please send form 3579 to P.O. Box 4305. Denver, Colorado 80204.
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Editor's Letter

T

he opening presentation of the Western Show was entitled "The New

Technology," and featured a panel discussion centering upon cable's

relationship to—and competition with—other new technologies,
including video discs, MDS, and STV. It was all fascinating.
But, for us anyway, the most fascinating part was a slide presentation
by Dr. David C. Russell of Satellite Business Systems. His subject was
business information link-ups via satellite, and the possible role cable TV

will play in the dissemination and transmission of business data.
Pointing to the newly developed SBS system as an example of the
emerging integrated network technology for business data transmission,
Russell said that the SBS system is "designed to provide an integrated
data, voice, and imagery system to serve the full spectrum of
communications needs of a large community of business and governmental organizations." Dr. Russell went on to say that "the anticipated
explosive growth of cable TV systems in the 1980s suggests that business
communications should be included as an integral element of future
systems planning." The most immediate harbinger of this expected trend
is the current operation of data transmission services by cable systems in
the borough of Manhattan.
Now, the implications of all this present an incredible challenge to cable
engineers and technicians: to keep up with the most recent technical
advances, and products, and applications. And not only that, but also to be
aware of the direction in which all these developments will take us.
With that in mind, we give you beginning on page 26 the special tech
review section of C-ED.
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MICROWAVE -

HUGHES commumumons
;
PRODUCTS

Call our service number anytime,
day or night (213)534-2170.

The cart on the left contains a
Hughes AML receiver, all you
need for a12-channel microwave system. The other two
carts hold the receivers and
modulators needed at each
receive site for aconventional
12-channel FM system.
Hughes AML gives you better
reliability and lower maintenance costs, plus lower initial
cost. And you can expand the
system up to 40 channels per
receiver with no cost or work
at the receive site.
More advantages: Phase lock
operation to minimize TV cochannel interference is one.
VHF input and VHF output is
another. And the FM broadcast
band is just one channel to a
Hughes AML system.
Hughes patented AML system
was designed and optimized
specifically for CATV. It is now
in its fourth-generation delivering more than 6000 video
channels around the world.
Call or write: Hughes Microwave Communications Products,
P.O. Box 2999, Torrance,
CA 90509; (213) 5342146.
Before you fill your
shopping carts.
Hughes AML Canadian distributor:
Micro-Sat Communications. Ltd..
975 Brock Rd. South. Pickering. Ontario,
canada L1W3A4; (416)839-5182.
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SCTE Celebrates Birthday
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Executive Vice President
appy New Year SCTE—and happy
Birthday! During 1980, you celebrate
your 12th birthday. You've successfully passed from infancy to adolescence and you've got many things to
be very proud of. Considering the fact
that your numbers are increasing at
about 100 new members each month;
you've taken the responsibility for the
development and employment of a
staff of four; you're staging nearly a
dozen meetings around the countryside this year; and, you're welcoming
an active and interested new slate of
officers and directors next month,
you'd think that you might sit back and
rest on your laurels for a few months.
Take my advice SCTE—don't stop

Your industry is growing and you have
apotential of about 25,000 members, if
you do your job properly now and plan
for the future. What will you do with

now! While your achievements over the
past three years are phenomenal, for
everything you've accomplished there

those 25,000 members? How will you
service them? How will your staff and

are at least ten more things left to be
done for the benefit of your membership and for your industry.
Nobody knows it better than you —
and nobody can do it better than you!
So don't slack off now . .. keep
moving!
Continued growth in member numbers is important to SCTE, not just to
keep on breaking records or toot
horns, but to keep expanding member
services and keep those member dues

couple of years? How about correspondence programs? Will you go to
satellite-transmission of meetings and
training programs? Are you thinking
about such things now, in 1980? Or,
will you be caught in the midst of confusion and insufficient planning? Will
your structure change, perhaps including "section" memberships for

easily affordable. More technical meetings are important because your industry is changing and your members

those with specific interests in micro-

deserve the opportunity to keep abreast
of what's coming. More technical and

wave, or testing, or system design or
the myriad of other "specialty" seg-

management development meetings

ments developing?

are needed to bring newcomers up to
speed and refresh the veterans. You

it?

just couldn't schedule too many meetings, just as you couldn't possibly ever
provide too many member benefits.

Gives you cause to pause, doesn't
In behalf of the SCTE staff, be
assured that all of these questions are
seriously being considered, right now,

ber that your industry is diverse in its

in early 1980. They must be addressed
now if you're going to keep on going
ahead as a professional organization

many levels of talent and expertise. Try
your best to program something for

to keep up with what's going on in the

Your charter is management development, training and education. Remem-

and your members are going to be able

everyone—make some reach—cause

world of cable/broadband communi-

all your audience to grow.
What do you want to be when you

cations. Your SCTE staff and officers

grow up? Well, SCTE, that's going to
take some long range planning now!
8 C-ED January '80

office requirements change as your
numbers increase and your dues
revenue base expands? How will you
stage your technical meetings in 1983
and beyond? Will you develop some
sort of certificate program in the next

are looking out for your future and we
plan to keep you on track, the best we
can, as we respond to member de-

and Chapter News
mands, ideas and innovations. Most of
the new things you've developed since
1977 came from one of your members'
fertile thoughts. Staff only investigated the possibility and then executed the deed. As long as your members continue to let you know what

The Premium
Entertatihhem Meeerme

they want, and you keep your ears and
your eyes open, you'll do fine, Kiddo!
SCTE—let's face it—being a teenager can be difficult. Those older tell
you that you haven't earned your
stripes and you'd better watch yourself
in one breath and then turn around
and tell you to act like an "adult" the
next. The young upstarts try to trip you
up sometimes but ask for input, knowledge and the benefit of your wisdom
the next time they see you.
My advice to you would be to reach
for the stars and push for adulthood.

A Word To The Wise
About Earth Station
Deregulation

Don't let anybody tell you that you
can't do something. Weigh it, consider
it, investigate it, whatever it is that is
proposed. Be a little pushy. Go ahead
and make decisions. Learn from your
experience and the experience of
others. Listen to your members. Watch
what ot,hers are doing, the good and
the not so good. Don't get too big for
your britches too soon. Give yourself
time to evaluate your past as well as
plan for your future.
That's it for now kid, except to
remind you that you are still just a kid,
SCTE. If you keep that thought, even
when you're an "old" 40 or 50, you'll
still be happily celebrating the passing
of each year.
Deregulation to TVRO earth stations is here ami with it
comes long awaited benefits. You can now get satellite derived
signals into revenue service quicker since an FCC license is not
required prior to construction.
But it is important to recognize that even though the FCC no
longer requires frequency coordination and licensing for
TVRO's, in no way is the chance for interference lessened. The
interference sources are still there transmitting the same
potentially harmful signals which could render your TVRO
partially or totally useless.
Wise old birds still call on our experienced staff for rapid
response to their earth station siting problems. Call or write
Harry Stemple, President, for more information about our
frequency coordination services.

/E
omsearch,

inc.

7633 Leesburg Pike
Falls Church, Ya 22043 • (703) 356-9470
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IN GRAND PRAIRIE,TEXAS,
FOLKS SUPPORT
THE SHERIFF, THE COWBOYS
AND TWO PREMIUM
PAY SERVICES.
It was a classic Texas showdown.
When Storer Cable TV introduced Showtime and (dare we say it?) Home Box
Office to anew build market just outside
of Dallas last July, alot of people in the
industry were skeptical. After all, when
the two big guns come to town, one of
them has got to get out by sundown,
right? Wrong.
As of October 25, 1979, the figures
show that of all basic cable subscribers,
94% have opted for pay TV And,of those,
an astounding 65% have chosen both
SHOWTIME and the other maxi service!
Why?
Because Storer presented a total
entertainment package to Grand Prairie.
And since most subscribers looked at
cable as away to maximize their viewing
options, they took both pay services so
they wouldn't "miss anything!"
They were right.
Many of you think the two services
offer the same programming. They don't.

For instance, Showtime offers awide
range of totally unique blockbuster specials. Superstars like Elton John, Willie
Nelson, Tony Bennett, Crystal Gayle, and
Juliet Prowse taped live in concerts from
Moscow to Nashville. Dazzling Las Vegas
reviews. Uncensored comedy from Chicago, New York, Houston, and San Francisco. Exclusive productions of Broadway
and Off Broadway shows. And movies
and mini series produced especially for us.
Packaging the two pay services
together, Storer was able to give the Grand
Prairie audience more options, more convenience, and better selection than ever
before.
And Showtime is committed to
working closely with the cable system to
successfully package these dual service
advantages to the consumer.
The teamwork paid off
In a new build, dual market situation, both Showtime and the other major
pay service experienced high penetration

numbers and overwhelming success. And
the affiliate reaped the benefits of both!
By offering Showtime and another
pay service, Storer's maxi pay revenue
increased by awhopping 85%.
We'd like to do the same for you.
So why not call one of our regional
representatives and let him help you build
apackage for your market? When you do,

you'll find out what we've been saying all
along.
For everybody concerned, Showtime
is television worth paying for.

cieree7l

Television Worth Paying For'

1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036 (212) 880-6641. Call toll-free (800) 223-0646; 0647 Telex, 710 581 5520.
Regional Sales Offices: Northeastern (212) 880-6611, Art Gusow Southern (404) 923-9933, Bob Mason
North Central (312) 346-4526, Patrick Grotto South Central (817) 267-3125, Carroll Wood Western (415) 820-1046, Curt Bennett

RCA Reassures Customers

Satcom Ill), RCA has been looking for

intended to put the satellite into its

space on another carrier's satellite.

permanent orbit 22,280 miles above

on Satcom III

RCA has been in discussion with both

the equator. RCA has yet to issue a

the Canadians and AT&T to determine

formal explanation of Satcom Ill's

PISCATAWAY, NEW JERSEY— Re-

which would best provide ample trans-

disappearance, but unofficial specula-

assurances from RCA that it will

mission capacity for the second net-

tion suggests that the satellite either

accommodate all its cable customers

work of cable services.

blew up or is lost in deep space.

But Makes No Announcement

with transponder time on asatellite has

While RCA has official protection

RCA claims to be continuing its

all allayed, at least temporarily, in-

agreements with the Canadians, there

investigation—an investigation it says

dustry fears that the loss of Satcom Ill

was speculation that the Canadian

will take several weeks to complete.

could spell disaster for the cable

Telesat system could not provide the

But industry experts suggest that such

programming business. RCA cus-

necessary number of protected trans-

an investigation could easily have been

tomers contacted by this reporter

ponders. Unofficial word was that

completed in amuch shorter time span

appeared calm and confident that the

AT&T, with considerable unused

and that RCA is simply buying itself

common carrier would deliver on its

transponder time on Comstar, would

time to make back up plans.

promise to find transponder space for

be better able to provide time. An RCA

The loss of Satcom III will have

all services. But at press time, RCA had

spokesman said negotiations with

minimal financial impact on RCA.

yet to make an official announcement

AT&T were underway, but declined to

Satcom Ill was insured by RCA with

regarding the loss of Satcom Ill, much

report on the progress of those talks.

less detail its plans for meeting the

In addition, it was learned that RCA

industry's satellite transmission needs.

was considering speeding up its time

While claiming to still be investi-

schedule for launching Satcom IV.

gating the December 10 disappearance

Although RCA would not confirm the

Lloyd's of London for $70 million. The
cost of that policy to RCA was approximately $5 million.

of Satcom Ill, RCA has been in dis-

fact, there are rumors that the common

cussions in recent weeks with other

Cable Industry

carrier has already contracted with

carriers to find necessary transponder

NASA for launch time in April, 1980,

Mourns the Loss of

space for customers expecting to

which would mean speeding up the

CCTA's Walter Kaitz

transmit programming on either Sat-

launch of that satellite by over a year.

OAKLAND,

com Ior III. Most customers with

Since Satcom IV is still in the prelimi-

Kaitz, executive director of the Cali-

CALIFORNIA—Walter

contracts for space on Satcom III will

nary stages of construction, some

fornia Cable Television Association,

be able to be accommodated with

died at the age of 63, December 29,

transponder time on Satcom I. By

industry observers pointed out that
RCA would have to work around the

moving the message traffic now oc-

clock to pull off a spring launch of its

press time.

cupying two transponders on Satcom I

fourth satellite.

to another satellite, RCA will avail two

The December 10 loss of Satcom III

1979. Cause of death was unknown at
Introduced to cable in 1959, through
his work for the California Real Estate

more transponders for cable pro-

represented the first time a satellite,

Association and the California Broad-

gramming, thus providing time to two

once successfully launched, had

casters Association, Kaitz joined the

of the four companies which were to be

simply disappeared. The loss of the

California Cable Television Associa-

leased transponders when cable traffic

satellite, which vanished while being

tion (CCTA) later that same year. He

was moved from Satcom Ito Satcom III

put into geostationary orbit, was an

subsequently was named as the

this spring. The criteria for deciding

obvious embarassment to RCA since

association's general counsel and

which of the four—Home Box Office,

it—not NASA—was in control of the

spent the rest of his life structuring the

Southern Satellite Systems (for the

maneuvers that ultimately resulted in

CCTA upon an unwaivering pragmatic

Cable News Network) Showtime and

the disappearance. RCA engineers in

philosophy.

National Christian Network—would be

Vernon Valley, New Jersey, gave the

Kaitz's philosophy found its sources

awarded transponders on the cable-

signal that fired the apogee kick motor

in the streets of South Boston where at

only satellite has yet to be determined

an early age Kaitz became "enthralled

Only two of those companies will be

with the give and take of interests," and

given full time use of atransponder on

realized that "the essence of our

Satcom I, but another could be ac-

democratic process is compromise."

commodated, on an occassional use

These guidelines were further rein-

basis by using transponder 14. Trans-

forced and defined during his years in

ponder 14 is inoperable several months

the Army during World War II, under

out of the year due to sun outages on

Generals Patton and MacArthur, and

the equinox.

then followed by further education at

To provide for the nine customers

the University of California at Berkley's

who were to be part of the second

Boalt School of Law. Compromise was

cable satellite network (those who

the cornerstone of Kaitz's philosophy,

were to have space on Satcom Iafter

and Kaitz held firm to his belief that "we

existing cable traffic was moved to

must become a nation of laws; it's the

12 C-ED January 80
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only civilized way. In politics, you've
got to be willing to compromise."
However, there were four points on
which Kaitz would not allow the CCTA

Finally...
A Functional
Coring Tool

to compromise: "the right to be free
from bureaucratic harassment; the
right to make aprofit; the right to serve
the people unfettered by despotic
governmental demands; and the principle for the private enterprise aspect
of our [cable]

business." These

staunch principles played a decisive
role in winning cable industry advocates in the state legislature and,
occasionally, in the governor's office.
Through 21 years with the CCTA,
Kaitz kept awatchful eye on legislation
concerning cable, yet that eye was not
a hostile one. "He was a great friend
and representative to the cable

Walter Kaitz was a mentor as well as a
friend to many in the cable industry.

industry; he was one of the most

optimism and was a mentor as well as a

respected, well liked legislative cable

friend to many in the industry. He left a

advocates," both in Sacramento and

legacy through his teachings and work

Washington, D.C., according to Cali-

in cable television.

fornia State Senator Al Alquist.

It is still too early to determine how

An advocate of state regulation,

the vacancy left at the CCTA will be

Kaitz felt the increasing need for the

filled. Perhaps his son, Spencer, who

National Cable Television Association

has been following in his father's steps,

(NCTA) to develop strong leadership

may assume Walter's position. The

at the state level, and that, specifically,

void is large and it will be difficult to

through the CCTA's grass roots poli-

find another man like Walter.

tical awareness, California local opera-

It was fortunate that Walter was able

tors have a responsibility toward

to attend the Western Show last month,

assuming state regulation, and toward

as the NCTA's National Award for

making their local origination chan-

Outstanding Contributions through a

nels more available to city, state and

state or regional association was

federal officials, with the outcome of

renamed the Walter Kaitz Award, in

"cementing relationships with city

recognition of Kaitz's many years of

councils and staffs."

dedication to the cable industry. Addi-

Through his years at the CCTA.

tionally, the Kaitz family, in conjunc-

Kaitz had a "Combat Front Program"

tion with the CCTA, has announced

with five main fronts he and the CCTA

the establishment of the Walter Kaitz

urged other associations to adopt.

Foundation, in memory of Kaitz's 30

Number one is the CCTA's effort to

years spent with the California State

ensure that the industry not be

Legislature, Sacramento, and the 20

subjected to state PUC regulation;

years spent with the CCTA, to encour-

number two, deregulation; number

age further public participation par-

three, rate increases (according to

ticularly in the area of California

Kaitz, a year ago, rates should have

legislative processes.

been raised to ten dollars); number

"Walter Kaitz had aparticular gift for

four, expansion of cable systems and

consolidating different points of view

increased saturation; and number five,

and a unique degree of integrity, both

property taxation.

of which will be hard, terribly hard, to

These goals along with his years of

do without. He left us with a challenge

dedication not only to the CCTA, but

to fulfill his own goals in bringing cable

also to the cable television industry

to a position of leadership in each of

caused Walter Kaitz to be held in the

our communities." Tribute paid to

highest esteem by his peers. Kaitz

Walter Kaitz by David Lewine, Times

taught the industry how to "play the

Mirror Television, and CCTA presi-

cable TV game." He lent continuous

dent.

NEW? -Yes but with over twentyfive years of cable manufacturing
and cable preparation behind the
design for agood Functional
Coring Tool.
•Designed for ALL foamed
polyethylene cables -from the
orignial to third generation.
•Insulated -for those activated
splices.
•Color coded by sizes for quick
easy identification.
•Replaceable blades as well as
all components which make up
the tool.
•A fast and efficient tool for
the splicers.
•Ail sizes available DCT-412,
DCT-500, DCT-750 and
DCT-1000.
Available from your Cable-F5rep
Distributor along with aComplete
Line of Hex Crimp Tools.
Ben Hughes Communication
Products Co.
P.O. Box AS
Old Saybrook, Conn. 06475
20.3/388-3559
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If you could see FIVE YEARS
into the future
you would install this equipment today.

Century HI
"Innovators in
Broadband
Communications"

Century III Electronics, Inc.
Head Office—Canada
1580 Rand Avenue
Vancouver, B.C.
V6P 3G2
Tel: (604) 263-0911
Telex: 04-55490

Head Office—U.S.A.
3880 E Eagle Drive
Anaheim, California
92807
Tel: (714) 630-3714

Central Canada
#13- 5200 Dixie Road
Mississauga, Ontario
L4W 1E4
Tel: (416) 625-6263
Telex: 06-961359

Eastern Canada
8439 Dalton Road
Town of Mount Royal
Montreal, Quebec
H4T 1V5
Tel: (514) 739-1976
Telex: 055-61633

Europe
Electro Service N.V.
Belgium Telex 46-34093
Richard Hirschmann Electric
Austria Telex 47-52239

Western Show Wrap-Up
By Gary Witt, Executive Editor
I t was the largest Western Show
ever—with a attendance climbing to
more than 3700 (an increase of about
1000 over last year), and more exhibition floor space than ever before.
Included on the agenda was aseries
of technical seminars, conducted on
December 13, and averaging between
100 and 150 attendees per session.
Each of the four sessions used apanel
discussion format, and coordination
for the series was provided by Ross
Wileman of Storer Cable TV.
The first panel focused its attention
on the theme "Underground Construction—A New Era." Ron Goodno, plant
manager for Times Mirror in Costa
Mesa, California, served as moderator
for the discussion, and also presented
the introductory paper, which con-

Darrell Bye. Gary Moere, and Ron Goodno

cerned itself with problems and con-

faifty low and instailation conditions

then tie the cable in. The method has

siderations in the use of conduit

are favorable.

apparently been used extensively in

compared with direct burial. Among

Gary Moore of Sonic Cable TV. the

Merin County and in San Francisco. to

the considerations highlighted by

next scheduled speaker, was unable to

avoid the problems associated with
trenching through yards. Fitzgerald

Goodno were the additional expense

stay for the entire seminar; however,

associated with conduit, problems

his paper on joint trenching was

noted that hy keeping the cable in the

related to soil conditions and backfill,

presented by Ron Goodno. Essentially,

street, there is no problem with land-

street and highway crossing main-

Moore's paper analyzed a few of the

scaping. The only problem is that the

tenance problems, long-run construc-

problems inherent in trying to coordi-

cost of this mode of installation is

tion, and rodent problems. Goodno

nate the trenching activities al cable

currently running about five dollars per

emphasized the importance of pro-

franchises and other utilities in a new

foot. Several members of the audience

tecting the physical plant, and pointed

development, as well as in a subse-

pointed out that the costs thus involved

to the ease of replacement allowed by

quent conversion of overhead lines to

are quite prohibitive. For example. with

conduit installation. He then explained

underground.

some of the pros and cons surrounding

Following Moore's paper was a

a 50 or 100 foot frontage, the average
cost per home passed could range

the choice between polyvinyl chloride,

presentation by Darrell Bye of Multi-

between $250 and $500, without con-

poly-duct and steel conduit. In ad-

View Systems spotlighting the prob-

sidering additional costs of cable and

dition, Goodno recommended the use

lems and procedures behind obtaining

other apparatus and labor.

of sweep-markers to establish opti-

underground permits from the govern-

The next seminar featured Cliff Paul

mum performance of the system, and

ing bodies of franchising cities. Bye

of the FCC's Cable Television Bureau

he stressed common sense in deter-

also examined the requirements of a

who spoke on radiation and aviation

minig riser locations. Lastly, Goodno

typical underground ordinance and

frequency problems. Paul pointed out

reminded his audience to obtain the

some important considerations in

a recently released FCC advisory

tension specs on whatever cable they

meeting those requirements.

committee report on cable signal

install, and also to use a good pulling

The final speaker for the under-

leakage which was compiled by Dr.

compound to draw the cable through

groLnd construction seminar was an

Robert S. Powers and Ralph Haller.

the conduit.

independent contractor by the name of

The report will be used to formulate

Whereas Goodno was clearly in

Ken Fitzgerald. Fitzgerald was there to

FCC rules altering the current section

favor of the extensive use of conduit in

explain the use of a new rock cutting

76 of the FCC regulations. As it stands
now, a notice of proposed rule-making

the installation of underground cable,

tool in the installation of cable beneath

the next speaker, Frank Caliri of Falcon

streets. This new device allows acrew

(docket #21006) is expected out early

Cable TV, came down squarely on the

to install at the rate of 1000 feet per day,

in 1980 tc revise the procedures and

side of direct burial. His primary point

cutting out a trench four inches wide

standards applied to the alleviation of

was that the additional expense of

and twelve inches deep. By setting up

interference between aviation frequen-

conduit is not always justified, espe-

the boxes ahead of the trenching crew.

cies and cable systems. Currently,

cially where replacement costs are

Fitzgerald is able to cut through and

(Continued on page 23.)
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COLOR DIGITAL MESSAGE/WEATHER
ONLY $3690 0°complete
BEI HAS INTERFACED THE CG-800 "MARQUEE"
TO THE HEATHKIT0 DIGITAL WEATHER
COMPUTER FOR A LOW COST COLOR DIGITAL
WEATHER AND MESSAGE CHANNEL

CABLEVISION
ANYTOWN U.S.A.
MON
TEMP
78

12:47:23
HI
83
ROM

LO
71
GUSTS

COMMERCIAL STATE
LOANS FOR ANY GOOD

1

DATE
6/22

1 Full-screen digital
weather displayed on
first page.
Weather information
displayed in 2 line
blocks on other pages
if desired.

BA
29.
CHILL

7

BANK
REASON

4
AO,

11 Crawl line is keyboard
entry, but optionally
interfaced to NOAA for
only $300.00

CHECK THESE STANDARD FEATURES:
• Keyboard
• Four Message Pages
• Crawl Line with 1000 Characters
• RS-170 Color Sync. System
• Color Background Generator
• Automatic Centering
• Page by Page Display Time
• Random Page Display
• And Morel
.•••

SYSTEMS FOR NEWS WIRE SERVICE AS LOW AS $3295.00
SYSTEMS FOR MESSAGE SERVICE AS LOW AS $2795.00
For more information call or write.

I=1

4

P.O. BOX 106A •OLATHE, KANSAS 66061
(913) 764-1900

É
É

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED IN THE
UNITED STATES

•

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

•

First Class

Permit No. 96

Wallingford, CT

Postage Will Be Paid By80

1

Times Wire & Cable
358 Hall Avenue
Wallington, CT 06492
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Altn: CAN Marketing Dept.
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BEI "MARQUEE"
"COST EFFECTIVE"

Name
Company
•

Address
City

CHARACTER GENERATOR
DISPLAY OF HEATHKIT"
WEATHER COMPUTER
Live local weather information direct
from the HEATH DIGITAL WEATHER
COMPUTER and displayed on the
BEI "MARQUEE" CG-800 character
generator
• d-color background.
• Gen-lock RS-170.
• Programmable page
sequence.
• Four lines available for
forecast or other
information.

State
Zip Code

El

Phone

Ca

180

PO Box 106A
Olathe Kansas 66061
913) 764-1900
'

Place
Stamp
Here

Satellite Cablevision Equipment Inc.
9144 S. Bishop
Chicago, IL 60620

SEE FOR YOURSELF.
THE MOST RADIATION-PROOF CABLES
IN THE INDUSTRY.

I
II
II
I

If you require more information on any TIMES WIRE 8f. CABLE
product, or would like a sales engineer to call on you, just fill
out this card and return it to us. Your inquiry will receive prompt
attention.
11
E
ID
U

Send a complete catalog.
Send the technical article file.
Add me to your distribution list.
Have a sales engineer call me at (

u

•
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Olathe, KS 66061
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36 Channel Converters
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NOW IN STOCK!
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
For More Details, See Our Ad On Page
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For abetter signal,
here's how Rockwell SAWs
shape up.

Now you can get Rockwell technology in solid state,
space saving, maintenance-free SAW filters.

Rockwell International announces
the latest addition to its SAWD
(Surface Acoustic Wave Device)
product line. The Rockwell
SAW CATV Modulator Filter. It
combines the solid state advantages of SAW technology with
the volume production and
research and development
resources of Rockwell International. The result: Abetter
signal for cable TV transmission
of higher resolution video.
That's Rockwell Micropower!
Rockwell's SAW bandpass
filter provides the CATV Modu-

lator designer with unique
benefits. Shown in the graph
above, the Rockwell SAW
CATV filter has excellent band
pass characteristics. Its solid
state construction requires no
tuning or maintenance, making
it ideal for remote, unattended
locations. Its compact size

means it saves space and allows
design flexibility. Add to that
its flat group delay characteristics and reliability and you'll
know why Rockwell SAWs are
shaping up to be the technology
leader.
Rockwell's SAWD products
are the result of over 10 years
of research and development
together with nearly 30 years
of Collins mechanical filter
design and production.
For more information, contact
Filter Products Marketing,
Electronic Devices Division,
Rockwell International,
4311 Jamboree Road, Newport
Beach, CA 92660. Phone:
714/833-4544/4324.

Rockwell International
_where science gets down to business

Announcing the Special 9-Day
North American Tour to the

First International Conference and Exhibition
on Videotex,Cabletext and Teletext Systems.

26-28 March 1980, Wembley Conference Centre
London, England
The Exhibition
All the major global manufacturers will display their latest
videotex and teletext equipment. Online Information Providers
including publishers, news agencies and other organizations will
he presenting their software services. Major exhibitors from
England, France, Germany, Japan and North America will
include ITT, the British Post Office, Philips, Reuters,
Financial Times, NEC, Cablevision and TVC magazines,
Sopritel and dozens more. (Limited exhibitor space is still
available. Call Jeff Wolf at 415-474-3000 for details.)
Over 5,000 industry participants are expected to attend from
20 countries including official delegations from major PTT's
and phone companies.

Standards Chairman, Washington; Sam Fedida, the Inventor of
Viewdata, London; Professor Terrence Easton, Chairman, Dept.
of Telecom Mgmt., Golden Gate University, San Francisco:
Geoffrey Hughes, Director, Oracle, UK; Roy Bright, Directeur
Generale, Sopritel, France; Alex Reid, Director, Prestel, UK;
Bernard Rogers, Director, ITT among many others.
Organizations presenting papers include CBS, Link, Butler
Cox, Communications Studies & Planning, Bell Canada,
Quantum Sciences, Financial Times, British Rail, the French PTT,
the Information Industry Assn (USA), the Associated Press,
Oak Communications, Zenith, Control Data, and 40 others.
A 20-page conference brochure is available upon request
from the North American Coordinator.

The Prestel Show

The Viewdata 80 Special 9-Day North American Tour Package

A highlight of VIEWDATA 80, will be the -Prestel Show",
presented by the British Post Office in an adjacent auditorium.
Over 12,000 specially invited guests from industry and the
public will be attending this event, with the BP() scheduled to
spend over I:1 Million in advertising and promotion on the
Prestel Show alone. The Prestel Show should provide the
participants with the first major "hands on" opportunity for
the public to observe user response and obtain feedback from
the ultimate videotex consumer!

Includes complete round trip coach or first class air fare
from NYC (with connecting flights to other US and Canadian
cities available), 8 nights of first class accommodations with
continental breakfast at the Hotel Britannia, all ground transfers,
daily transportation to the VIEWDATA 80 Conference &
Exhibition, VIEWDATA 80 Exhibition tickets, choice theatre
tickets to three London West End shows, and two sight-seeing
tours in and around London. The entire package costs less than
S1,000 (single occupancy and first class air fare higher) and is
tax-deductible under Section 274(h) of the IRS Code. Spouses
are also invited to participate, with aspecial spouse's program
of cultural, social and shopping opportunities available.

The International Conference
The VIEWDATA 80 Conference will offer three parallel
streams of six half-day sessions presented by over 60 internationally noted speakers in 18 panel and roundtable discussions.
Speakers will include: Dr. John Madden, Dept. of Communications Canada; Mr. Gary Rosch, FCC and CCITT Videotex

North American Coordinator

TIVIAC 680 BEACH ST

For VIEWDATA 80 North American Tour reservations, call
REGENCY TRAVEL SERVICE, 800-227-3477 (in California
and in Canada call 415-956-1660), or write Matt Golden, RTS,
100 Pine Street, Suite 1340, San Francisco, CA 94111.

SUITE 428, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109

(800) 227-3477: (415) 474-3000
V
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(Continued from page 15.)
76.601 of the FCC regulations deals
with the elimination of such interference. New systems are required to
report to the FCC 60 days prior to the
use of any frequency; during that sixtyday period, the commission will determine whether such use will interfere
with aviation use, and if so, to what
extent. The FCC is required to coordinate frequency use with the Department of Defense, and the Federal
Aviation Administration, as well as
private users.
One tool in the selection of a frequency for cable use, said Paul, is a
quarterly publication of the National
Technical Information Service defining channel uses in given sections of
the U.S. The publication gives all
normal channel usages, up to 100 kHz
on both sides of each channel, to help
an operator determine whether a clear
frequency is available. (The title of the
publication is The Aeronautical Frequency Assignment Near Cable TV
Carrier Frequencies. Subscriptions are
$36.00 per year and available through
the NTIS, catalogue number NTISUB/

Tom Polis, and Dick Covell
The third seminar topic was "-Me
Complex World of Satellite Receivers,"
and featured panelists Dan Yost of
Compucon. Marvin Shoemake of Sciert fic-Atlanta, and Jim Emmick of
Koening Electronics.
Yost began the discussion by outlining a few of the considerations that
go into equipment selection, including
the recent deregulation of earth sta-

239.)
In the event there is interference,

tions and the loss of RCA's Satcom Ill.

the FCC has three options: 1) it may

Yost noted that deregulation will

grant awaiver if the interference can be

probably result in an increase in the

shown to be within tolerable limits, 2) it

introduction of new products and
services, and that the loss of F-3 points

may coordinate frequency use by
offsetting the cable user in relation to
the others, and 3) it may require the
cable operator to reduce output below
10 -5 watts (effectively shutting down
the system). Paul emphasized, however, that this third alternative is a last

up dramatically the need for flexibility
in equipment.
According to Yost, there are four
basic steps in the selection of earth
station equipment. The first, of course,

aspects of earth station construction,
including the stress factors of concrete
and a few of the problems cable
operators are likely to encounter in
dealing with contractors.
The next seminar was entitled "Fulfilling the Technical Needs for the
'80s," and it focused on the problem of
finding capable technical personnel.
On hand were panelists Al Burnétt,
from Cox Cablevision, Mark Stuckey
from Times Mirror, Paul Kaplan from
Theta Cable, Al Shine from the Urban
League, and William Dabney from the
East Bay Skills Center. The moderator
for the session was Joe Van Loan from
Viacom. The panelists emphasized the
cable industry's responsibilities under
the Federal Equal Employment Oppor-

is to determine what performance

tunity Act, and also noted that, to a
large extent, the technical personnel

standards and technical specifications
are available from each manufacturer.

necessary to wire America are going to
come from outside the industry. Larger

The second is to determine what
options will be necessary in view of the

operators have already instituted training programs, and the panelists each

over-all characteristics of the system.
The third is to dve careful considera -

urged expansion in this field.

Paul went on to explain the current

:ion to problems of interference. And

amined the topic of expanded band-

status of docket number 21505, relating to periscope antennae, cable relay

fourth is to examine other outside
influences which may affect reception

cluded Dave Randolph from Storer,

service, and the coordination of fre-

and distribution.

Dick Covell from Sylvania, Kerwin

resort, to be used only in the event that
the first two options become unfeasible. The primary concern in all this,
said Paul, is to allow air traffic a clear
channel, and to insure the safety of air
travelers.

quencies. The current rules have gone
through notice of inquiry, notice of

Yost went on to discuss signal to

The final seminar of the day exwidth for the future. Participants in-

Mahan from RMS, Tom Polis from
Magnavox, Fred Shuh from General

proposed rule-making, and have been

noise relationships, pointing out that a
40 percent S/N is average, 50 percent is

compiled into a Report and Order of
the FCC. However, the American

good, and 52 percent is ideal. As far as
carrier to noise is concerned, Yost

Larry Nelson from Comm/Scope, and

Broadcasting Co. has petitioned for a
stay in the enforcement of the order, as

recommended working within the 14

Israel Switzer, an independent consultant. Discussion centered around

dB range.
Yost was followed by Marvin Shoe-

recent technical advancements and
their implications for the future.

well as for reconsideration. The FCC

Instrument, Jim Eachus from Motorola,

has yet to act on those petitions;

make, whose presentation centered

In general, the tech sessions were

however, it is clear that the FCC is
opposed to the use of periscope an-

upon various factors related to the
selection of earth station location. The

well attended, and frequently pro-

tennae, and is moving to eliminate

panel concluded with Jim Emmick,

duced a lively dialogue and debate
between panelists and members of the

them.

and an explanation of some practical

audience.
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If you think
of S.A.L.
for just
Pole-Line
Hardware...

You've known S.A.L. Communications for five successful years. You've come to rely on our dependable
delivery schedules. Our construction expertise. And
our concern for your individual needs. When you
thought of S.A.L., you thought of Pole-Line Hardware.
Now, we're asking you to THINK BIGGER!
Think Tools and Safety Equipment. Our warehouses
have been heavily stocked with all the equipment
needed to get the job done right! We carry an abundant supply of vehicle equipment and OSHA approved
safety products.
Think Connectors. The finest coaxial connectors in
the CATV industry are stocked at S.A.L. Be it standard
or radiation sleeve connectors, or F-fittings, afull line
featuring Gilbert, is ready when you call.
Think -Pedestals. Yes, we have both metal and fiberglass, above ground or flush mount, in all sizes. We've
got you covered underground as well as on the pole.

Think Drop Materials. Everything you need from taps
to matching transformers. Span clamps, passives,
ground rods, drop wire grips ... we could go on.
Think Insulation. Protect your plant from the elements and lengthen its life with heat shrink tubing,
silicone, tapes and LPS products.
Think PAY-TV. Promo encoders and decoders, traps,
block convertors, channel selectors, security sleeves,
and locking terminators. All you need to keep your
premium channels secure.
THINK SERVICE. Our professionally trained sales
staff has been expanded to answer your buying needs
and technical questions ... and our distribution centers are where the action is. S.A.L.'s marketing policy is
designed to anticipate your ever-changing needs. As
for delivery, anyone can make promises. At
we
deliver. What you want, when you want it.
So, if you think of S.A.L. for just Pole-Line Hardware,
THINK AGAIN.

S.A.L. COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
QUALITY PRODUCTS TO SERVE YOU BETTER.
Full line distributors to the CATV industry.

\

East of the Mississippi call toll free (800) 645-9030. In the Southeast call toll free (800) 241-2928.
10 Hub Drive •Melville, New York 11747 •(516) 694-7110

2500 Park Central Blvd. •Decatur, Georgia 30035 •(404) 981-0050
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Tech Revieint
This special January tech review features the various types of equipment displayed at the Western Cable Television Show in
Anaheim. California. December 12-14. In addition to the new products unveiled at the show, we have included top-of-the-line
equipment from major manufacturers.
Below is a handy reference. in alphabetical order, for locating specific equipment for your requirements.

Cable Equipment
Cerro: Cables
Datrex: Cable Measuring Device
General Cable: Cables
Intercept: Cable Closures
Valtec: Cables

26
26
26
26
29

Line/Headend Equipment
'Century Ill: Amplifier
Cerro: Passives
Eagle: Cable Splitters
Gamco: Directional Taps
Intercept: Multi-Taps, Splitters
Lindsay: Amplifiers
McMartin: FM Tuner
MCE: Line Extender
Magnavox: Extended Capacity Products
Phasecom: Modular, Demodulator, Processor
RCA: Line Extender
RMS Directional Coupler
Scientific-Atlanta: 400 MHz Product Line
Standard Communications: MDS System

29
29
29
30
30
32
32
32
32
34
34
34
36
36

Video
BEI: Display System
CADCO: Modulator/Processor
Colorado Video: Transceiver
Microdyne: Modulator
MSI: Video Display System
Phasecom: Cassette Player/Changer
Scientific-Atlanta: Modulator
System Concepts: Display System
Video Data: Time and Error Corrector
Zenith: Receiver
Security/Converters
AEL: Converters, Descramblers
Cablebus: Home Terminals
CADCO: NOAA Converter
Eagle: Addressable Controller
Intercept: Midband Converter
Jerrold: 400 MHz System
Leaming Industries: Stereo Transmission System
MCE: Taps

36
36
36
38
38
38
42
42
42
42

43
43
46
46
46
46
46
50

Magnavox Converter
Oak: MDS Addressability System
Phasecom: Converter
TeleMine: Descrambler Control
T.E.S.T •Scramble Encoder Monitor
ThetaCom: MDS Converter
TOCOM: Central Data System
Vitek: Midband Converter

50
50
50
50
51
51
51
53

Earth Stations
Anixter-Pruzan: TVRO Package
Collins: Receivers
Compact Video: Portable Earth Station
Comtech: LNA Switches and Modem
Hughes: Satellite Receiving System
Microdyne: Receiver
Microwave Associates TVRO Package

53
53
53
56
56
60
60

Power Supplies/Test Equipment
AEL: Power Supply
Best Energy Systems: Power Supply
Caterpillar: Power Supply
ComSonics: Power Supply

60
62
62
62

Cable-Com: Status Monitoring
Control Technology: Power Supply
Lester Powervision: Power Supply
MCE: Power Supply
Meg-Chek: Tester
RMS: Power Supply
Sawyer: Power Supply
Sparks: Power Supply
Standard Communicalions Test/Power
Equipment
Wavetek: Sweep Recovery System
Miscellaneous
Arvin: NOAA Receiver
Compact Video: Mobile Units
Compucon: Interference Analysis
Continental Lift: Personnel Lifts
SAL.: Repair Services
Dupont: Energy Load Monitor
Van Ladder: Modular Bodies
Zenith: Hotel/Motel Receivers

63
64
64
66
66
66
67
73
74

76
76
76
76
77
77
77
77
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Cable Equipment
Cerrocom Introduces
Cerrofoam-GXX
Cerrofoam-GXX is a new gas expanded polyethylene trunk and distribution cable now available in .412 inch,
.500 inch,

.750 inch, and

1.00 inch

sizes. The GXX features extra low-loss
transmission, and extended frequency
compatibility to 400 MHz.
For further information, contact
Cerro Communication Products, Halls
Mill Road, Freehold, New Jersey 07728
(201) 462-8700.

alumi-

now available on a limited basis from

num, disc insulation and an outer con-

General Cable Corporation with Fused

either copper or copperclad

ductor of aluminum. The inner

Disc coaxial cable. Designed to offer

conductor is annealed copper or cop-

submarine protection at a fraction of

perclad

coating is applied overall. The dielec-

the cost of conventional steel wire
armor, our new submarine armored

tric consists of compartments of air

cable uses copper wire armor to give

and thermoplastic discs. These discs
are uniformly spaced and hold the

tensile strength needed for successful

inner conductor centered within the

underwater applications.

aluminum.

A thin

adhesive

Fused Disc cable the weight and

aluminum outer conductor. The discs

The construction, available in .500",

are fused to the coated inner conduc-

.750" and 1.00" cables, is manufac-

tor. The outer conductor then consists
of an electrical grade welded alumi-

tured as follows. Bare coaxial cable
(General Cable Specifications 4309,

num tube drawn down in a compres-

4310 and 4311) is jacketed with apoly-

sion fit over the discs in order to

isobutylene flooding

impede moisture migration.

neath the black polyethylene jacket
(Specification 4366). A layer of copper
wires is helically stranded around the

This

basic

cable construction

is

then afforded one of four varieties of
protective jackets, depending upon the
intended use of the cable. For example,

compound

be-

cable. The cable is covered with an
asphalt flooding compound which

if the cable is to be applied to aerial

includes

construction, a black high molecular
weight polyethylene jacket shall be

black

extruded over the cable. When flooding is specified for aerial application, a

cable offers the lowest loss cable in the

rubber modified asphalt flooding compound will be applied between the

tion for underwater application.
For further information, contact

ble instrument for measuring reel-

outer conductor and the jacket.
When direct burial jacketing is

General Cable CATV Division, 1Woodbridge Center, P.O. Box 700, Wood-

partials and random lengths of all
CATV cables. This new instrument

specified, a black high molecular
weight polyethylene jacket shall be

bridge, New Jersey 07095, (201) 6365500.

provides a convenient, fast and accurate way to measure all those partials in
the field: RG 59, AG 6, as well as

extruded over the cable, and a clear,
viscous flooding compound shall be
applied which will flow to fill any minor
construction damage in the overlying
jacket.
Figure 8 (messengered) cable is

Intercept Produces New
PED Metal Cable Closure

Datrex Introduces New
Cable Measurement Device
The Datrex Corporation of California has come out with a new porta-

virtually all trunk and distribution type
cables utilized in the industry today.
The Datrex model 101/102 is a portable, battery-operated meter for the
installer, the construction crewman,
and the technician. It is fast and accu-

the coaxial cable, and covered by a
black high molecular weight polyethy-

rate, with a direct digital readout and a
range exceeding 5000 ft. It measures
all 75 ohm cables, and comes with a

tion. The support wire used with Fused
Disc Ill is solid .109 inch galvanized

one year warranty on parts and labor.
Price: $339.95, available through the

steel.
In addition, direct burial jacketing

Cable TV Supply Company, Los Angeles; Houston; Decatur, Georgia;

may be reinforced and armored by

Addison,

Illinois;

and Cinnaminson,

composed of asupport wire parallel to

lene jacket to form afigure 8cross sec-

covering it with .006 inch steel tape,
corrugated and longitudinally folded

New Jersey.

around the jacket with positive overlap.

For further information, write Datrex of California, 531 Flume Street,
Chico, California 95926, or call the

Flooding compound is then applied to
cover both sides of the corrugated

Cable

TV Supply Company in

Los

Angeles, (213) 204-4440.

steel tape. A black high molecular
weight polyethylene jacket is then
applied over the flooded steel tape.
For further information, contact

General Cable's
Fused Disc III
General Cable has recently introduced Fused Disc 1111 coaxial cable,
available in .412 inch, .5 inch, .75 inch,
and 1.00 inch sizes. The cable consists of a solid

inner conductor of
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General Cable CATV Division, 1Woodbridge Center, P.O. Box 700, Woodbridge, New Jersey 07095, (201) 6365500.

Submarine Armored Fused
Disc Coaxial Cable
A new type of submarine armor is

rubber,

and

jacketed

with

polyethylene.

Submarine armored Fused Disc
industry in a cost effective construc-

The Intercept PEO 6000 is a53/4 by
5 3/4 by 20 inch metal cable closure
used for mounting traps, splitters, and
related equipment for underground
construction. The unit features a low
silhouette design with lockable padlock hasp. The closure is fabricated
from heavy gauge hot-dipped galvanized steel to protect against rust.
The durable porcelain-like finish is
obtained on our own in-house fully

"

we'

just
cable"

also presenting

CERRO
SPLITTERS

and other distribution devices
All engineered with the features you need to make
your job easier, more efficient ... and more reliable.

Come to the source for CATV products..
from trunk to subscriber!

Request our free literature-pak

CERRO
COMMUNICATION
COAXIAL CABLE/RF DEVICES
PRODUCTS
Member of The Marmon Group

Halls Mill Road, Freehold, New Jersey 07728
Distributed in Canada by Anurter Pruzan of Canada

3

(201) 462-8700

Alot of people
are losing sleep over
WOR

It's hard to say goodnight
to WOR.
In fact, it's hard to turn WOR off
anytime with 24-hour programming like
this! Over 35 award-winning movies to
choose from each week...that's full
length films. Just think, over 63 hours of
movies. Over 3,000 films, including the
classic RKO motion picture favorites,
That's why from Alaska to Florida,
Vermont to Hawaii, people everywhere
are happily losing sleep over WOR.

Why let other stations leave
your subscribers in the dark?
WOR's 24-hour programming or our
special Movie Package will captivate
your customers night after night. The
faces of Bing Crosby, Katharine
Hepburn, Fred Astaire, and Barbara
Stanwyck will light up the late night TV
screen from dusk 'til dawn.
Don't let another day go by, call
Sam Morse or Charlie Mills now at
(315) 455-5955

EASTERN
3Northern Concourse

MICROWAVE, INC.
f-'0 Box 4872

Syracuse. NY 13221

automatic electrostatic paint line, fea-

would deliver programs to homes, and

turing a three stage cleaning and

the other would service institutions.

phosphatizing process in a sixty foot

The Boston planners also propose
technology which would allow two-

baking and curing oven.
For further information, contact

way communications between viewers

Intercept Corporation, 140 Delawanna
Avenue, Clifton, New Jersey 07014,

and cable operator. This could be used
to gather information, such as opin-

(201) 471-2212.

ions about a show, or for other instant
referenda.
The Catawba manufacturer of high

New Cable Technology
Increases Channel Capacity
Valtec Corporation, whose Catawba, NC, Comm/Scope subsidiary is the
nation's leading supplier of coaxial
cable for CATV systems, has introduced a new cable, Parameter Ill Plus,

quality cable assures stable attenuation to 450 MHz. Return loss (SRL) for
PIII Plus cable maintains aminimum of
30 dB (SRL) throughout 5-450 MHz.
One inch cable is 26 dB throughout 5450 MHz.
For further information, contact

which increases the number of channels which system operators can offer

Comm/Scope Company, Route 1, Box
199-A, Catawba, NC 28609, (704) 241-

to subscribers.
"We call it the 'Cable With Room at

3142.

the Top' because it offers access from
five to 450 megahertz, or 50 percent
more bandwidth," said Valtec President Frank M. Drendel. The exact
number of channels would depend on
the cable system operator's electronics, but new transmission equipment expanding capacity to 52 channels from 35 has recently entered the
market, the Valtec President explained.
"Parameter Ill Plus will cost from 10
to 20 percent more based on customer's desired configuration, but it
allows CATV system operators an
additional capacity otherwise possible only by using two cables," he said.
"Until about ayear ago, most CATV
people were talking in terms of 24 to 35
channel systems. Now, they're discussing 50 and up. One example is
Boston where a commission just recommended a single, city-wide 80channel system which would employ
two 40 channel cables. One cable

can be obtained at the head-end. The
unit is convertible to sub-split or midsplit 3200 series amplifier stations with
the installation of appropriate modules
and interconnecting RF cables. Feeder
outputs in bridger stations are protected by self-resetting, 4 ampere circuit breakers, limiting the current in
each feederline to a safe level.
Ordering information: specify name,
model number, frequency, 2 or 4,
bridger outputs, AGC carriers, equalibridger outputs, AGC carriers, equalizer value. For example, AGC/BR Trunk
Station, Model 3104-4/300 MHz, 8 dB,
channel 4 and 13 AGC carriers, 4
output bridger. Century Ill Electronics
Inc., 3880 East Eagle Drive, Anaheim,
California 92807, (714) 630-3714.

Line/Headend
Equipment
Century Ill Presents the 3100
Series Feedforward Amplifier
The Century Ill Feedforward Supertrunk amplifier uses the latest advancements in integrated circuits, coupled
with aunique method of noise and distortion cancellation, to provide reliability and stability throughout a wide
temperature and frequency range; and
which will produce an overall system
that is relatively free of noise and distortion. This ability to cancel the
distortion products of the amplifier

Cerro Communication
Products Releases
Comphation of Passive
Devices
A brochure released at the Western
Show by Cerro Communication Products details the entire line of Cerro

allows the implementation of relatively
long coaxial cable systems while still
maintaining a quality signal at the far
end.

passives, including: MATV directional
taps (82 channels for UHF or VHF);

The 3100 Century Ill Series trunk

and band separators; two-output MATV

amplifiers are designed for long-haul
super-trunk systems of high-level dis-

die cast splitters for indoor/outdoor

tribution applications. This series of

al tap assemblies for the 54 to 890 MHz
range; VHF/UHF/FM MATV indoor

trunk amplifier stations provides a
wide range of capabilities and versatility within a 45-300 MHz bandwidth.
Optional redundant power supply
module

(2154R)

allows

operations

MATV indoor matching transformers

installation; MATV wall plate direction-

band separators; and indoor/outdoor
matching MATV transformers.
For further information, call Cerro
at (201) 462-8700.

from 30 to 60 VAC or 50 to 100 VAC.
Power transformer taps are selectable
for optimum use and safety circuits
include a Crowbar circuit, a foldback

Eagle Comtronics Unveils
Its Line of Cable Splitters

circuit and an automatic switch-over

This year, Eagle Comtronics has

should afailure occur. Two LED's give

added a line of cable splitters to its
family of products. According to an

visual indication of power supply performance. When used with the optional
system, an alarm

information sheet released by Eagle,
the new line of splitters has five

read-out of power supply condition

features that set it apart significantly

status monitoring
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from others. First, all Eagle splitters

response flatness of plus or minus 0.5

way subscriber taps over abroad range

have grounding blocks, provided with

dB. Return loss at the tap, as well as at

no additional cost. Second, all Eagle

in and out, is a minimum of 20 dB;
power capacity for the unit is six amps,

of tap values. Modular design enables
the operator to remove the base plate

splitters have sealed F-ports. Third, all
have machined threads on the Fports—not outmoded forged threads.
Fourth, Eagle splitters are designed
and built with a variety of configurations suitable for all applications. And
finally, all Eagle splitters feature a unitized diecast housing with a super
corrosion-resistant coating.

AC or DC.

and circuit board as a unit without
removing the center seize or the strand

The model 608 plug-in subscriber
trap module has typical trap attenuation of 55 dB, and return loss (plus or
minus 10 MHz from trap) of 18 dB.
Bandwidth at 45 dB is afollows: 200 KC
at low band, 400 KC at mid-band, and
800 KC at high band. Insertion loss

mounting. Changing the base plate will
not affect downstream operation. The
housing is fabricated from a corrosion
resistant aluminum alloy. Stainless
steel hardware is used throughout, including the strand clamp. The housing
and all ports have separate moisture
sealing gaskets and the subscriber

Eagle splitters are subjected to

amounts to 0.3 dB at a range of 5-300

stringent acceptance testing before
shipping, to insure quality control. De-

MHz, and increases to 2 dB at a vari-

ports have a puncture sealing rubber

ance of plus or minus 6 MHz from trap

membrane.

cluding subscriber ports, have large

sign specifications include: isolation
tap-out 35 dB minimum, bandwidth 5

frequency. In addition, the unit registered temperature drift (-40°F to

to 300 MHz, impedance 75 ohms,

+140°F) as follows: 50 KC low band,

return loss (in and out) 20 dB mini-

200 KC mid-band, and 350 KC high

mum.
For further information, call Eagle
Comtronics toll-free at (800) 448-3311.

band.
For further information, contact

Gamco's New 8 Output
Directional Tap

etec

The ICM series of multi taps from

CATV
Antennas
•

2706
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National

Cr.

Garland,

bandwidth of 5-300 MHz, return loss on
all ports of 20 dB minimum, tap-to-tap
isolation of 30 dB minimum, response
flatness of plus or minus 0.25 dB, 6amp
power capacity, impedance of 75
ohms, with atap loss of plus or minus .5
dB of assigned value.

Don't Forget
Your Off
The Air Signals

FEATURES:
*Extra Rugged Heavy Duty Construction
*Superior Forward Gain
'Maximum Front-to-Back Rejection
*Excellent 75 ohm Match
Solid Replaceable Aluminum Rod Elements
*Fast Assembly Time
*Wind and Ice Resistant
*Minimum Shipping cost. ..Mounting U Bolts
Furnished
Full line of CATV products include; UHF & VHF Low Noise
preamps, UHF dish Ant. Vagi VHF & UHF Log Ant. U/V &
V/V Converters, Line Extenders, FM Equalizer, Bandpass filters, Superhet Modulators & Processors, NOAA
Weather Converter, Civil Emergency Alert System.
CADCO Inc.,
(214) 271-3651

taps have drip skirts. The unit can be

fications for the multi-taps include a

Intercept Corporation provide 2 or 4

develop-

with shrinksleeving. Housing and
cover plate as well as the subscriber

7500.

subscribers. Model GTT 5508 has a
frequency range of 5-300 MHz, and a

product

shoulders and anti-slip ribs for use

either messenger or pedestal mounted.
The ICM is color coded to denote the
dB value of the component unit. Speci-

ment is an eight output directional tap
with internal traps, for four or eight

latest

in-

Gamco Industries Inc., 291 Cox Street,
Roselle, New Jersey 07203, (201) 241-

Intercept Presents ICM 2
And 4 Output Multi-taps,
and Hybrid Splitters

Gamco's

All connector ports,

TX

Announcing a
major breakthrough in $250
frequency counters.

Keep the change! Our MAX- 100
is remarkable, even compared to
$250 digital frequency counters.
With its turn-on-and-read operating
simplicity. Direct 8-digit readings.
Big, bright, display. And under-20
Hz to over-100 MHz range (past 500
MHz with optional prescaler).
It has all the features you'd take
for granted, even at $250. Like high
sensitivity, accuracy and stability.
Lead-zero blanking. Plus visual indications of overflow and low battery. (The flashing low-voltage indication also prolongs the counter's

useful battery life!)
MAX-100 is comfortable anywhere, monitoring nearby RF transmitters with its built-in mini-whip
antenna. Or any other OW, AM, or
FM signal via clip-lead cable or accessory low-loss tap-off cable. Powered by your choice of alkaline cells
or rechargeable nicads with battery
eliminator/chargers that operate
from car cigarette lighter, 110 or 220
VAC mains.
CSC's incredible MAX-100
solves all your problems but one:
what to do with the $101 change.

Smarter tools for testing and design.
CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION Call toll-free for details
70 Fulton Terr .New Haven, CT 06509 (203) 624-3103. TWX 710-465-1227
OTHER OFFICES. San Francisco (415) 421-8872. TWX 910-372-7992
Europe: CSC UK LTD. Phone Sathon-Walden 0799-21682. TLX 817477
Canada Len Finkle , Ltd .Ontario

1-800-243-6077
8:30AM-5:00PM Eastern Time

*Suggested U.S. resale. Available at selected local distributors Prices, specifications subiect to change withou: nonce ©Copyright 1979 Continental Specialties Corporation

The new HS200, HS300, and HS400
hybrid splitters are built with quad

4 and 8 way plate values. The system

input attenuator pads, cable equalizer,

can provide from 4 to 128 apartment

mounted housing to give flexibility to
allow for strand or eave mounting,

connections per cabinet, totally secure, highly reliable and fully RFI

and thermal equalizer.
Also standard at no extra cost are

flush wall mounting, or horizontal

shielded.
For further information, contact

mounting when drops are coming up
from the floor or in cabinets when all

Lindsay Specialty Products Limited, 50

the ports are needed to face down for

Mary St. W., Lindsay, Ontario, Canada

real ease of installation. The housing is

K9V4S7, (705) 324-2196.

In-Thru-Out power mode selector with
surge protection on both the RF input
and output, and built-in two way capability. The input and output test points
are accessible through the housing lid.
AC input voltage of 20 to 60 volts is

a sealed die cast for outdoor use and

possible by simply changing the trans-

further protected from the weather ele-

former tap position.

ments with our new super black chromate finish. Each port is machine threaded

McMartin's New Fixed
Frequency FM Tuner

to insure a perfect F connector fit and

The McMartin FMR-1D is alow cost,

then weather sealed. All three models
meet all FCC signal leakage rules, and

broadcast tuner. This tuner insures

are built, tested, and quality assured to
work over the full CATV range—
including the new 400 MHz bandwidth
with low insertion loss.
For further information, contact
Intercept Corporation, 140 Delawanna
Avenue, Clifton, New Jersey 07014,
(201) 471-2212.

At the Western Show in Anaheim
last month, Lindsay Specialty Products Ltd. of Canada was showing its
700 series apartment amplifiers, which,
Lindsay says, offer greatly improved
radiation security and cooler operation

13741, Phoenix, AZ

85002, (602) 271-9181.

high performance, crystal controlled

or for use in sound distribution sys-

Extended Capacity and
Features for Magnavox
Product Line

tems.
The RF front end of the FMR-1D is

currently spotlighting expanded 330

high reliability, high quality audio
signal for station or studio monitoring

crystal controlled and utilizes a diode
protected dual gate D-MOS (FET) field
effect RF amplifier and a dual gate
MOS-FET mixer. The D-MOS (FET)
provides greater than 50 dB linear AGC

Lindsay Offers Two-way
Apartment Amplifiers

For further information, contact
MCE, P.O. Box

control resulting in an overall tuner
dynamic range of over 100 dB with
minimum cross modulation. The AGC
does not produce any skewing or detuning of the high "Q" RF tuned circuits.
The FMR-1D utilizes only 1-3/4 inch

Magnavox CATV Systems Inc. is
MHz capacity for its line and head-end
equipment products. Examples include the MX-504-X Mainstation Amplifier, System Sentry II Remote Status
Monitoring and Feeder Disconnect,
Line Extender Series, and MX-3700STX
tap series.
The MX-504-4 Mainstation Amp is
comprised of the high quality 4TH/7PS
housing and power supply, the new 5MX-2X module chassis, and a complete new line of 330 MHz amplifier

tions. The cast aluminum housing em-

of vertical rack space. An illuminated
front panel power switch is provided.
For further information, contact
Northern CATV Sales, Inc., 115 Twin

modules. Features include: modular
design, which accepts all 330 MHz, 300
MHz, 270 MHz modules, and all special

ploys a metal mesh radiation gasket
similar to Lindsay's outdoor amplifiers,
to provide total radiation shielding.

Oaks Drive, Syracuse, New York 13206,
or call toll-free (800) 448-1655 (in New
York, call (315) 463-8433.

360 aluminum alloy; optional plated

to solve the two most significant problems of apartment amplifier installa-

The heavy wall aluminum casting efficiently conducts heat away from areas
where it is being generated and dissipates it over the entire outer surface.
The IC is attached to amilled surface of
the casting to keep the flange at the
lowest possible temperature. The combination of series pass power supply
and IC RF circuitry minimizes power

Merrill Cable Equipment
Co. Introduces the Super
Nova-300 Two-way Line
Extender
New from MCE, the Super Nova-300
Two-Way 5-300 MHz Line Extender.

consumption and decreases heat

Premium quality two-way capability at

generation. These advanced features,

single-ended cost.

the

Brand new features include state of

coolest running amplifier in the indus-

according

to

Lindsay,

result in

the art field-proven integrated circuit-

try and greatly improved reliability.
The series 700 amplifiers accept a

ry, with higher gain up to 28 dB.
Improved

distortion

characteristics,

plug-in reverse amplifier and an AGC

with an output capability of plus 51.5

module to permit maximum system

dBMV through all thirty-five channels.

flexibility.

The Super-Nova-300 retains other

In addition, Lindsay has introduced

time valued features of modular con-

its model CM 2W 24 Control Master
Cabinet. The Control Master 2 way

structed cast aluminum housing that's
weatherproof and RF proof. Dimen-

system comprises a family of lockable
steel cabinets, three model 700 ampli-

sions of only 9-3/8 inches long by 5-5/8

fier gain options and 35 CFTL multi-tap

dard six inch pedestal. Easy plug-in,
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inches deep allow mounting in a stan-

application modules; high quality 4-TH
housings, constructed of die cast No.
housing for seacoast and industrial
areas; optional housing having extended connector entry bushings and
a bottom 7th port connector entry;
model 7PS power supply with multi tier
surge protection; fully isolated chassis, having bi-directional diplex filters,
surge protection and total coaxial
isolation.
The MX-504-X System Sentry II is a
continuous monitoring of signal levels
throughout an entire MX-504-X amplifier system. From the headend, hub or

MICROWAVE
MEASUREMENTS MADE EASY!

teet,:k
TVRO

CARS

Texsean's microwave down converter permits measurement in the MDS (2.1 GHZ) TVRO (3.7 GHZ) and
CARS (12.7 GHZ) band with existing VHF test equipment. Spectrum analysis, signal strength and even
microwave sweeping are possible with the MDC-3.
Available as an option are three bandpass filters which
speed and simplify the measurement process. The filter
kit is required for sweep operation. The MDC-3 has a
calibrated insertion loss and adjustable local oscillator
for each band. Other frequencies are available.

Tencan

TEXSCAN CORP.: 2446 N. Shadeland, Indianapolis, Indiana 46219, (317) 357-8781, TWX 810-341-3184
THETA COM: 2960 Grand, Phoenix, Arizona 85017, P.O. Box 27548, 85061, (602) 252-5021, (800) 528-4066 TWX: 910-951-1399

office, visual and audio alarms identify

for either separate baseband video and

duction of the group delay and color

failure locations or trouble areas. By

audio inputs, or video combined with

subcarrier attenuation associated with

the pinpointing of trouble locations,

4.5 MHz subcarrier aural input. For

less maintenance, manpower and

baseband audio input, separate rear

conventional sound traps. As a result,
this processor is conservatively speci-

mobile equipment is needed. Having

panel jacks accommodate the follow-

fied as having amaximum group delay

the ability to move directly to the

ing inputs: 600 ohm audio (balanced or

of 50 nanoseconds at the color sub-

trouble area, less downtime is in-

carrier.
For further information, contact

Also featured in the Magnavox

unbalanced), and high impedance
audio (VTRs or FM tuners). Signal
flexibility has been optimized by the

product line is the MX-504-X line
extender series, with bandwidth capa-

incorporation of a three position IF
switch that allows for the following

Circle, Los Angeles, California 90045,
(213) 641-3501.

bility tested up to 330 MHz. Optional

types of operation: 1) channel output

curred.

gains of 12, 28, 34 and 40 dB are avail-

and a decoupled IF OUT at a second

able for the entire 50-330 MHz bandwidth. All MX-504-X line extenders use

connector, 2) IF OUT only, 3) external
IF IN for substitute programming.

the well-proven 5-LH housing and are
offered in the special plated version.
Features include: optional return am-

The Demodulator is available for
either VHF or UHF input with an easily
changeable input converter module.

plification, optional automatic gain
control, multi-tier surge protection,
low distortion and noise figures, low

Input converter modules (model 2710
for VHF and model 2720 for UHF) avoid

power consumption, and new 5-EE330
line extender equalizers tailored for the

ciated with plug-in connectors. The incorporation of improved FET devices
allows the model 2710 to be used with a
multitude of high level adjacent carriers with minimal intermod product
generation.

330 MHz bandwidth.
Now also, Magnavox taps are available in an extended bandwidth version:
models MX-3700X and MX-3700STX.
Since the advent of the Magnavox

the long term reliability problem asso-

Phasecom Corporation, 6365 Arizona

A New Line
Extender from RCA
RCA's Model 250 Line Extender
series is part of a new generation of
cable distribution equipment which incorporates the recent advances made
in CATV technology. The Line Extender provides amplification in the
feeder lines when extending the lines.
The 250 Line Extenders utilize the
latest state-of-the-art hybrids and have
many improved electrical and mechanical features.
Model 250 Line Extenders are available with manual control or with anew
slope-compensated AGC which uses a

"Super Tap Series," the Magnavox
passive design has been upgraded to

single pilot to correct for cable attenu-

achieve well beyond the 300 MHz per-

ation. Either a modulated video signal

formance. The MX-3700X and 3700STX

or CW signal may be used as apilot for

are tested and aligned to the 400 MHz
bandwidth for use with all Magnavox

the AGC. The AGC is isolated in a

330 MHz active equipment. Both 3700X
and "Supertaps" range in tap value
from 4 dB to 32 dB in the two port
version and 8 dB to 35 dB in the four
port version. Features include: die-cast
No. 360 aluminum alloy construction
to provide a high corrosion resistance;
optional "super" plating: modular

separate compartment to eliminate
any interference with the amplifier
response.
The new RCA line extenders can be
ordered with two-way circuitry as an
integral part of the module or with
downstream capability only. The reverse hybrid needs only to be "plugged
in" to the amplifier module for an active

upgradability

Modulators and demodulators are
also available in the coherent configuration using Phasecom's "Direct Synthesis" technique. Phasecom has
published aspecial brochure detailing
the characteristics of the various

from two port to four port usage;
Sealport — shoulders on all connector
bosses to enhance shrink seal protec-

coherent and harmonically related
headend system.
The Heterodyne Processor model

tion: superior r-f -i protection; full two-

2300 contains a modular input conver-

minimize field alignment and facilitate

way system capability in the 5-330 MHz

ter (model 2710 or model 2720, as
detailed above), the same as Phase-

interchangeability.

com's

RCA Cablevision Systems, 8500 Balboa Blvd., Van Nuys, California 91409,

design

providing easy

bandwidth.
For further information on the entire

modulator

and

demodulator.

two-way station. The hybrid can also
be turned around to operate in the
downstream direction for testing or
special applications. Built-in diplexers

For further information, contact

line of Magnavox CATV products,
contact Magnavox CATV Systems Inc.,

Converter output is "jumpered" on the
rear panel to the input of the IF proces-

133 West Seneca Street, Manlius, New
York 13104, or call (315) 682-9105.

sor section. The input converter is
easily changeable while avoiding the

Phasecom Highlights
Three Products

ated with plug-in connectors.
The Heterodyne Processor also
features Automatic Notch Control

At the Anaheim show, Phasecom
exhibited three of its products for the

(ANC), a unique filter that attenuates

duces a new concept in engineering

the aural carrier only to aselected level

Eighties:

its modulator model 2105,

of between 9and 30 dB below the video

design for power passing line splitters,
directional couplers, and power inser-

demodulator model 2205, and the

carrier and automatically maintains it

ters. Now for the first time, a "Micro-

heterodyne processor model 2300.

at that differential. This minimum

circuit" (basically a miniaturized hy-

signal "tampering" avoids the intro-

brid network) is built into each unit to

long term reliability problem associ-

The standard Modulator provides
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or call toll-free (800) 423-5651 (in
California, call (213) 894-8111).

RMS Unveils
Directional Couplers
The RMS "Unipower" series intro-

We Thrive on Rejection...
You know VITEK Filter Cable
Traps offer the best security because they're passive, negative
and on-the-pole ... and have the
durability of coaxial cable.

and with VITEK's
Band Reject Filters
so can you!

What you may not know is that in
addition to single and multichannel traps, they are also
offered in 3different Band Reject
configurations ... with 50 dB
min. attenuation (-20° to +120°F).
Now you can market blocks of
channels in either Mid-band or
Super-band (or both) to your
subscribers. Or, you can start out
with asingle premium channel
in either mid-or super-band, and,
utilizing the band reject trap and
aconverter, you'll have all the
security you need.
If you are rejected ... so is their
Pay TV Signal.
If ablock is sold ... simply remove the trap.
And if at some future date you
wish to expand to additional

premium channels and programming it's easy to do with
VITEK Single or Multi-Channel
Traps.
• Forget about illegal converters
or varactor-tuned TV sets.
• Forget about maintenance, returns, "lock-outs", loaners and
other TV security problems.

With Vitek you get
maximum security...
with maximum flexibility...
at minimum expense.
That's an offer no one
can reject.
For additional information,
call or write:

VITEK
A Subsidiary Of AUGATe

4Gladys Court, Edison, NJ 08817
(201)287-3200TELEX-VITEK-EDIN

assure absolute stability of electrical
specifications despite extreme tem-

systems to 400 MHz

board changes, not by pre-wired

operation at a significant cost savings

frame; all electronics built into the

over the addition of duplicate equipment.
For further information please con-

keyboard housing; and a Heathkit
digital weather computer for local
weather instrumentation.

with a15 amp fuse that can be removed

tact: Ben Forrester, National Sales
Manager, Cable CommunicationsDi-

For further information, contact
Broadband Engineering, Inc., 15315

to

vision,

3845

South 169 Hwy., P.O. Box 106-A,

Pleasantdale Road, Atlanta, Georgia
30340, Telephone (404) 449-2000.

Olathe, Kansas 66061 (913) 764-1900.

perature variances, excessive line vibration, shock due to accidental dropping or in-transit abuse.
Each output leg is individually fused
cut

power feed-through

on any

selected output port. When the fuse is
removed, there is zero degradation of
RF signal feed-through. This feature
eliminates the previous necessity of
cutting choke coils to cut power that
usually resulted in RF degradation.
The fuses can be replaced when
resumption of power feed-through is
required. Replacement of the 15 amp
fuse with higher amp fuses can be
made without any change in specifications or performance.
The micro-circuit network feature is

many existing

Scientific-Atlanta,

Inc.,

Standard Communications
Presents its MDS System

CADCO Introduces New
Modulator/Processor
The CADCO Modulator 400 can be

At the Western Show, Standard
Communications presented its new
MDS System, including MDS down

or VHF input modules or with various
modulators, modules accepting corn-

converter, model MDSD-10/12, and
the Ancon II fully intergrated, self-

posit baseband audio and video ro
separate raw video and audio. This

contained antenna-converter package.
The MDSD-10/12 unit receives a

concept allows maximum interchange
in commonality between modules,
comprising an off the air microwave,

microwave television signal between

available on models CA-3808 and CA3812 power passing directional coup-

2150 and 2162 MHz on either MDS

lers. And recently added to the Uni power series of power passing direc-

Channel 1 or 2 and converts it to VHF
frequencies for input into a standard

tional couplers (in addition to 8 dB, 12

VHF television receiver. Designed for

set up as either a processor with UHF

satellite, and local origination fed
headend.
The video modulator requires composite video, sync negative input at a

dB, and 16 dB) are the new values of 20

exceptional performance, the conver-

level of 0.5V peak-to-peak minimum

dB and 24 dB, model numbers CA-

ter features a low-noise RF preamplifier for use in fringe reception areas. A
temperature-stabilized local oscillator
operating at the fundamental frequency eliminates spurious responses.

for 87.5 percent cepth of modulation.

3820 and CA-3824, for application in
the high level systems.
For further information, contact
RMS Electronics, Inc., 50 Antin Place,
Bronx, New York 10462,
1000.

(212) 892-

Scientific-Atlanta
Introduces 400 MHz
Equipment
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc. has announced the introduction of a complete line of 400 MHz products for the
cable TV industry. The new family of
distribution products allows expanded
bandwidth, greater channel capacity
and two-way communication to be
achieved with the use of asingle cable.
Prior to the development of 400 MHz
equipment, this added capacity and
program capability could be achieved
only by dual cable trunk and distribution system.
Scientific-Atlanta's

new 400 MHz

The Ancon Il system is a complete,
fully integrated MDS receiver system
designed by Standard Communications to deliver optimum performance.
The system infuses into its individual
components the sensitivity and performance of bulkier, higher priced MDS
components.
For further information, contact
Standard Communications Corporation, P.O. Box 92151, Los Angeles,
California 90009, (213) 532-5300.

Video
BEI Now Marketing
Alphanumeric Display
System

Impedance for the unit is 75 ohms, with
input VSWR less than 1.2:1 for input,
and less than 1.35:1 for output. The
output level is continuously variable
between +40 dBmV and +60 dBmV; and
output frequency is compatible with
any standard VHF channel, 2-13,
midband, A-I, or superband I-M.
Frequency tolerance is rated .005
percent at 77°F, plus or minus 5°F.
Frequency stability is plus or minus
0.01 percent between +40° Fand +140° F
Frequency response lists at plus or
minus 5 dB from 10 Hz to 4.2 MHz. The
vestigial sideband response for both
the lower adjacent channel sound
carrier and for the upper adjacent
channel video carrier is measured at
-35 dB. The group delay response
meets FCC predistortion requirements
for color transmission. Modulation
capability ranges from 0to 90 percent,
continuously variable. White level limit
present to 10 percent of sync tip level,
adjustable from 0to 50 percent of sync

family of products includes distribu-

Broadband Engineering, Inc., has

tip level. Differential gain is amaximum

tion amplifiers, taps and passives, 54-

introduced the latest addition to its

of plus or minus 5 dB at 87.5 percent
modulation.

channel set-top terminals and head-

product line, the BEI Marquee, featur-

end electronics. This new equipment

ing random display of message pages,

For further information, contact

has been designed using the latest
engineering and component technolo-

page by page display time, automatic

CADCO, 2706 National Circle, Garland,

centering, full editing functions, an

Texas 75041, (214) 271-3651.

gy. The products are available to serve
the new cable TV systems being constructed in cities which require many

elastic length crawl line, and alow cost
weather package. The BEI Marquee

channels and two-way capability. The

large scale integrated circuits for fewer

Colorado Video Model 285
Digital Slow Scan Transceiver

products can be used to modernize

components; options by program and

Colorado Video announces a new
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incorporates a microprocessor and

Get Your "Hands On"
High Technology
Fiberoptics. Microwave transmission. Earth
stations. Addressable taps. Broadband
communications technology is ever-changing and
increasingly complex. In fact, sometimes it's hard
for abusy technical person to get ahandle on just
what's happening.
It's afar cry from the old days,
when all atechnician had to know
was how to climb poles. Now,
technical people in cable television
have to cope with things like
transponder downtime, increased
system channel capacity, and a
bewildering array of pay-TV
converters and descramblers.
Communications-Engineering
Digest can help. C-ED is
the magazine for directors
of engineering, chief
engineers and field
technicians. Since 1975,
C-ED has been helping
technical people in
cable television get
their hands on

Cif

Eornà..,.ictlern-fnginering DIges1

high technology. In fact, C-ED is the official
publication of the Society of Cable Television
Engineers. C-ED covers it all: from blue sky
totechnology to down-to-earth daily maintenance.
C-ED explains hardware usage in your own
technical language.
It previews the most promising
products, reports important
technological trends, and covers the
newest FCC regulations and how
they affect your job. C-ED is the
only magazine that covers the whole
spectrum of broadband
communications with originality and
authority.
So, whether you're installing taps
or arranging for asatellite uplink,
you need C-ED. Get your
hands on high technology.
Get your hands on
C-ED. To subscribe,
simply enter your name
and address on the
postpaid card on
page 69.

Get Your Hands On
C-ED

generation of slow scan television

front panel switch. No crystal or output

applications requiring more memory

equipment in the Model 285 Digital

filter/converter changing is required.

than the 112 lines provided by Flexi-

Slow Scan Transceiver. This unit is

Upon loss of video (no sync), the

Kim and for more sophisticated control

available in transceiver, transmitter, or

modulator will automatically squelch

situations such as news-splitting, data

receiver configurations and provides

the visual and aural carriers preventing

guide applications and non-duplica-

quality TV picture transmission over a

overdeviation by noise.

tion switching control. Flexicaster can

wide variety of data channels.
The 285 incorporates frame freeze

The 1100 HEM readily interfaces

be used equally well as a stand-alone

with any 600 ohm balanced audio

single channel memory addition or to

for stop-action at the transmitter, a

source (normally 0 dBm), and 75 ohm,

provide data and control for up to eight

repeating "freeze-and-scan" mode for

negative sync (normally 1Vp-p) video

separate character generator chan-

surveillance applications, and contin-

source. The unit features video and

nels.

uous display at the receiver as each

audio metering (standard), peak white

For further information, contact

new image "wipes off" the previous

level clamping, synthesized tuning, -40

MSI Television, 4788 South State

one.
The 285 features synchronous serial
digital transmission at rates from 2400

dB RF monitor test point (standard),

Street, Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 (801)

and immediate backup for existing

262-8475.

channels.

to 500 kilobits/second and requires no

For further information, contact

adjustment when changing rates (i.e.,

Microdyne Corporation, 491 Oak Raod,

the 285 tracks the modem clock rate).

P.O. Box 7213, Ocala, Florida 32672

Modem interface is EIA RS232C and

(904) 687-4633.

MIL STD 188C compatible.
The 285 accepts standard TV signals

4

from camera, video tape recorder, or
video disc recorder, and produces a
standard TV output signal for viewing

Phasecom Introduces "The
Director"

on conventional CCTV monitors.
Images from the 285 may be recorded
on video tape for permanent file copy.

The Director, from Phasecom, is an
automatic programmable video cas-

left-to-right or top-to-bottom scanning

MSI Spotlights the Flexi-Kim
and Flexicaster

to suit the subject matter, and may

At the Western Show in Anaheim

a revolutionary approach to video

transmit either a single field (shorter

last month, MSI exhibited its latest

transmission time at reduced resolu-

alphanumeric video display system,

cassette utilization. Rather than time-

tion) or a full frame of video (normal

the Flexi-Kim and the Flexicaster.

The operator of the 285 may choose

transmission time at full resolution).

Flexi-Kim is MSI Television's newest

Transmission times vary according to

keyboard interface module set. These

the gray levels chosen, either 64 (6-bit)

printed circuit cards are designed to

or 256 (8-bit) resolution, and bit rate.

plug into all standard MSI character

Data may be encrypted (externally) for

generators and provide 112 lines of

security.

memory together with outstanding

Price of the 285 starts at $9,000
(receive only); delivery is 90 days a.r.o.

display flexibility. Flexi-Kim enables a
CATV operator to tailor alphanumeric

For full particulars, contact COLORADO

presentations on a line-by-line or

VIDEO, Box 928, Boulder, CO 80306

page-by-page basis from the keyboard

USA, or phone 303/444-3972.

to fit individual requirements. Flexi-

Microdyne's new Tuneable
Television Modulator

technology and sophisticated program

sette player/changer which represents

link a series of VTRs, the technologically sophisticated Director manipulates and plays a stack of video cassettes through asingle VTR. Essentially, it is an electro -mechanical robot
teamed with microcomputer technology to provide you with great versatility
of system design and programming
capability.

Kim utilizes 8-bit microprocessor

Microdyne Corporation has recent-

coding to provide, among other things:
control of background colors, character size, character colors, and graph-

ly released a new product information

ic line separator colors by means of

bulletin on its model 1100 HEM televi-

single key operation; 112 lines of

sion modulator. The model 1100 HEM

memory which can be organized into

Tuneable Television Modulator utilizes

pages of any desired size by the

the latest technology in synthesizers

operator from the keyboard; variable

and voltage tuned filtering to bring to

display modes, such as page print,

the industry a completely self-contained

splash, bang, roll, or crawl; variable

agile television modulator.
The standard unit generates the

display times and print speeds settable
from the keyboard; and sequencing of

vestigial sideband television sgnal on

information, including skipping of

channels 2-13, including the midband

pages as desired.

A through I. Changing the output

Flexicaster is the latest version of

frequency is accomplished by simply

MSI Television's microcomputer mem-

selecting the channel desired via the

ory controllers. Flexicaster is used in
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(Continued on page 42.)

THIS IS ALL YOU NEED!
A formula of proven dependability
1Encoder for Scramble,both audio and video (LS-PE optional)
1Decoder for Descramble, easy installation with special tool
add 1Scramble Booster for 15 dB more gain for apartments and for added versatility
2Decoders cascaded for Multi Tier programming capabilities
All this and it's economical too! About half the cost of other cable security systems.
Ask the over 2thousand cable systems using T.E.S.T.
For further information call or write:
TEST Tanner Electronic Systems Technology, Inc.
16130 Stagg St., Van Nuys, California 91409
Telephone (213) 989-4535
Atlanta, Georgia, (404) 993-7249
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SEE FOR YOURSELF.
THE MOST
RADIATION-PROOF
CABLES IN
THE INDUSTRY.
Today, when radiation from drop
cable has become a serious
concern to many people, Times
has taken action to alleviate the
problem significantly.
To begin with, we've developed
an instrument called the Radiometer which, for the first time,
measures radiation definitively.
Until now it was anyone's guess.
Radiation characteristics were
based on relative ratings and
not always accurate. But the
Radiometer measures capacitive coupling and transfer impedance. The characteristics of
the test sample and the test
chambers Ore measured separately. So now we have radiation data that's absolute, accu -

rate and dependable.
Number two and more important, we've used the Radiometer
in Research and Development
to bring you improved drop
cable. How good is the cable?
Thanks to the Radiometer, you
can see for yourself in the comparative tests shown on the right.
Times 2245, with its sealed foil/
double braid construction, is
proven to be far superior to
every other cable on the market.
The best competitive cable (a
sealed foil type) was higher in
transfer impedance and capacitive coupling. The worst competitive sample we tested was a
dry foil construction. And just as
a point of reference, we includRAINS,. IMPEDANCE 13,1 VS FREQUENCY

CAPACITIVE COUPLING IMPEDANCE 13,1 VS FREQUENCY
SOC
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ed standard MIL SPEC RG59U,
the original CAN drop cable.
Not shown but also vital is data
taken after flexure testing. After
many hours of being subjected
to simulated severe wind conditions the radiation from one
competitor's cable increased
by a factor of 40. But the tough
construction of Times 2245 kept
it from degrading one iota.
What's more, we've improved all
of our drop cables. Times can
offer you cable with the lowest
radiation in every price range
construction. And this is no idle
boast. Radiometer tests prove it.
The Radiometer, however, isn't
limited to duty at the manufacturing level alone. CA1V operators can utilizes its unique ability
to check qualify of every reel of
drop cable purchased. That's
why Times is making the Radiometer Model TNX-247 on aproduction basis. Selling price:
$975.00 including three different
size test chambers to cover all
RG-59, PG-6 and RG-11 cable.
So now that radiation is such an
important issue, there's never
been a better time for Times —
our Radiometer and our drop
cable.
Times Wire 8( Cable, 358 Hall
Avenue, Wallingford, Ct., 06492.
800-243-6904.

11

Times Wire &Cable
The *1 Cable Company

DIVISiON OF TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS, INC

(Continued from page 38.)
The Model 11, with its added abili-

sory to the Series 6600 Video Receiver.
An optional AC powered version en-

ties resulting from an integral Z-80

ables the modulator to operate with

microprocessor, now succeeds the

any receiver. Both have a front-panel

previously marketed Model 10.
The Director has random access to

RF output port for monitoring or
testing.

Video Data Systems
Introduces New Video Time
and Error Corrector
Video Data Systems' new V-TEC,
video time base corrector utilizes the

nineteen video cassettes and the

For further information, contact

latest CCD memory technology to

capability of programming an entire

Scientific-Atlanta, 3845 Pleasantdale

provide full bandwidth video and

week or seven distinct schedule days,

Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30340, (404)

excellent signal to noise ratios. Several

for automatic and continuous video

449-2000.

distribution throughout a closed circuit or cable television system. Each
cassette may contain an assembly of
programs, with options for automatic
intermission displays between each
program or cassette. Once programmed, no personnel assist is ever required. The Director goes on working
seven days a week, week after week.
For further information, contact
Phasecom Corporation, 6365 Arizona
Circle, Los Angeles, California 90045,
(213) 641-3501.

Scientific-Atlanta Exhibits
New Television Modulator
At the Western Show, ScientificAtlanta unveiled its new Series 416, a

System Concepts' New
Display System.
At the Anaheim Show, System
Concepts demonstrated its newest
Cable product, the Q-VI/M Merchandiser.'" Automated Mass-Memory Display System. It is capable of displaying
over 3,000 rows of information automatically.
The Merchandiser is asoftware and
hardware modification of the Quantafont'" Q-VI Teleproduction Graphic
Titler that gives the Q-VI programmable control over a digital cassette
tape transport (DCO-2).
Merchandiser permits the 192-row

basic television modulator that deliv-

resident memory of the Q-VI with all

ers Scientific-Atlanta's traditionally

display capabilities of the titler and all

high quality at an economical price.

display instructions to be recorded

This product was designed for use

(written) on a digital cassette tape up

where the need for flexibility is mini-

to 17 times.

mal, but the demand for quality and

Each of the 17 "blocks" of digitally

reliability in CATV, MATV, and ETV

recorded memory has its individual

systems is critical.

playback information which deter-

The Series 416 television modulator

innovative circuit designs (patents
pending) correct the real world problems encountered with video tape
signals. principally designed as an
error averaging system for clean-up of
video tape signals involving dubbing,
CCTV or transmission over cable
television, V-TEC does not provide
genlocking for synchronous switching
or superimposures.
V-TEC provides features not previously available in low cost units:
processing amplifier, video level monitoring, dual chroma AGC, pulse cross
of both corrected and uncorrected
signals, adjustable added blanking
width, corner insert split screen display, automatic sensing of color or
monochrome signals for burst and
chroma channel kills, and dual outputs.
For further information, contact
Video Data Systems, Hauppauge, New
York, (516) 231-4400, or call their
Western Regional Office in Salt Lake
City, at (801) 272-9296.

mines how that block is to be displayed.

accepts an audio and video signal and

A keyboard controlled automatic

generates a high quality vestigial

mode in the titler then calls back the

sideband television signal. VHF, mid-

information from the cassette, by

band, and superband channels are

block, for display according to the

available. Surface acoustic wave (SAW)

instructions in that block.

technology is used to provide out-

The system will read, display, re-

standing vestigial sideband response

wind and repeat an elastic number of

characteristics with superior adjacent

blocks automatically for as long as

channel performance and excellent

desired. Transfer time per block is ten

•
•

Zenith Announces Cable
Ready Television Set
At the Western Show in Anaheim,
Zenith demonstrated its new 105

group-delay characteristics. Vestigial

seconds with astatic, holding page. on

channel, touch-command television

sideband filter adjustments are virtual-

display.

set, allowing access to 12 VHF chan-

ly eliminated by the SAW filter, and

For further information, contact

nels, 23 additional channels in the

temperature stability is significantly

System Concepts, Inc., 395 Ironwood

CATV mode, and UHF access up to

improved over conventional methods.
In order to conform to standard

Drive, Salt Lake City, Utah 84115, (801)

channel 83. The unit utilizes a phase-

486-3833.

locked loop for drift-free tuning. In

FCC pre-distortion requirements, a

addition, the new Zenith model fea-

delay predistortion network is provided

tures low noise: channels 2-13 mea-

as standard. A peak white-level clipper

sured within a range of 3.5 to 5.5 dB,

limits video modulation to 95 percent,

channels A through I measured be-

eliminating the possibility of carrier

tween 4.5 and 9.0 dB, and superband

cutoff or phase reversal, a major cause

channels J through W came in at

of sync buzz. Automatic phase-lock

between 5 and 8 dB. Finally, comb

circuitry provides accurate video-to-

filters are utilized for picture improve-

sound carrier separation.

ment.

The standard version Series 416 is

For further information, contact

powered by, and operates as an acces-

Zenith Radio Corporation, 1000 Mil-
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waukee Avenue, Glenview, Illinois

converter, model AEL-PB7, converts

For further information, contact the

60025.

seven mid-band channels to a low-

CATV Communications Division of

band channel (output channels 2, 3, or

American Electronic Laboratories,

Security/Converters

4). Input channels B through H each

Inc., P.O. Box 552, Lansdale, PA 19446,

operate on increments of 6MHz, with a

or call toll-free (800) 523-5354.

video range of 127.75 MHz to 163.75
MHz and an audio range of 123.25 MHz

AEL Features Three New
Products

Cablebus Systems Corporation Announces Production

to 159.25 MHz. With selector switch off,
the converter is bypassed with maxi-

of New Home Terminals

mum attenuation of 2.0 dB. Gain

American Electronics Laboratories
highlighted three new products at the

ranges from a minimum of 10 dB to a
maximum of 16 dB. Noise figure maxi-

Don fuite, Marketing Manager for
CablebLs Systems has announced that

Anaheim show: their seven channel

mum is 9 dB. Cross modulation, mea-

the company has begun to produce

push button converter, dual-channel

sured with 19 channels (2-13 and B

addressable home terminals with bus

converter unscrambler, and descram-

through H) input at +15 dBmV) reaches

output to allow operators to stack

bler.

-70 dB in the worst case, with input

modules to design custom systems.

signal level of 10 dBmV on all specified

Some of the units currently available

The dual-channel converter un scrambler, model AEL-DCU, operates

picture carriers.

include an alarm/reporting module, a

on afully-loaded, 12 channel system to
convert and unscramble two mid-band

cable control module (with on/off
taps), a utility meter reporting module,

or super-band non-adjacent channels

an energy control module with four

to a low-band channel.

inputs and four outputs, and an install-

The descramble model AEL-D is an

er's module, with automatic self test to

on-channel scramble/descramble sys-

determine status of the system. The

tem that can be used on any channel of
either a 12 channel system or in

network is tied in at the headend to a

conjunction with a converter. It is

LSI-11 computer running on proprie-

compatible with other descrambler
systems, and features improved isola-

tary software.
Basic price for head-end installa-

tion and RFI shielding.

tion is $39,000. Addressable terminals

Digital Equipment Corporation model

at the subscribers' end run $150 per

The AEL seven channel push button

the new Mark III
LOW FREQUENCY ADAPTOR from SADELCO
LOW

ADAPTOR
MARK III

FREQUENCY

SRDELCO
RF OUT
75f

600

2 OdEt

2 0 dB

114.5-1E14MHz

'
•

I C
I,I

The new Mark III Adaptor extends the frequency range of
Sadelco SLM's down to 4.5 MHz.
New circuit design using a balanced mixer plus extensive
input and output filtering provides the Mark Ill with a very
low spurious response characteristic at a high input level
capability.

I
41:11

41

.,•.

Maximum Input:
Plus 34dBmV with no attenuators in.
Maximum Input:
Plus 60dBmV with all attenuators in.
Conversion Gain/Loss:
OdB + ldB.

...e.
Sadelco. Inc.

The Mark III Adaptor fits conveniently into the accessory
compartment of all Sadelco meters.
.11! NtIa•OR

Available at major CATV Distributors
Call or write for free color brochure

75 West Forest Avenue, Englewood, New Jersey 07631 • 201 569-3323

General representative for Europe: Catec AG Luzern/Switzerland, Habsburgerstr 22. Tel. 041-41-75-50 Telex TELFI 78168. IN CANADA: Comm-Plex Electronics Ltd.
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The one that's
performance-tested
for your success.
HBO means superb penetration for basic cable subscribers and
homes passed during launch and post-launch. But that's just for
starters. We also keep down disconnects so you won't see profits
going out the door.
The trick is no trick at all, simply the most extensive on-going preand post-programming testing that has been done so far in the
industry. And television's first true program quality control index
obtained from avariety of research techniques that includes questionnaires, consumer diaries, telephone coincidentals, direct mail surveys, focus studies and more.
We find out who watched what, and how much they enjoyed it.
The result? An incredibly low disconnect rate. Because the more
customers get what they want to see, the more they'll watch.
That means we do well, and that means you'll do well with us. So
call one of our General Managers now; Peter Frame in New York
(212) 841-4241, Bill Hooks in Dallas (214) 387-8557, or
Don Anderson in Los Angeles (213) 557-1010.

Where Research is Fact.

unit, when purchased in quantities of
100.

In addition, Eagle now offers a

The System 400 consists of: Jer-

directional tap compatible to 400 MHz.

rold's Commander IIIA headend sys-

For further information, contact

Minimum return loss for the unit is 25

tems, available with standard fre-

Cablebus Systems Corporation, 7869

dB on all ports, with a depth-to-tap

quency assignments or phase-lock for

Southwest Nimbers, Beaverton, Ore-

isolation of 35 dB, to 400 MHz.

gon (503) 595-6926.

CADCO Introduces NOAA
CATV Converter
The CADCO NOAA CATV Converter is a low noise figure, crystal
controlled receiver tuned to the NOAA
continuous weather cast broadcast of
162.5 MHz. The output is in the lower
portion of the standard FM Broadcastband-88 MHz to 108 MHz. This portion of the FM band was originally
assigned to educational stations and is
less dense. The customer can select
one of three frequencies between 88
and 92. (Special frequencies can be
selected at a slightly higher cost and
additional crystal lead time). The
output circuitry contains notch filters
for lossless mixing of the NOAA signal
with the FM normally carried by the
system. The notch filter additional,
improves the skirt selectivity of the FM
processor filter, lessening the chance
for ch. 6 feed through on the FM
channel. (A common ghost problem on
ch. 6). The NOAA processor doubles
the modulation index of the narrowband signal transmitter making it more
compatible with home FM receivers.
For further information, contact
CADCO, 2706 National Circle, Garland, Texas 75041, (214) 271-3651.

For further information on both new
products, contact Eagle Comtronics,

amplifier circuitry; JLE line extenders,

8741 West River Road, Baldwinsville,

with circuitry design to 400 MHz

New York 13027, (315) 638-2586.

Intercept Presents
The Expander 7000

Eagle Quality products. The Eagle
Addressable Controller provides the

convert them to 400 MHz when ICs are
available); and Jerrold's 400 System
passives, FFT taps, SPJ power insert-

Intercept Corporation of Clifton,

ers, STC series splitters and direc-

New Jersey, has unveiled its new

tional couplers, and FFE feeder line

Expander 7000 midband to UHF block

equalizers, all now redesigned to 400

converter. The unit converts seven

MHz.

midband channels to UHF without

In the near future, Jerrold plans to

subscriber switching. Crystal control-

introduce a new 52 channel converter,

led, this new member of the Intercept

compatible with the System 400.

family features a UHF noise figure of 8

For further information on the full

dB, and adequate gain (-1 dB in VHF,

line of Jerrold products and services,

and +5 dB in UHF) to provide quality

contact Sam Compton at Jerrold

pictures, even with old model UHF

Electronics, P.O. Box 487, Hatboro, PA

television sets. The Expander 7000

19040, (215) 674-4800.

may be placed in basements, attics, or
on the television set, and one unit is
capable of feeding several TVs. The
Expander 7000 upconverts incoming
midband channels A-3 through H by
mixing them with a crystal controlled
local oscillator which converts these
signals to lower UHF channels 14
through 24. Frequency range is 50-300
MHz (VHF) and 470-536 MHz (UHF).
Return loss varies between 10 dB
(VHF) and 12 dB (UHF); power requirement, 30 MA @ 117 VAC 60 Hz;
cross modulation, 7channel @ -6 dB @
12 dBmV input; and required conFor further information, contact
Intercept Corporation, 140 Delawanna
Avenue, Clifton, New Jersey 07014,
(201) 471-2212.

Learning Industries Presents
Stereo Multiplex
Transmission System
Leaming Industries is now producing a WFMT up-converter which

Eagle Comtronics has introduced
the latest development in its line of

(Jerrold recommends that you order
350 MHz components now and then

nectors are 75 ohm standard Ffemale.

Eagle Comtronics Introduces
Addressable Multi-Tiered
Service Controller

52 channel systems; Starline 20/400
trunk amplifiers, incorporating quad

Jerrold Unveils System 400
and Starpack

bears the endorsement of United
Video, Inc., to assure the best possible
reproduction of station WFMT-FM

system operator maximum control at

Jerrold Electronics, a division of

minimum cost plus the opportunity to

General Instrument, is currently mar-

Stereo, Chicago. The FMT-201 Stereo
Multiplex Transmission System re-

significantly increase system revenue.

keting two new product lines: the

ceives an off-the-air signal at some

The system is comprised of a set top

System 400, and the multi-level Star-

location, usually a long way from the

descrambler and addressable tap,

pack.

broadcasting station and converts it to

which may be purchased separately.

Starpack consists of two different

a form suitable for transmission over

Addressable from the head-end, the

descramblers, and five types of indoor

microwave facility to some remote

unit accommodates basic service plus

control units. The descramblers, mod-

location where the signal is reconverted

three additional tiers, and permits

el SD and Model SRD, each provide for

to its original form for distribution over

metering by minutes of use for cus-

one, two, multi-level, and tiered ser-

a cable TV system. Thus, this system

tomers not purchasing the service on a

vices, and each has aseparate control-

enables a community (wired for cable

month-by-month basis. At the end of a

ler. In addition, the model SRD con-

TV) to receive high quality FM stereo

program, the unit shuts off and can be

tains apreamp for low drop levels and a

broadcasts from stations otherwise too

re-enabled by the viewer; billing infor-

built-in self-destruct, anti-tamper

far away to be received.

mation may be handled by acomputer.

mechanism.
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New far-out idea from Toner:
•
Earth stations
without hassle.

There's abig difference
between the earth station
packages now being offered
by Toner and those from the
giants.
The difference is that
Toner earth station packages
are hassle-free. And that can
make all the difference.
We don't shuffle you from department
to department. When you talk to Toner
about an earth station package—as with
everything else in cable TV—you talk
to an informed expert.
We stock everything but the dish:
Microdyne receivers, AFC antennas,
Avantek LNA's, Blonder-Tongue
modulators, power supplies and
accessories. The dish is shipped direct
to your pad by our supplier.
We bring it all together into a
smoothly functioning turn-key project,
with Toner project management:
Single source responsibility, with one
very accessible expert in charge. What
on earth could be better?

Before you do more than think
about an earth station, make atoll-free
phone call to Toner. Find out how
much nicer it can be without
buck-passing and finger-pointing. Call
toll-free: 800-523-5947. In
Pennsylvania 800-492-2512.

cable equipment, inc.
969 horsham road
horsham, PA 19044

a:2=2=

ANOTHER FIRST FROM
COMM/SCOPE.
NEW PATENTED PDI PLUS
COAXIAL CABLE 30db SRI:
5-450 MEGAHERTZ.
6Reasons why PIII PlusTm coaxial cable
offers you more.
1. PHI Plus cable means 50% more bandwidthl with access from 5-450 megahertz. Now that's "room at the top'?
2. Return loss (SRL)* is tested to assure
that PIII Plus cable has aminimum of
30 db (SRL)*
throughout 5-450 MHz.
3. Stable attenuation is assured to 450
megahertz, the same super low loss
characteristics you've learned to expect froin,otF,,sta4daengçeblç•
4, th:e'tiiedïaeWeMeacte:dgte of,
PM 'Plus coax are identical to those

time proven properties that have
made patented PM so successful.
5. Even with all this increased capability
and "room at the top,' PEI Plus cable
uses the same connectors as PIII.
6. Comm/Scope's reputation and commitment to manufacturing only the
highest qt ality coaxial cable stands
behind ev•ry reel of new PIII
Plus coax.
PIII Plus is the ultimate cable for all
your telecommunication needs. For
more information on how to put apIus
in your system, contact Comm/Scápe
Company.

*Available in copper clad aluminum center conductor. Additional one inch cible specifications are available
from Comm/Scope.
"See us at the Texas Show
Booths 301 and 402"

Light yews ahead in ad* Monti«

comm/scope Company
ROUTE 1/BOX '-99-A/CATAWBA, N.C. 28609
TELEPHONE: 7)4-241-3142/TELEX: 800-521

•

(Continued from page 46.)
For further information, contact

West

Seneca

Street,

Manlius,

New

York 13104, (315) 682-9105.

Learning Industries, 180 McCormick
Avenue, Costa Mesa, California 92626,
(714) 979-4511.

Scientific-Atlanta Presents
Its New Set-Top Terminal
Series 6700
The Series 6700 Set-Top Terminal
marks another high point in the long
Scientific-Atlanta record of producing
equipment of outstanding reliability

Merrill Cable Equipment
Corporation Shows
New Cap-Tap

and performance for the cable television industry. Designed for extended
life in the home environment, the
terminal also provides streamlined

MCE recently announced produc-

good looks and operational simplicity

tion of all new Nova 5-300 MHz Cap-

for maximum appeal to the cable

Tap, the most advanced customer tap

customer.

in the CATV industry. It provides

The basic one-piece unit can be

complete control of subscriber access
to your system for standard service,
and premium television channels.
Simple to program, the Nova Cap-Taps
are useable with any new or existing
dedicated systems, with no other
system equipment changes needed.
For further information, contact
MCE, P.O. Box 13741, Phoenix, AZ
85002, (602) 271-9181.

factory equipped to authorize recep-

Oak Announces MDS

tion of any designated set of channels.

Program Security and
Addressability

feature, channels 25-29 become pa-

With the addition of this "soft security"
rental discretion and can only be

Oak Communications Inc., CATV

activated by inputting a customer

Division, is introducing asystem which

designated four digit code. Hard se-

will eliminate several problems which

curity is achieved by field upgrading

confront the MDS-TV programmer.

the terminal to descramble up to 40

The Oak MDS-Pay TV system will also

channels. Further field upgrade to a

enhance the TV programmer's compe-

two-piece wireless remote completes

titive position as compared to other

the package.

forms of Pay TV. The Oak system will:
1) Eliminate theft of program by
unauthorized viewers.
2) Provide specific program material to specific viewers while restricted

For further information, contact
Scientific-Atlanta,

3845 Pleasantdale

Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30340, (404)
449-2000.

to a single transmission channel.
3) Eliminate the necessity fo - frequent viewer fine tuning.
The Oak system for MDS-Pay TV

New Inexpensive Converter
from Magnavox

utilizes addressability and control
techniques originally developed for
STV and CATV. Transmitter site equip-

Magnavox CATV Systems, Inc., has

ment to scramble and add program

recently introduced its model MX-

address information is included. A new

40CC UHF channel converter, the only

crystal controlled downconverter and

converter on the market priced at

an addressable version of Oak's Econo-

under $20.00. This is roughly 1/3 the

Code VHF descrambler are used at the

price of the other manufacturers'

receive site.

converters. The Magnavox unit offers

For further information, contact

liberal channel capacity to handle
expanding subscriber needs for pro-

200 South Main Street, Crystal Lake

gram variety, and easy channel selection using a"Cable Conversion Chart."
The chart equates cable channels 2
through 6 with UHF channels 43
through 47; cable channels 7 through

Oak Communications, CATV Division,
Illinois 60014, (815) 459-5000.

Phasecom's New 35 Channel
Headend Converter

13 with UHF channels 63 through 69;

Phasecom has announced the in-

cable channels A through Iwith UHF

troduction of a 35 channel headend

channesl 54 through 62; and cable

converter with crystal control output,

channels Jthrough W with UHF chan-

adjacent channel traps, programmable

nels 70 through 83.
Units are self-contained—no push
buttons or switches required—and
allow for easy customer installation.
For further information, contact
Magnavox CATV Systems, Inc., 133
50 C-ED January '80

scan with variable dwell, acid a choice
of channels 2, 3, or 4 outputs.
For further information, contact
Phasecom Corporation, 6365 Arizona
Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90045, (213)
641-3501.

The TeleMine MC
The MC is adesrambler control box

using magnetic cards, that provides a

Texscan presented its new MDS con-

totally controlled payment system of

verter model TCC-1, which utilizes an

your premium program subscribers.

ultra stable crystal controlled oscil-

One programmed plastic card per

lator. The unit carries the following

month, paid for in advance, permits the

specifications: frequency in ranges

viewing of a full

from 2.1 to 2.2 GHz, with output on any

month's pay-TV

service. In addition to the monthly

VHF channels 2-13; gain stands at a

subscription card the MC also handles

minimum of 30 dB; noise figure, 5.5 dB;

four random pay-per-view selections

temperature range, -40°F to +140°F;

each month. As a pay-per-view device,

output test point, -20 dB; maximum

the magnetic stripe on the card is

output level, +55 dBmV; minimum

encoded with the date, time, and

input level, -56 dBm for 45 dB C/N;

duration of the program. When the

operating voltage, 25 VAC; aluminum

special program is being viewed, the

housing; and mast or tower mounting

monthly channel is automatically pre-

using standard stainless hose clamps.

empted for the duration of that specific
program.
For further information, contact
TeleMine, Inc., 888 Seventh Avenue,

For further information, contact
Theta-Com/Texscan, 2960 Grand,
Phoenix, AZ 85017, or call toll-free
(800) 528-4066.

New York, NY 10019. (212) 489-7231.

The TOCOM
T.E.S.T. Introduces the
Scramble-Guard
Scramble-Guard from T.E.S.T. constantly monitors the scramble encoder
level and automatically attenuates the
premium channel should the scramble
level drop. The Scramble-Guard can
be user adjusted to respond to scramble level drops of as little as 6dB.
High reliability of the ScrambleGuard is assured by operating the
unit's "state of the art" CATV quality
semiconductor components at conservative power levels. Moreover, the
Scramble-Guard has an internal failsafe, which activates in event of tampering, internal component failure or
power outage.
Consistant with T.E.S.T.'s user
oriented philosophy, installation of the
Scramble-Guard is easy. The small
6X4X1 1
/
2" unit is equipped with standard "F" connectors for monitoring the
Scramble encoder and the through line
for the premium channel. Specifications for the Scramble-Guard are as
follows: minimum input level, 22 dB;
trigger threshold, 6dB (drop in scramble level); sensitivity flatness, 1.5 dB
(50-300 MHz); isolation, 45 dB (fail safe
mode); return loss, 18 dB.
For further information, contact
Tanner Electronic Systems Technology, Inc. (T.E.S.T., Inc.), 16130 Stagg
Street, Van Nuys, California 91409,
(213) 989-4535.

From Monroe Electronics, Inc.

Central Data System
TOCOM has introduced adata processing system for specific application with two-way cable technology.
TOCOM's new system is comprised of
the TOCOM Ill-A central data system
and

the TOCOM

III-B security and

communications system, either or
both of which may be used in conjunction with the TOCOM HT-3B home
terminal.
The TOCOM Ill-A central data system (CDS) can monitor and control as
many as 3000 HT-3A or HT-3B home
terminals through miles of coaxial
cable plant. It can store up to 64 characters of demographic information for
each home terminal, which the system
operator logs into the CDS with an
easy to learn English type command
structure. Usually the information
consists of subscriber's name, address, medical history, and other emerSee Monroe 6-page brochure

gency related facts.
The TOCOM III-B security and
communications system

is a highly

sophisticated computer-based, generalpurpose data acquisition and control
system

that communicates over bi-

directional coaxial cable. The system
is designed to provide the basic capability for home security alarm monitoring services such as fire, medical
emergency, and so forth. As many as
64,000 homes may be monitored in the
fully expanded system configuration
(11,000 initial capacity), with the alarm
status of each home checked every few

Theta-Corn Unveils New
MDS Converter
At the Western Show, Theta-Com/

•Features up to 8cue tone decoders
•Moni'ors 4program channels
•Provides 4balanced audio and
•4co-axial SPDT switches for base band
video or IF switching
•Isolation in excess of 80 db at 4.5 MHZ
60 db at 41.25 MHZ

seconds. The system also incorporates design features that will easily
allow expansion to provide additional
functions, such as energy (load) man-

Satellite Cue Tone
Signaling Products
Also ask for data on Emergency Access
Units 3000R7-R71-R72. They provide for
dial up access to cable audio for
emergencies.

NEW DEVELOPMENT
AGILE RECEIVER
CONTROLLER 3000R-82

for dial-up telephone remote control of
most brands of frequency agile receivers. Permits selection of channel
and polarization by telephone call.
Phone Monroe for all your tone signallrg needs:
Northern CAN Representatives:
800-448-1655
Monroe Electronics Factory:
716-765-2254
MONROE ELECTRONICS, INC.
100 Housel Avenue
Lyndonville, NY 14098
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Make your move to
Cable TV Supply.

OUR NE
ADDRESS
IN GEORGIA
cable TV Supply Company
5933 Bowcroft Street
Los Angeles. CA 90016
(213) 204-4440
toll free (800) 421-4692
Jable TV Supply Company
2307 McAllister Road
Houston, Texas 77092
(713) 681-6141
toll free (800) 231-8220

Cable TV Supply Company
2400 Park Center Blvd.
Decatur, Georgia 30035
(404) 981-9220
toll free (800) 241-0828

Cable TV Supply Company
835 Industrial Highway, Unit #4
Cinnaminson, New Jersey 08077
(609) 829-0100
toll free (800) 257-7245
Cable TV Supply Company
502 Winthrop
Addison, IL 60101
(312) 543-9800
toll free (800) 323-1785

agement, meter reading, information
retrieval, pay-per-view TV, opinion
polling, etc.

stocked by Anixter in Wharton, N.J.,
Elk Grove Village, Ill., and Santa Ana,

technique improves audio and video
performance when operating with a

Ca.

low carrier to noise (8.0 dB C/N).
For further information, contact

Optional equipment allows remote

Collins Transmission Systems Division,
Rockwell 'nternational, P.O. Box 10462,

terminals to be installed at aguard station, fire station, police station, or hospital.

Dallas, Texas 75207, (214) 996-5340.

For further information, contact

Compact Video Produces
New Portable Earth Station

TOCOM, Inc., P.O. Box 47066, Dallas,
Texas 75247, (214) 438-7691.

The COMPACT 42 from Compact
Video is the ultimate in uplink and
downlink portable facilities. When

Vitek Announces Production
of Midband Converter

completely set up, this 42-foot fifth

Vitek Electronics introduces a new,

wheel trailer functions as a fully self-

inexpensive, and highly reliable sevenchannel Block converter, featuring

contained earth station. User's option
provides full monitoring and test

transposed carriers, single switch/

facilities for remote broadcasts or
feeds to meet user requirements. The
special five-meter Scientific Atlanta

high isolation, integrated circuit power
supply regulator, fine tuning control,
and UL approved/FCC certified components.
Input channels A through G range
in frequency from 127.75 MHz to
163.75 MHz (Video) and from 123.25
MHz to 159.25 MHz (Audio), with a
resulting output on channels 7through
13. The output is selectable from atwo
position switch; position 1 is a feed

dish has been adapted by Compact

Collins Introduces New
Series 4 Satellite Video
Receivers

Video Sales to fold down for easy
transportation, and unfold for broadcast capability in aminimum amount of
time. In fact, the entire unit can be set
up, operated and maintained at maximum efficiency by one man.

satellite video receivers are all designed

Utilizing dish panels from Scientific
Atlanta, Compact Video designed the
microwave dish to collapse into two

through 13 without conversion, posi-

for wide-band video carrier reception

sections (12 panels each). It opens up

tion 2 converts the seven midband

via international and domestic C-band

into a perfect, fully articulated para-

channels to channels 7 through 13.

satellites.
The SVR-4A has easy to reach local

specifications as Scientific Atlanta's

through of channels 2through 6and 7

The unit's specifications are as follows:

The SVR-4A, SVR-4T, and SVR-4F

bola which retains the same electronic

input levels range from -5 to +10; gain

or remote tuning. A front panel channel

varies from 0to 5dB; response flatness

selector for local tun'ng and a rear
chassis BCD interface for remote

fixed-base antennas.
Other notable features:
• The Compact 42 can be hooked up

tuning. Channel selection in the 24
channel SVR-4A matches the RCA

to any standard road-worth tractor
for transportation from location to

order) are both measured at a maximum of -60 dB (Cross modulation is
measured with 19 channels @C +10
dBmV. Intermodulation is a two-tone

satellite frequency plan. The odd

location.
• Standard electronics configuration
supplied by Scientific Atlanta.

test @ +10 dBmV.) Signal/Spurious
ratio figures out to aminimum of 60 dB;

using an RF design for continuous

is 1.5 dB P-V maximum; noise figure
stands normally at 13 dB; cross modulation and intermodulation (second

input return loss is 12 dB, and output
return loss is 16 dB.
For further information, contact
Vitek Electronics, Inc., 4Gladys Court,
Edison, NJ 08817, (201) 287-3200.

Earth Stations

numbered channels match the Westar
satellite 12 channel f•:equency plan.
The SVR-4T is manually tunable,
tuning over the total 3.7 to 4.2 GHz

• Landing gear stabilizes rear platform for dish mounting.
• Transmits on the standard uplink

frequency band. And, a simple adjustment on the chassis eows continuous

frequency band (6 GHz).
• Downlink frequency (for feeding of

band tuning. No more replacement of

satellite transmissions into live
broadcasts) is 4 GHz.

filters or long lead crystals.
The SVR-4F is a low cost, single
channel receiver that can be retuned in
the field by changing the RF channel
filter. The channel change requires no
special tools or test equipment. The RF

• Short hop microwave transmission
capability.
• Optimum quality transmitting and
receiving. No distortion.

design of the SVR-4F allows the LO to

• VHF/UHF communications.
• Non-redundant and fully redundant

New Equipment Package
From Anixter-Pruzan

be continuously tuned over the total
3.7 to 4.2 GHz frequency band.
Alarm circuits on all models monitor

systems.
• Optional Compact Video 60KW
sound-proofed power generator.

Anixter-Pruzan is now offering "Off

the audio subcarrier, video, and RF

The Shelf" delivery of earth stations.

level. A summary alarm contact closure

• Fuel tank on trailer allows generator
to operate as aseparate system. No

The equipment package features

is provided, as well as front panel LED

antennas by Anixter-Mark, receivers,
LNA's and acomplete line of modulators.

lamps, and internal logic prevents
summary alarm for an unmodulated

The complete Earth Stations will be

carrier. A unique threshold extension

supplemental fuel required.
• Can also plug into alternate power
source.
• Five-ton air conditioner.
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We predict this new program
will sweep the nation.

It's the Model 1855/65
Sweep Recovery System, an actionpacked display of
microprocessor ingenuity and Wavetek
precision.
Here's the plot: You
hand one of these to
your system technician, then watch how
fast it sets up, how
accurately it portrays
your system performance, how easily he can balance your trunk.
What will the home viewers think? They won't
see a thing, thanks to the unique combination of
high weed (down to 1millisecond) and low level.
However, they'll probably notice a steady improvement in your signal.
The star of the show is our microprocessor
control. It takes care of most of the setup that used
to take so long. Digital signal processing lets the
display continuously refresh itself for a bright,

accurate picture of
the most recent
sweep. There's a future option planned
for storing the display
on magnetic cards or
tape. Sweep this fall,
rerun next summer.
Alpha-numeric
readouts on the
screen give amplitude, frequency, even
deviation between
peak to valley. You
haven't seen anything this easy to understand
since Sesame Street. The price of the basic Model
1855/65 is $6;450. How's that for a happy ending?
To carry this (no copyright) program on your
system, call collect: (317) 783-3221, CATV Dept.,
Wavetek, Indiana, P.O. Box 190,66 North First Ave.,
Beech Grove, IN 46107.

Ave-reK

• 3'x3' optional storage area.
• Air ride suspension.
• Sleeping accomodations for two.

LED lamps showing failed receivers.
Features of the 450 S include: 1for

IDC-472, converts the entire 3.7-4.2
GHz band to 0.95-1.45 GHz for input

6 back-up, switches in 100 milli-

into the receiver. Significant cost

Additionally, the COMPACT 42 is

seconds, manual and remote override

savings can be obtained by connecting

available with other equipment, both

capability, priority system for replace-

up to 12 agile receivers to a single

manufactured and installed by Com-

ment of signals, optional polarization

downconverter on either horizontal or

pact Video's Engineering Department

switching, and automatic restoration.

vertical polarization.

as needed.

The 24-channel receiver Model

For further information, contact

SVR-463, provides means for push-

Compact Video Systems, Inc., 2813

button channel selection, conversion

West Alameda Avenue, Burbank, Cali-

to a second intermediate frequency,

••••-••

fornia 91505, (213) 843-3232.

automatic gain control, demodulation
•

offers a new automatic LNA switch,
series RCV 450 LS. Features include
continuous carrier monitoring, automatic switching of redundant LNA,
manual LNA selection, individual LNA
selector, horizontal and vertical polarization protection, fault indicator, LNA
power switch, and optional remote
operation. The unit requires no adjustments or calibration.
The RCV 450 LS was designed to
operate in conjunction with the reliable
Comtech RCV 450 series of video
receivers. It provides maximum pro-

1

circuitry for highest reliability, the
MOM TI MODEM

Also from Comtech, the Comtrunk
high-speed data communications
capability for a standard CATV network. Four 1.544 Mb/s data circuits
occupy the space of a six megahertz
TV channel. The T-1 modem is ideal for
trunking multi-plexed telephone channels from one PBX to another via an
existing two-way CATV network. The
modem will accept carriers from T-1
channel banks or from switching
computers.
The transmit section of the T-1
modem accepts a bipolar signal and

receiver signals. After the appropriate

separates clock from data. The data is

automatically switch in the back-up
LNA is a carrier failure is detected.
Front panel fault indicators show
when a fault has occurred. Latching
relays assure operation in the back-up
mode until the reset switch is operated.
Controls include a mode switch (for

scrambled in order to limit undesireable spectral components. Data is
processed with a proprietary polybinary encoder and low pass filter.
Data is then used to deviate a highly
stable oscillator. The resulting signal is
mixed with a synthesizer and matched
to a CATV standard. The receive is the

manual or automatic operation), LNA

reverse function.

select, fault reset switch, and power
switch. Along with the power and fault

Features include CATV compatability, a T-1 carrier, B/W efficient,

indicator, there is an LNA select indi-

remote looping, reliability, and easy

cator (horizontal and vertical).

receiver is an outgrowth of receiver-

model T-1 modem, designed to provide

gram protection by monitoring on-line
settling period, the RCV 450 LS will

and video/sound processing. Utilizing
state-of-the-art microwave integrated

Three New Products from
Comtech
Comtech Data Corporation now

•

development work performed by
Hughes for NASA.
A unique expansion ring, designed
to provide more than 1.5 dB additional
gain, is now available from Hughes
Aircraft Company's microwave communications products for use with its
5-meter low-cost satellite earth
terminal for CATV systems.

maintenance. For further information,

In addition, Comtech has intro-

contact Comtech Data Corporation,

duced a new satellite earth station
automatic video switch, model 450 S,

613 South Rockford Dr., Tempe, AZ
85281, (602) 968-2433.

providing automatic substitution of the
450 A Agile Receiver for any one of up
to six on-line failed receivers. The
redundant receiver is automatically
switched to the channel and polariza-

Low-Cost Satellite
Reception Provided in New
Hughes System

tion of the failed receiver. Each on-line

A new satellite receiving system,

receiver has a priority assigned. In the

designed to provide for low-cost chan-

event of multiple failures, the redun-

nel expansion, has been introduced by

dant receiver replaces the highest

Hughes Aircraft Company's microwave

priority channel.

communications products. The system

Manual and remote overrides are
included in the unit. The automatic

is compatible with any existing earth
station receiving equipment.

switch requires no external power

The receiving system consists of

since it derives power from all the

separate downconverter and receiver

receivers in use. The front panel has

modules. The downconverter, Model
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(Continued on page 60.)

NOW IN STOCK!
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

NEW

NEW

SEVEN CHANNEL
MID BAND CONVERTER

TWENTY CHANNEL
ONE PIECE SET TOP
PROGRAMMABLE
CONVERTER
40 CHANNEL ACCOMMODATION

DOUBLE CONVERSION

,

A twenty detent position rotary varactor control unit with
each detent position capable of being preset to any channel
in the 50-324 MHz spectrum.

immummi

OUTPUT CHANNELS, 2, 3OR 4
CATV tuner which is avaractor tuned double conversion unit
with an I.F. of 612.75 and an output frequency preset to
either channels 2, 3, or 4.

CONVERTS UPRIGHT MID BAND CHANNELS A THRU G
BTHRU H TO 7THRU 13 RESPECTIVELY

or

CHECK THESE FEATURES

CHECK THESE FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12 Month Factory Warranty
Durable Construction
Underwriters Laboratories Approved
Attractive Profile Design
Excellent Picture Quality
One Piece Set Top Unit
Rotary Varactor Control
Stable Power Supply
Most Cost Effective Design
Convenient Fine Tuning Control
Power Surge Protection
Quality Performance with Security Systems
Greatest Ratio Of Performance To Price Available

MID BAND CONVERTERS

14e
1, 2, 3OR 7CHANNEL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12 Month Factory Warranty
Durable Construction
Underwriters Laboratories Approved
Attractive Profile Design
Excellent Picture Quality
Single Switch Operation
Now in Production
Virtually Maintenance Free
Most Cost Effective Design
Convenient Fine Tuning Control
Power Surge Protection
Quality Performance With Security Systems
Greatest Ratio Of Performance To Price Available

36 CHANNEL CONVERTERS
CHECK THESE FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12 Month Factory Warranty
Durable Construction
Underwriters Laboratories Approved
Attractive Profile Design
Excellent Picture Quality
Hi Speed Switching
Set-Top or Remote Units Available
Virtually Maintenance Free
Most Cost Effective Design
Higher Switch Reliability
Power Surge Protection
Quality Performance With
Security Systems
• Greatest Ratio Of
Performance
To Price
Available

ALL
MANUFACTURED BY:

Ztandard
z omponents

ORDER TODAY!
"Mail Our Action Card!"
For More Details, See
Our Card on Page 18.

Satellite Cablevision Equipment Inc.
DIV. SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, INC.

NATIONAL SUPPLIER TO THE CATV INDUSTRY

LOW

COST

CALL YOUR ORDER DIRECT 312-7794391
OR MAIL YOUR PURCHASE ORDER TO

9144 S. Bishop • Chicago, IL 60620

LOW

COST

This earth station
goes up
before the sun
goes down.
Compare the new Scientific-Atlanta 4.6
meter antenna with any other, and you'll
find its installed cost the lowest in the
industry. To save you money, we've developed another innovation in engineering —a new steel pier anchor design. And
it means you can now erect your earth
station in just one working day, including
the antenna foundation. At the same time
it saves you up to $1,000 because you don't
have to pour amonolithic slab. We know
of nothing that beats it.
The engineers from the world's largest
manufacturer of earth stations have incorporated other significant advantages so
that now you can enjoy an earth station
package that is totally attractive in terms
of cost and versatility. There's a single
axis mount that makes the antenna easier
to point. And changing satellites is accomplished with one simple adjustment. As
for the antenna itself, it has an efficiency
that is unparalleled in the industry.
As apart of our package you can get frequency coordination, FCC filing and a
choice in our line of 6600 receivers... and
if you add to that our new economical 416
modulator the package price becomes even
more attractive. What's more, we'll install
it for you if you want us to.
So check us out. We're the only full
line supplier in the cable television industry. We work the hardest to save your system money. And alow cost earth station
that goes up before the sun goes down is
just another example. For more information, call Mike Smith at (404) 449-2000.
Or write us.

Scientific
Atlanta
United States: 3845 Pleasantdale Road. Atlanta, Ga. 30340,
Telephone 404-449-2000. TWX 810-766-4912, Telex 054-2898.
Canada: 1640 Bonhill Road. Unit 6. Mississauga, Ontario. L5T
1C8. Canada. Telephone 416-677-6555. Telex 06-983600.

(Continued from page 56.)

TVRO terminal and can be supplied

Microwave Associates Communi-

separately or as part of Microdyne's

cations offers several equipment in-

actually converts the 5-meter unit to a

complete Satellite Television Receive

stallation packages ranging from the

6-meter diameter, adds 43 percent

Only Terminals.

The new expansion feature, which

more surface area to the antenna. It is

Additional flexibility is available

installation guidelines in their instruction manual to a complete turn-key

intended to allow the user the flexibility

with an optional Model SOB-1 Sub-

system. By selection of one of these

of obtaining additional gain in cases of

carrier Demodulator. This self-

different packages, the installation can

satellite or transponder changes and

contained, 13/4 inch rack mount unit

be tailored to your individual require-

signal degradation.

provides up to four standard or special

ments.

Additional standard features of the
receiver include threshold extension,

subcarrier demodulators covering a

With respect to its TVRO package,
Microwave Associates also offers a

remote tuning capability, and built-in

range from 4.5 to 8.0 MHz. Separate
slow scan video, high fidelity audio,

test/alignment circuitry. An AGO out-

data, cueing, and various switching

new VR-4X satellite receiver has 24

put terminal aids in locating and align-

modes are thus availabe without inter-

channel frequency agility via the front

ing the antenna to the satellite.
The receiving system, when combined with an antenna, low-noise
amplifier, and integration electronics
constitutes a complete satellite video

choice of two satellite receivers. The

ference with the receiver's regular

panel frequency selector or external

video and audio programming.

frequency control from the rear panel

For further information, contact
Microdyne Corporation, Box 7213, 491

connector.
receiver with manual frequency agility.

The VR-3X is Microwave Associates'

receive terminal. The system was

Oak Road, Silver Springs Industrial
Park, Ocala, Florida 32672, (904) 687-

displayed for the first time at the

4633; or the Kansas City office, 12204

to manually tune the receiver across

Western CATV show, Disneyland Hotel,

NW 66th Street, Kansas City, Missouri,

the entire band.

Anaheim, Calif., Dec. 12-14, 1979.

64152, (816) 891-7030.

A screwdriver is the only tool required

On both the VR-3X and the VR-4X,
automatic frequency control locks the

Microdyne Introduces New
Satellite Earth Station
Receiver

Microwave Associates' New
TVRO Package

receiver to the signal of the selected
channel. Standard features include a
threshold extension demodulator that

Microwave Associates Communi-

produces a 3 dB extension when

At the Anaheim Show, Microdyne

cations is now offering a complete

compared to a 30 MHz IF bandwidth.

Corporation showed its new Model

TVRO package including antenna,

An extra video output and composite

1100-FFC(X1)(S) satellite earth station

120° LNA with 100 feet of DC cable, a

baseband output allow flexibility of

receiver, featuring frequency synthesi-

model VR-3X satellite receiver, 100 feet

service needed in today's systems. For

zed 24 channel reception, crystal-free

of

example, the baseband output re-

channel selection, dual video outputs,

grounding kits, and tie wraps, along

produces all subcarriers that may be

a threshold of 8.0 dB C/N, compact
size (only 1 3/4 inches high), and

with a handpump dehydrator, tee,

present on the satellite including such

gauge, and tubing. This basic package

information as news and music.

additional audio subcarrier demodu-

sells for $9,172. In addition, a dual

Both the VR-4X and VR-3X may be

lators available.

polarization add-on unit, which in-

used to feed a cable system directly

cludes 120° LNA, 100 feet of

when the optional cable modulator

The 1100-FFC(X1)(S), Microdyne

2

inch heliax with type N connectors,

'12

inch

7th Generation Satellite TV Receiver

foam with type N connectors, ground-

module is employed. This option eli-

incorporates the performance, relia-

ing kits, and an LNA power jumper, is

minates the need for an external cable

bility, and technical know-how gained

available at a price of $1,382.

from years of specializing in receiver

modulator. The radio also provides a
4.5 MHz subcarrier composite con-

design to meet customer requirements.

sisting of video plus program audio at

Because of this specialization, Micro-

4.5 MHz. It can therefore simultaneous-

dyne receivers are recognized as the

ly feed acable system and amicrowave

standard of performance throughout

system directly.

the industry.

For further information, contact

This frequency synthesized receiver

Microwave Associates Communica-

can be manually tuned, using front

tions, 63 Third Avenue, Burlington,

panel controls without the use of

Mass. 01803, (617) 272-3100.

crystals through the 24 channels available via satellite. The unique threshold
extension circuitry (patent pending) is
astandard feature that insures optimum
video performance in the presence of

•
Power

Supplies/

Test Equipment

low carrier-to-noise ratios.
The receiver is fully EIA and CCIR
compatible and is specifically designed
for the reception of wideband FM

AEL Produces 30/60 VAC
Power Supply

signals via domestic and international

The CATV Communications Div-

satellites. Application include CATV as

ision of American Electronic Labora-

well as broadcast television stations. It

tories, Inc., has announced production

readily interfaces with any existing

of its model CPH-12B power supply.
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Microdyne

Id

Corporation

1100 HEM

rnárkéteuKable

ead
cost synthesized Receiver.
When you're interested in high quality
equipment, look to the first and foremost
manufacturer of Satellite Communication
equipment... Microdyne. Call us today.

modulator...

Introducing the first fully tunable Head End
Modulator (HEM). Once again, Microdyne will be
the first to introduce anew product to the Cable
TV Industry, The 1100 HEM is "State of the Art"
technology and is fully tunable to include
mid-band channels A through L

The first low cost synthesized
receiver...
Introducing
Microdyne's new
crystal-free Synthesized
Receiver. Microdyne's 1100-FFC(X-1) (S)
receiver does not require crystals for tuning. The
new synthesized receiver will pull in all the
channels you are used to receiving. Now, you no
longer have to change crystals to change
channels.

The first...

Microdyne Corporation is the first and foremost
supplier of Satellite Communication Equipment
in the Cable TV Industry.
We were the first to manufacture a"tunable"
crystal receiver and first to introduce a24
channel receiver with automatic polarity
selection. We were also the first to develop a

•

Be the first...
Iwould like to be one of the first to place a Tunable Head End Modulator
or Synthesized Receiver in my system. Iunderstand Iam under no obligation and would like an application's engineer to contact me.
Naine

Title

Company
Address
Telephone Number
Microdyne Corporation
Marketing Dept. 912G P.O. Box 7213
Ocala, FL 32672 (904) 687-4633

IN

Microdyne Corporation
Marketing Dept. 912G P.O. Box 7213
Ocala, FL 32672 (904) 687-4633
TWX 810-858-0307
Kansas City, Missouri 64152
816-891-7030

along with information pertinent to the

Pax Citation options include ped-

The Powervision N131158 is similar

dispatcher or repair technician.
The duty operator or dispatcher

estal mount, battery heaters, and four
battery system for extended stand-by

to the NB113B, except that the PS750

may at his option zoom in on a par-

capability. All critical components are

is designed to operate with existing

ticular section of the map to assist in
directing a repair crew to the location.

overrated for maximum reliability.

CATV systems where the power supply

Dimensions are 16 by 17.5 by 15

has already been installed. The

A different command allows the dis-

inches. Output is 720 watts, 60 VRMs or

mounting hole pattern accommodates

play of a bar graph showing the signal

30 VRMs. The unit also features an

most CATV power supplies.

level during the past half hour at one
minute intervals. This is, of course, a

external disconnect so all 110 VAC can
be eliminated inside the housing.

The PS750 module converts
unregulated utility power to 12 ampere

tremendous aid in determining if the
signal, although within spec, has

maintenance-free batteries specific-

30 or 60 VAC square wave power with a
line regulation of plus or minus 1

ally for use in standby power systems.
For further information, contact

amplifier damage from line transients

degraded recently. For long term
logging, a printer can be added to print
a log of the levels once each day. Such

In addition, Pax also produces

a log allows management to be

Control Technology, Inc., 620 Easy
Street, Garland, Texas 75042, (214)

assured that the system is in top-notch

272-5544.

shape and that customer satisfaction is
high.
As the graphics are displayed on a
standard TV monitor, the video can be
used to modulate an unused mid or
super band channel on the cable
system. The cable system personnel
such as the manager or chief tech can
then view the system status at home
during off-duty hours.

PAX
PrligER
seee

Specifications are as follows:
operating frequency, 5.0 to 5.63 MHz;

conversion accuracy, plus or minus 3
percent absolute or plus or minus 0.5
dB relative to normal RF level.
For further information, contact
Control-Corn, Incorporated, 123 Ragland Road, Jackson, Tennessee 38301,
(901) 668-1002.

Pax Citation to be
Available in March
Control Technology, Inc., has
announced that it will produce a new
stand-by power system—the Pax Cita-

percent. Surge protection prevents
and lightning. The module includes a
power service entrance and circuit
breaker, lightning surge and transient
eliminator, convenience outlet and
power insertion filter. The dual output
power combiner provided accepts
standard 5/
6"cable connectors.
The inverter drive supplies 12
amperes of 30 or 60 VAC square wave
power. Output voltage regulation with
load is less than plus or minus 10
percent. The inverter current limits at
15 amperes and can operate continuously into a direct short without
damage. The module operates from a
36 VDC battery pack, has a 30 amp

signal input, 100 MV to 10 MV (-20
dBMV to +20 dBMV), all channels with
plus or minus 5 dB in this range;
sampling rate, 1 second per channel;

power supply is not included. This unit

input fuse and internal reverse polarity

Anew
-heavy duty
battery system
for standby power
CATV Standby Power from
Lester Powervision, Inc.
The Powervision NB113B provides

protection.
The Power Alarm lamp indicates
when the load is being supplied from
the battery. Power On lamp indicates
power delivery from either source to
the cable system.
The Powervision NB113B and 115B
measure 24 by 12 1
/ inches and weigh
2
75 pounds without batteries. Enclosure is designed for easy mounting:
pole or pedestal mounting provisions
are standard.

In bypass mode, the

an uninterruptible source of 12 amp-

electronic modules may readily be

eres of clean 30 or 60 volt square wave
power to CATV systems. It includes a

installed or removed without interrupting cable service.
The unit is equipped with a solid

tion —to be available around March 15,

Powervision PS750 ferroresonant
CATV power supply as standard

1980. The new system features output

equipment. A solid state static switch

voltage regulation in both the primary

transfers the cable load between the

and standby modes, and will include a

ferroresonant regulator output and the

utility power regulator and the standby

precision cycle battery charger to
extend battery life up to a factor of

inverter output as required. The position of this switch is controlled by aline

power inverter. The switch is con-

three, and permit adaptation of the unit

voltage detector which monitors utility
line voltage. During utility power

for different types of batteries.

state transfer switch rated at 15
amperes, rms, to transfer the cable
load (either 30 or 60 volt) between the

trolled by a line voltage detector with a
92.5 VAC preset low voltage trip point.
The transfer time is less than 16

The system is smaller, more compact than most, and is enclosed in a

failures or brownouts, the load is
switched to the square wave inverter

milliseconds. After the utility line
voltage has returned within limits, a

lockable, lightweight, corrosion-resistant plated aluminum housing.

output operating from a36 volt battery
pack. Thirty seconds after utility power

the unit transfers back to normal

Included in the unit are athree function

returns within limits, the solid state
switch transfers the load to the normal

power.
The unit is provided with a utility

mode indicator light, and solid state
shutdown for overloads (inverter

thirty second delay is provided before

power supply and the battery condi-

power input circuit breaker. The bat-

mode), with automatic foldback in the

tioner within the 1136 recharges the

primary mode.

battery pack.

tery charger and battery output circuits are fused. Failsafe relays and
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The first
modulator...

ñaltito
eorectitni>
cost synthesized Receiver.
When you're interested in high quality
equipment, look to the first and foremost
manufacturer of Satellite Communication
equipment ... Microdyne. Call us today.

market atunablé

Introducing the first fully tunable Head End
Modulator (HEM). Once again, Microdyne will be
the first to introduce anew product to the Cable
TV Industry, The 1100 HEM is "State of the Art"
technology and is fully tunable to include
mid-band channels A through I.

The first low cost synthesized
receiver...
Introducing
Microdyne's new
crystal-free Synthesized
Receiver. Microdyne's 1100-FFC(X-1) (S)
receiver does not require crystals for tuning. The
new synthesized receiver will pull in all the
channels you are used to receiving. Now, you no
longer have to change crystals to change
channels.

The first...

Microdyne Corporation is the first and foremost
supplier of Satellite Communication Equipment
in the Cable TV Industry.
We were the first to manufacture a"tunable"
crystal receiver and first to introduce a24
channel receiver with automatic polarity
selection. We were also the first to develop a

•Rs
rBe

the first...

Iwould like to be one of the first to place a Tunable Head End Modulator
or Synthesized Receiver in my system. Iunderstand Iam under no obligation and would like an application's engineer to contact me.
Name

Title

Company
Address
Telephone Number
!Aerodyne Corporation
Marketing Dept 912G P.O. Box 7213
Ocala, FL 32672 (904) 687-4633

Microdyne Corporation
Marketing Dept. 912G P.O. Box 7213
Ocala, FL 32672 (904) 687-4633
TWX 810-858-0307
Kansas City, Missouri 64152
816-891-7030

'Internal or External Float-type Battery

Start with Dependable Cat Power,"

It exceeds ordinary commercial requirements since it is designed with

Charger, and an Interval 25 amp DPDT
Transfer Relay Switch. The transfer

enbaugh, Caterpillar Engine Division,

time from commercial line power to

at (309) 578-3236.

the rugged demands of military use in

inverter power is less than 1/25 of a

mind.

second (40 milliseconds).
In addition to being noiseless, fuel-

The transformer, the heart of the unit,
is produced by AEL in its own plant.

The insect and rodent proof

outer case of aluminum is finished in a
light color that makes the unit visible
despite foliage, and the unit is easily
mounted, with ready access to its
interior.

Sudden weather changes as

well as extreme weather conditions do
not harm the function of this power
supply.
Features include knockout top and
bottom for cable connections, pole or

Form LEDX9010, or contact R.K. Beck-

less, maintenance-free, these SPS
models are equipped with AC power

ComSonics Introduces its
Uninterruptible LNA
Power Source

cords and Duplex receptacles for
instant installation. (Direct

released information concerning its

wire option available also).
For more information, contact Steve
J. Paul, Vice President of Best, Inc. Toll
Free No. (800) 356-5794.

At the Western Show, ComSonics
new uninterruptible LNA power source.
The unit supplies 15 VDC nominal, at
4.5 watts totally isolated from the 115
VAC or 220 VAC primary mains. This
eliminates the possibility of coupling a
line generated overvoltage transient to

cross-arm mounting, test point, primary input circuit protection, on-off
primary overload circuit breaker, aux-

the vulnerable LNA circuitry. Isolation
is accomplished through the use of a
DC/DC converter operating from two

iliary AC convenience outlet, fault indicator light, lightning and surge protector, and external grounding plug.

service-free gel cell type lead acid

Specifications include a line input of
95-130 V 60 Hz, maximum output of
30/60 VAC at 15 A, line regulation of

supplies operational power while the
other battery receives a full charge.
A precision voltage sensor monitors

plus or minus 2 percent 95-130 V, and

the terminal voltage of the in-service

load regulation of plus or minus 2 percent 3A to 15A. Pole weight of the unit

battery. When a level of 12.60 plus or
minus 0.25 VDC is reached, the sensor

is 50 pounds.
For further information, contact
American Electronic Laboratories,
Inc., CATV Communicatons Divison,
P.O. Box 552, Lansdale, PA 19446,
(215) 822-2929

batteries. The "in-service" battery

Caterpillar Prime and
Standby Power for
Telecommunications

depleted battery in a charge cycle. As

power, Caterpiller Generator Sets are
powering telecommunication installa-

the second battery becomes discharged, the first is charged. The inservice battery sensor will cause the
cycle to repeat continuously. At the
same instant the batteries change

brochure from Caterpillar Engine
Division shows applications at a television facility atop Mt. Pisgah in the
United States: earth station antennas
in Nicaragua, Puerto Rico, Australia,
Alaska, and Indonesia; and Mexico's
telephone company in Mexico City.

Best Energy Systems for Tomorrow, Inc. introduces two inexpensive

charged battery in-service, and the

Whether providing prime or standby

tions throughout the world. A new

Best Energy Systems for
Tomorrow Offers Automatic
Stand-By Power Systems

causes the batteries to change
functions, thus placing the freshly

states, a second sensor monitors the
in-service time. If this time is less than
approximately five hours, the "short
life - indicator for the battery under test
will illuminate. When "short life"

Ask your Caterpillar dealer for

illuminates, approximately two months

'Dependable Telecommunications

of battery life can be expected and the
user is urged to procure areplacement
battery.
Operating reliability was a major
design criterion for the unit. All semiconductors in the charger regulator
are 10x overvoltage rated for power

SPS models (B12-1000 watt SPS, and

dissipation. Circuit operation is guar-

BR24-2500 watt SPS) which solve the

anteed over a temperature range of
-40° C to +60° C, thus allowing the

need for a low cost, quickly installed,
dependable, automatic stand-by
power system for equipment in the

source to be located in close proximity
to the LNA. Because of the relatively

100-2500 watt range.
Power blackouts no longer need to

short distance between the supply and
LNA, the possibility of induced over-

be of concern to equipment users..

voltage transients is greatly reduced.

When a power blackout occurs, the
BEST SPS continues to supply the 120

Specifications for the unit include:
input power requirements of 115-220

VAC load with the System Batteries

VAC, 50-60 Hz, 60 watts total maximum

providing the DC power. The BEST

(24 watts charger, 36 watts battery

SPS models are static, 90% efficient

heater): battery requirement of a 2-

DC to AC power inverters with an

Globe GC 6200 Gel Cells (6VDC

62 C-ED January '80

@ 20

AH); output of 12.5-17.70 VDC @ 4.5
watts (suitable for dual/single LNA
powering); a DC/DC converter frequency of around 20 kHz; surge protection by means of 10 KA gas discharge and varistor in combination for

People
Power

helps
prevent
birth
defects

primary main protection and transient
suppressing diodes used on output DC
lines. Standby capacity is approximately 5 hours,

and the service

requirement is an estimated life of two
years, when service-free batteries are

March of Dimes

utilized.
For further information, contact
ComSonics, Inc., P.O. Box 1106, Har-

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

risonburg, VA 22801, (703) 434-5965.

THE CATV FILTER CHAMPIONS -Protect & Increase Your Income
By Solving Tough Systems Problems—
FAST!

The Control-Corn
Status Monitor System
Control-Com, Inc., has developed
color videographics status monitoring
equipment which will interface directly
with any off-the-shelf status monitor
system. The Control-Com status monitor system presents a color graphics
picture indicating whether the signal
levels in a cable system are within
acceptable limits or not. The display

PROBLEM? Call Glyn Bostick
TOLL-FREE 1-800-448-1666
—IN NYS COLLECT 315-437-3953—

"PAY-ONLY"
SUBSCRIBER
BANDPASS
3376-P
SERIES

system was developed as a means to
make status monitoring a more useful
and used tool, and supplies meaningful information to management, front
office personnel, technicians, and
others as well as the engineering staff
of acable operation. There is provision
for the system microcomputer to
periodically scan up to 64 amplifier
locations and to paint the monitored
location with a red or green dot indicating if the amplitude is in or out of
spec. In addition, if the level is out of
tolerance, the address is displayed

•CHANNEL SUPPRESSORS •PAY TRAPS
•CO-CHANNEL ELIMINATORS •BANDPASS
•BANDSTOP •LO-PASS •HI-PASS
•SPLITTERS •NOTCHERS
FOR: T-BAND/VHF/UHF/MICROWAVE
ICROWAVE
FILTER
IC
OMPANY, INC.
6743 KINNE ST., E. SYRACUSE, N.Y., 13057
C-ED January '80 63

along with information pertinent to the
dispatcher or repair technician.

Pax Citation options include ped-

The Powervision NB115B is similar

estal mount, battery heaters, and four

to the NB113B, except that the PS750

The duty operator or dispatcher

battery system for extended stand-by

power supply is not included. This unit

may at his option zoom in on a par-

capability. All critical components are

is designed to operate with existing

ticular section of the map to assist in

overrated for maximum reliability.

CATV systems where the power supply

directing a repair crew to the location.

Dimensions are 16 by 17.5 by 15

has already been installed. The

A different command allows the dis-

inches. Output is 720 watts, 60 VRMs or

mounting hole pattern accommodates

play of a bar graph showing the signal

30 VRMs. The unit also features an
external disconnect so all 110 VAC can

most CATV power supplies.
The PS750 module converts

be eliminated inside the housing.
In addition, Pax also produces

30 or 60 VAC square wave power with a

signal, although within spec, has

maintenance-free batteries specific-

line regulation of plus or minus 1

degraded recently. For long term
logging, a printer can be added to print

ally for use in standby power systems.

percent. Surge protection prevents
amplifier damage from line transients

level during the past half hour at one
minute intervals. This is, of course, a
tremendous aid in determining if the

For further information, contact

unregulated utility power to 12 ampere

a log of the levels once each day. Such

Control Technology, Inc., 620 Easy

a log allows management to be

Street, Garland, Texas 75042, (214)

power service entrance and circuit

assured that the system is in top-notch

272-5544.

shape and that customer satisfaction is

breaker, lightning surge and transient
eliminator, convenience outlet and

high.

power insertion filter. The dual output

As the graphics are displayed on a

and lightning. The module includes a

power combiner provided accepts

standard TV monitor, the video can be

standard 5/
6"cable connectors.

used to modulate an unused mid or

The inverter drive supplies 12
amperes of 30 or 60 VAC square wave
power. Output voltage regulation with

super band channel on the cable
system. The cable system personnel
such as the manager or chief tech can

load is less than plus or minus 10
percent. The inverter current limits at

then view the system status at home
during off-duty hours.

15 amperes and can operate continuously into a direct short without

Specifications are as follows:
operating frequency, 5.0 to 5.63 MHz;

damage. The module operates from a

signal input, 100 MV to 10 MV (-20
dBMV to +20 dBMV), all channels with

36 VDC battery pack, has a 30 amp
input fuse and internal reverse polarity

plus or minus 5 dB in this range;
sampling rate, 1 second per channel;

protection.
The Power Alarm lamp indicates

conversion accuracy, plus or minus 3

when the load is being supplied from

percent absolute or plus or minus 0.5
dB relative to normal RF level.

the battery. Power On lamp indicates
power delivery from either source to

For further information, contact

the cable system.
The Powervision NB113B and 1158
measure 24 by 12 1
/ inches and weigh
2

Control-Com, Incorporated, 123 Ragland Road, Jackson, Tennessee 38301,
(901) 668-1002.

Pax Citation to be
Available in March

CATV Standby Power from
Lester Powervision, Inc.
The Powervision NB113B provides

75 pounds without batteries. Enclosure is designed for easy mounting;
pole or pedestal mounting provisions
are standard. In bypass mode, the
electronic modules may readily be

announced that it will produce a new

an uninterruptible source of 12 amperes of clean 30 or 60 volt square wave
power to CATV systems. It includes a

stand-by power system—the Pax Citation—to be available around March 15,

Powervision PS750 ferroresonant

The unit is equipped with a solid

CATV power supply as standard

state transfer switch rated at 15
amperes, rms, to transfer the cable
load (either 30 or 60 volt) between the

Control Technology, Inc., has

installed or removed without interrupting cable service.

1980. The new system features output

equipment. A solid state static switch

voltage regulation in both the primary
and standby modes, and will include a

transfers the cable load between the
ferroresonant regulator output and the

utility power regulator and the standby

precision cycle battery charger to

inverter output as required. The posi-

power inverter. The switch is con-

extend battery life up to a factor of

tion of this switch is controlled by aline

trolled by a line voltage detector with a

three, and permit adaptation of the unit

voltage detector which monitors utility

92.5 VAC preset low voltage trip point.

line voltage. During utility power

The transfer time is less than 16

pact than most, and is enclosed in a

failures or brownouts, the load is
switched to the square wave inverter

milliseconds. After the utility line
voltage has returned within limits, a
thirty second delay is provided before
the unit transfers back to normal

for different types of batteries.
The system is smaller, more comlockable, lightweight, corrosion-resis-

output operating from a36 volt battery

tant plated aluminum housing.
Included in the unit are athree function

pack. Thirty seconds after utility power
returns within limits, the solid state

mode indicator light, and solid state
shutdown for overloads (inverter

switch transfers the load to the normal
power supply and the battery condi-

The unit is provided with a utility
power input circuit breaker. The bat-

mode), with automatic foldback in the

tioner within the 1138 recharges the

tery charger and battery output cir-

primary mode.

battery pack.

cuits are fused. Failsafe relays and
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power.

A New Line Extender from RCA

Compact, Efficient Design •Optional Automatic Gain Control
•"Plug-in" Hybrids, Surge Protectors and Two- Way Capability
Versatility, high performance and design features
that lower maintenance time: we've put it all in
our new Model 250 Line Extender amplifier.
An optional slope-compensated Automatic Gain
Control (AGC) is isolated in aseparate compartment to eliminate any interference with the
amplifier response. This new AGC utilizes a
single pilot which can be either a modulated video
or aC'VV signal.
The reduced overal! size and lighter weight of the
RCA 250 Line Extender mean shorter lead
lengths, less insertion loss and better adaptability
to underground installation.
New accessible plug-in surge protectors combine
with built-in delay networks to ensure proper
operation and protection of the amplifier under
lightning storm conditions.

Maintenance time is reduced with the efficient
Model 250 design which incorporates external test
points, built-in diplexers and alignment controls
and provides easy accessability to the internal
hardware.
For bidirectional operation, an optional reverse
hybrid can be "plugged in" to the amplifier
module. The hybrid can also be turned around to
operate in the downstream direction for testing or
special applications.
For more information on the new Model 250 Line •
Extender call our toll free number: (800) 423-5651.
In California, call collect: (213) 894-8111.
Or write: RCA Cablevision Systems, 8500 Balboa
Boulevard, Van Nuys, CA 91409.

redundant protective circuitry prevent

resetting thermal circuit breaker and a

predict electrical component failure.

accidental reflection of power into

slo-blo fuse in an indicating-type

Careful record-keeping on insulation

utility lines during standby operation.

holder.

values of devices such as motors

Fast acting MOV surge suppressors

The front panel carries avoltage test

oftentimes will reveal an abrupt, sharp

clamp both input and output voltage

jack, a current test jack and apush-to-

drop in insulation resistance. This is z:

levels. Unit magnetics and battery

test switch, an AC convenience outlet

key warning that insulation is about to

pack provide further buffing from

and a double-pole primary switch.

fail . .and a tipoff that maintenance

Primary power connection is via a

will be needed and can be planned for.

utility lines.
A front access toggle switch
removes power from system elec-

heavy-duty three-wire terminal block,

The "Meg-Chek" Model 2201 is

and output power is fed through a

furnished complete with two 12-foot

tronics and locks unit in normal power

plug-in connector which is furnished

long test leads and resistance card set,

mode for easy installation or removal

with the unit or through coaxial cable

instruction manual and self-contained

of modules for maintenance, without

interface connectors. For aerial appli-

carrying case.

interrupting cable service.

Lights

indicate unit status.
The unit operates over a tempera-

cations, MCE recommends the use of

For more information on the new

their Nova AH -4 housing with the

Associated Research "Med-Chek"

power unit.

Model 2201, contact C. Riggio, Vice

ture range of -40°F to 140°F, at any

For further information, contact

altitude from sea level to 10,000 feet.

Merrill Cable Equipment Corporation,

8221

Internal and external surfaces are

P.O. Box 13741, Phoenix, AZ 85002,

Illinois 60076.

coated to resist salt spray, battery acid,

(602) 271-9181.

President, Associated Research, Inc.,
North Kimball Avenue, Skokie,

and frost wedging; will not chip,
scratch, or degrade from sunlight.
For further information, contact
Lester Powervision, Inc., P.O. Box 1,
Manhattan Beach, California 90266,
(213) 374-1035.

Meg-Chek For Preventative
Maintenance
A modern, fingertip operated megohmmeter for easy measurement of

MCE Delivers
"Precise Power"
At the Anaheim show, Merrill Cable

electrical equipment in the shop or
in the field has been introduced by

RMS CATV Division
Introduces Its
Power-King Series

Associated Research Inc., Chicago.

At the Western Show, RMS unveiled

Meg-Chee Model 2201 is designed

the latest addition to its product

Equipment Corporation featured two

for quick, accurate electrical main-

line: dual power supplies available in a

power supply units which are now

tenance measurements and testing of

single housing for 30 or 60 volt application with dual cable systems. The new

being advertised by the firm as giving

motors, wiring, appliances and other

"precise power." The ATPS-10/35

electrical equipment.

It can measure

model 30/30 delivers to the cable

power supply provides an output of 35

megohms, ohms, and AC/DC volts

system two voltage regulated square

volts AC at up to 10 amps, and the

without changing lead connections.

wave 30 volt at 14 amps outputs. It is

ATPS-12/60 power supply provides an

The megohm ranges measure insula-

equivalent to having two separate 30

output of 60 volts AC and up to 12

tion resistance, the ohm ranges mea-

volt power supplies contained in a

amps. Constant-voltage type trans-

sure insulation resistance, the ohm

single steel enclosure.

former incorporates a special winding

ranges measure ciruit or winding

Individual output voltages are con-

with parallel capacitance to produce a

resistance and the voltmeter ranges

nected in phase. Each output circuit is
individually filtered and by-passed for

nearly constant output voltage. Output

measure connected line or other cir-

will be maintained within plus or minus

cuit voltages.

And an instant battery

radio frequency interference. An RF

0.7 volts of the rated output voltage

condition test switch is on the face of
the meter.

filter assembly consisting of a ferrite
tuned RF choke and two RF by-pass

Periodic insulation resistance tests

capacitors installed in each of the

The primary circuit is protected bya

possible with this meter due to its ease

cable seizure output circuits prevents

lightning surge protector, a self-

of use and portability can be used to

random unwanted RF off the air pickup

despite input variation from 105.3 to
128.7 volts.
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from entering the cable system. All of

regulation, plus or minus 2percent, 95-

the by-pass capacitors are rated at

130 V; load regulation, plus or minus 2

1600 volts working voltage (3000 volts
test voltage) in order to better sustain
damaging voltage transients and

pounds; shipping weight, 67 pounds.

power surges.
In addition, each of the cable output
ports is protected by a gas filled
voltage surge protector with a high
speed response to transients of 8 x20
micro-seconds at 10 kilo amps (10,000
amps) single impulse surge discharge
current. Isolation resistance at 100
volts is in excess of 10,000 megohms.
A separate long life LED type pilot
light indicator is provided for each of
the 30 volt output circuits, and each of
these circuits are individually relay
switched during the 10 second time

percent, 1/3 to full load; pole weight, 60
For further information, contact
RMS Electronics, Inc., CATV Division,
50 Antin Place, Bronx, New York
10462, (800) 223-8312.

Sawyer Industries'
New UPS Mark III
Sawyer Industries, Inc., presents
their new UPS Mark Ill; the unit provides continuous AC powering for
applications that require zero transfer
time from line to standby. The Mark Ill
is available in two models, the 500 VA,
and the 1 KVA.
The design uses SCR technology
which allows the inverter to act as a
battery charger during AC operation.
This aspect of the unit allows the Mark
Ill to have up to 90 percent efficiency.
In addition, the UPS Mark III systems
utilize a ferroresonant transformer
which gives excellent line and load
regulation and noise immunity. The

delay function after a power outage.
This power supply is virtually obsolete-proof. At any future date, should
the cable system be rewired for 60 volt
square wave operation, the two 30 volt
windings can be hooked up internally
in series connection (instructions are
included) to furnish a single 60 volts
output at 14 amps current capability.
Specifications for the model PS30/30 power supply include the fol(Continued on page 73.)

lowing: line input, 95-130 V, 60 Hz; line

• Still TV image transmission over the dial-up
phone network
• Analog or digital signals
• Multiple picture storage
• Resolution/bandwidth/frame time options
• Systems flexibility

Introducing
the new Gardiner
time and tone
programmable
switcher.
1.
Basic unit will control up to
four channels on time
command

2

Expanded Basic une pie
vides time switching for up
to eight channels with 2,552
switch functions

4.
Complete Time and Tone
unit switches on both time
and tone command Allows
integrated switching capability for up to eight channels.

3.
Basic Tone unit provides
time switching to' up to
eight channels with remote
control/override capability

You get more than your money's worth with
the new Gardiner CHANNELCUEee. Because
it's the most versatile programmable switcher on
the market today. CHANNELCUE5Dis unique
because with Channelcue's video switching there's
no worry about troublesome external relays. And
only CHANNELCUee offers field-programmable
tone modules. If command tones change, you
simply reset the binary switches on the tone card.
CHANNELCUEe> offers you four options and more
too. You purchase only what you need. With option

(1) or (2), you can program for time switching to
comply with non-duplication or syndicated
exclusivity requirements. And also, for those video
services on fixed time schedules. Where tones are
required because of uncertain program length or
other complexities, the tone control option (3) may
serve your needs. If there are combinations of time
and tone requirements, option (4) can do it all.
Call our toll free number today. In the U.S.A.
1-800-231-2602. Texas only, 1-800-392-9646 or see
our new line at the Western Show, Booths 7and 8.

GARDINER
COMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATION
Gardiner Communications Corporation, 1980 So. Post Oak Rd., Suite 2040, Houston, Texas 77056

(713) 961-7348

HS200 HS300 HS400
2, 3 81 4 WAY HYBRID SPLITTERS
Under Eave Mounti

Wall Mounting

1111111.-;
Horizontal Mounting

The new HS200, HS300 and HS400 Hybrid Splitters are built
in the most unique housing on the market today! The quad
mounted housing gives real flexibility to allow for strand or
eve mounting, flush wall mounting, or horizontal mounting
when drops are coming up from the floor or in cabinets
when all the ports are needed to face down for real ease of
installation.
The housing is a strong die cast for outdoor use and further
protected from the weather elements with our new super
black chromate finish. Each port is machine threaded to insure a perfect "F" connector fit and then weather sealed.
• Unique quad mounted housing
•Sealed die cast housing
• Super black chromate finish
• Machine threaded ports
• Meets all FCC signal leakage rules
• Built, tested and quality assured to work over the full
CAN range
• New 400 MHz Bandwidth with low Insertion loss
• 20 units to a master pack

that's why we treat them like our actives.

Intercept Corporation, 140 Delawanna Ave

Clifton, New Jersey 07014

5-300 MHz
3.5db max.
30db min.
20db min.
24db min.
75 ohms
F61

HS300
Bandwidth
Insertion loss
-at the port indicated
Insertion loss
-at two ports indicated
Isolation
Input match
Output return loss
Impedance
Connector Type

5-300 MHz
35db max.
7Odb max.
30db min.
20db min.
24db min.
75 ohms
F61

HS400

mrsece-pr

We are serious about our passives

Bandwidth
Insertion loss
Isolation
Input match
Output return loss
Impedance
Connector Type

Bandwidth
Insertion loss
Isolation
Input match
Output return loss
Impedance
Connector Type

Telephone 201-471-2212

5-300 MHz
7db max.
30db min.
20db min.
24db min.
75 ohms
F61

(Continued from page 67.)
ferroresonant characteristic is preferable in some applications because
of its lower peak-to-RMS voltage ratio

TOO
GOOD
TO
MISS

of 1.23 compared to 1.41 fora pure sine
wave.
The units are enclosed in astandard
19 inch rack mount design. Batteries
are not included and the rack mount
cabinet is optional. However, Sawyer
Engineering can recommend proper

If you're moving,why miss an important issue of
CableVision.
Notify us of your new address and we'll make
sure you get every copy of CableVision.

external battery type and capacity for
the 2000 series based upon individual
systems

temperature and standby

time requirements.
Specifications for both the 500 VA
and 1000 VA models are as follows:
transfer time, zero; voltage, 125 V;
current, 4 A and 8 A respectively;
power factor, plus or minus .8; regulation, plus or minus 2 percent; frequency stability, plus or minus 3
percent; maximum efficiency. 90 percent;

operating

temperature

range,

NOW
AN AFFORDABLE
TIME BASE CORRECTOR

- 40°C to +60°C.
For further information, contact
Sawyer Industries.

Inc., 5649 Peck

Road, Arcadia, California 91006, (213)
442-5981.

Sparks' New Power Unit
Sparks Equipment Company
recently introduced a model SRL -24
battery operated standby system for
pole, pedestal, or wall mounting. The
cabinet is designed with ashelf area of
14 by 9 by 9 inches for various brands
of power supplies. The model SRL -24-

Uniquely designed sync stripping, sync
insertion, and AGC circuits corrects
tapes previously not playable through
low cost units.

30/60 features a lectra power supply
for new construction areas. These
units feature adynamotor for 120 VAC
output of 8 amps 800 watts sine wave.
Units come complete with full floating
charger and a 10 second return delay

COMPARE FEATURES
•CCD Technology

• Sync Level and Loss of Video
Monitoring

•Processing Amplifier
•New Peak AGC Sensing

• Floating 1H Window

power and standby power. Only two 12

•Adjustable Blanking Width

• Video Level Monitory

volt batteries are required with this

•Pulse Cross of Corrected and

• Dual Chroma AGC

system. Sparks equipment company is

Uncorrected Video using any

presently using the same concept on a

Standard Monitor

with circuit breakers on incoming

larger model with an output of 15 amps

•Integral Split Screen Generator

1600 watts sine wave with a non-

for Visual Viewing of Time

interruptable transfer for computer

Errors

•Dual Output

V-TEC/1H
PRICED AT $3450.

standby.
The same circuit breaker protection
located on the REDI-LINE DA-24A-LV
is also protecting the standby unit. Low
voltage shut down protection is

Video Data Systems

offered. If standby time goes beyond
the battery capabilities, it shuts down
to avoid equipment damage. At this
time the REDI-LINE output is approximately 100VAC. The system will not
reactivate until the charger brings the
batteries back to minimum 24VDC.

VIDEO DATA SYSTEMS, corporate office, New York, NY (516-231-4400);
VIDEO DATA SYSTEMS, National Sales, Salt Lake City, UT (801-272-9296);
International Sales, ADCOM ELECTRONICS, LTD., Ontario, Canada
(416-251-3355); CATEC AG LUZERN, Luzern, Switzerland (041-22-66-19).

Recharge time is approximately 14
hours.

The MDST-20 measures 31
2 by
/
by 7y, inches and weighs only 3

Wavetek's Model 1855/1865
Sweep Recovery System

Sparks Equipment Company also

pounds. This allows the unit to be

The model 1855/1865 Wavetek

offers a one year warrantee on all

suspended in front of the operator by

Sweep Recovery System makes full

components.

means of an accessory leather case

use of microprocessor technology and

For further information, contact

with a chest harness, providing con-

a unique new processed sweep tech-

Sparks Equipment Company, P.O. Box

venient, "hands-free" operation. The

nique to provide a combination of

413, Plymouth, California 95669, (209)

MDST-20 affords uncomplicated

accuracy, resolution, and ease of

245-6967.

operation with its "go-no-go" indi-

operation never before possible for

Standard Communications
Introduces Three New
Test/Power Supply Products

cators. This takes the guesswork out of

frequency response measurements.

interpreting indications on the testing

This revolutionary system virtually

unit. Separate indicator lights for "on"

eliminates subscriber interference —

and "charge" are provided, and a

which means that routine performance

battery status indicator warns if the

tests/adjustments. FCC headend and

At the Western Show in Anaheim,

battery needs a charge. The MDST-20

plant proof-of-performance flatness

Standard Communications exhibited

can be customized to the area where it

tests, and troubleshooting can be done

three new additions to its current

is being used, and is available for use

at any time of the day or night, without

product line: the VPS-10 variable

on television channels 2, 3, or 4.

fear of subscriber complaints. In

power supply, the AFTC-10 automatic

The heart of the MDST-20 is a

addition to exceptionally reliable

fine tuning control power supply, and

completely self-contained automatic

performance, the system offers these

the MDST-20 MDS test set.

fine tuning controller and voltage

standard features: minimum front -

The VPS-10 variable power supply

standard. The AFT provides precise

panel controls, to make operation

features fine tuning control, compact

meter indications for setting the mech-

quick and simple; digital storage and
refreshed display, which keep a dis-

size, and easy installation. Designed

anical frequency tuning of the anten-

for precise, reliable frequency control,

na-mounted converter before instal-

play on the CRT as long as needed;

the VPS-10 supplies variable regulated

lation. A voltage meter and tuning

alphanumeric readout; battery saver,

DC power to operate all MDSD down

indicator are standard features of the

which increases battery life up to 30

converters where automatic fine

testing unit.

percent; and tilt control, to compen-

tuning is not required. An antenna

The MDST-20 has a calibrated,

sate for tilt loss from the sweep insertion point of the combining network to

change-over switch is provided with

dual-range signal level meter which

associated input/output Type F con-

offers the flexibility of locating stations

the outgoing trunk test point, or to

nectors. The sensitive components are

in weaker signal areas. Additionally, it

compensate for specific drop cable

isolated and shielded in a trim, com-

helps in completing the final position-

loss.

pact cabinet to prevent pick-up of

ing adjustments for on-site installation

The Model 1855 is amicroprocessor

strong television signals. The unit is

of the various MDS components, and

controlled, bench or rack-mounted

supplied with aplug-in, 120 VAC, 60 Hz

in confirming appropriate signal levels

sweep transmitter. Using the front

power transformer designed for easy

to assure the best possible reception.

panel keyboard and the easy-to-read

wall mounting.

A rechargeable Ni -Cad battery

LED readouts to verify entry and

The AFTC-10 automatic fine tuning

powers the MDST-20. An overnight

control settings, it takes only about 20

control power supply is fully auto-

charge from either an accessory vari-

seconds for the operator at the head

matic, with precise frequency control

able power supply or AFT power

end to enter into Model 1855 the

and single-lever switching. The AFTC-

source permits over 6hours of trouble -

desired output level, sweep duration,

10 is ideal for use in applications where

free operation. The Ni -Cad battery can

sweep repitition rate, and start/stop

the power supply is remotely located

be recharged countless times, saving

sweep frequencies. Once the parameters have been entered, the unit

from the subscriber's television set,

you the cost of frequent battery

such as in apartment installations

change. A "low battery" indicator lamp

requires no additional attention unless

where unattended operation

shows battery condition.

a change in one of the parameters is

is

required. As on the VPS-10, an antenna

For further information, contact

change-over switch is provided with

Standard Communications, P.O. Box

Model 1855 stores and automatically

associated input/output Type F con-

92151, Los Angeles, California 90009,

transmits the entered data on a phase

nectors, and components are isolated

(213) 532-5300.

desired. A microprocessor in the

modulated 50 MHz pilot carrier opera-

and shielded to prevent pick-up of

ting 20 dB below the sweep output

strong television signals. The unit is

level.

also supplied with a plug-in, 120 VAC,

Model

1855 uses a frequency

60 Hz power transformer designed for

counter to accurately set the start/stop

easy wall mounting.

sweep frequencies.

The MDST-20 is a testing device

(This same

counter insures accuracy when the

which provides accurate indications

1855 is in the CW mode.) Up/down

for the adjustment of components of a

keys provide convenient automatic
tuning in 100kHz intervals from 1to 400

typical MDS TV system. Built to exacting standards and engineered for

MHz. Remote selection of the Operate

optimum reliability, it satisfies avariety

or Standby mode is possible through

of applications, such as antenna

external contact closure via a rear -

positioning and local oscillator tuning.

panel connector. Model 1855 may be
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used as a normal bench sweep genera-

the information on the cable, subtract

charges—an increase of 20 to 30

tor by selecting the continuous sweep

the response that was in memory, and

percent.

mode.

enter the resultant response into

The Model 1865 has aunique cursor

memory. The memory will retain the

system which allows easy, but very

The model 1865 Sweep Analyzer is a
portable, battery operated unit pack-

resultant response and refresh the

precise measurement of the frequency

aged in ahigh impact plastic case. This

CRT with that response until the next

and amplitude at any point on the

unit features microprocessor tech-

sweep occurs. (A wave form can be

displayed response curve. When in the

nology, digital storage, refreshed

retained and presented indefinitely if

frequency mode, either of the two

display, alphanumeric readout, a

the HOLD key is depressed.) Once the

cursors, M1 and M2. can be moved

unique moveable cursor/measure-

horizontally (independently) across

ment system and a battery-saver cir-

the face of the CRT. The amplitude and

cuit. The Model 1865 receives the

frequency at the point where each

transmitted signal from the Model

cursor intersects the displayed

1855, decodes the phase-modulated

response is automatically indicated on

pilot carrier, and instantly and auto-

the CRT .n alphanumeric characters.

matically presets itself for the sweep

The Delta key provides direct alpha-

duration, sweep repetition rate, and

numeric readout of the difference in

Start/Stop sweep frequencies that

frequencies at M1 and M2. and also the

were entered into the Model 1855 at the

difference in dBmV at those frequencies. The LEVEL/FREQUENCY key

headend.
The Wavetek Processed System

swept signal has been detected and the

rotates M1 and/or M2 90° so that the

obtains optimum sweep signal display

resultant waveform stored, the battery-

cursors will appear as horizontal lines

by using a subtractive process. The

saver circuit will shutdown any circuits

across the CRT. Either or both cursors

Model 1865 first detects information on

not required for the storage and dis-

can be moved vertically to any position

the cable (carriers, sync pulses, etc.)

play of the waveform; these circuits will

on the CRT. For flatness measure-

without the presence of asweep signal.

remain deactivated until the micro-

ments. M1 and M2 can be adjusted so

This waveform is then stored. After a

processor re-energizes them when it is

that they coincide with the maximum

time equal to one TV frame, the Model

time to receive and process the next

and minimum points on the response

1855 transmitter will sweep the cable

signal. The battery-saver circuit

curve. The absolute dB level repre-

with the preset output parameters. The

increases the life of the rechargeable

sented by each cursor is automatically

Model 1865 Sweep Analyzer will detect

battery to about 3 hours between

indicated on the display. Depressing

tits versatile
meter is dependableanti its aworkliorsel
• 4MHz to 300M Hz
I
I
I
I

Direct Reading Hum
Light Weight
Internal Audio
—40 dBmV to +60 dBmV
• Internal Calibrator
III Internal Charger
• Signal to Noise
Write or call for complete
information.

MSC
MID STATE
Communications
174 South First Ave.
Beech Grove, Indiana 46203
(317) 787-9426

Inc.

the DELTA key will provide readout of

special hydraulic lift that raises to a

the flatness deviation.
For further information, contact

lens height of 24 feet. It is ideal for golf

ference analysis for neighboring sta-

tournaments, auto races, conventions,

tions will be supplied for $350 per

Wavetek Indiana. Inc., 66 North First

and so forth.

Avenue. P.O. Box 190, Beech Grove,
Indiana 46107, (317) 783-3221.

Miscellaneous
Arvin Shows New
Weather Satellite Receiver
At the Western Cable Television
Convention, Arvin CATV of Carroll,
Ohio, the company that introduced
weather radar to CATV, unveiled a
spectacular new video weather product.
Arvin "Weather-Sat" (TM) produces
color satellite weather pictures from
NOAA's geostationary ("GOES") satellites.
NOAA (National Oceanographic &
Atmosphere Administration) receives
pictures from weather satellites. A

C. The Compact 27 offers up to six
cameras and three VTRs and provides

of your station. Coverage and inter-

station. Normal turnaround time is two
weeks after receipt of all required
technical data.

a spacious operational area for a pro-

For further information contact

duction staff of ten.
D. The Compact 40 affords the user

either Dave Land or Mike Walker at
(214) 233-4380. Or write to Compucon,

the ultimate in remote facilities, pro-

Inc., 13749 Neutron Road, P.O. Box

viding up to eight cameras and four
VTRs.

401229, Dallas, Texas 75240.

E. The Compact 44 is a five-meter
portable transmitting and receiving
earth station. With the push of abutton
its articulated five-meter dish hydraulically unfolds, is pointed to the selected
satellite and, in minutes, you're on the
air.
For further information, contact
Compact Video Systems, Inc., 2813
West Alameda Avenue, Burbank, California 91505, (213) 843-3232.

computer processes the satellite data
to produce pictures that show enlarged sectors with enhancement to
give better tonal separation than the
original satellite image.
NOAA transmits coded pictures by

Continental Lift Corporation
Shows New Addition to
Product Line

phone lines that are accessible everywhere in the U.S.A.
The Arvin "Weather-Sat" converts
the NOAA phone signal automatically
into video, in realistic sea, land and
cloud colors.
Included in the compact (7"x19"x
19" rack mount) unit is a decoder that
selects specific transmissions, and a
memory that stores the picture.
Until the introduction of "WeatherSat," satellite pictures could only be
received as mono-tone facsimile prints
that needed studio camera work, or on
costly computer systems.
For further information, contact
Arvin/CATV, 4490 Old Columbus
Road, NW, Carroll, OH 43112, (614)
756-9211.

Introducing Compact
Video's Standard Line of
Mobile Units

Continental Lift Corporation IEI now
marketing a new model in their ine of

Compucon Introduces
New Service
Compucon, Inc. now provides service area coverage and interference
analysis for transmitting facilities
operating in the Multipoint Distribution Service (MDS) band. This
service provides reports and technical
data that can be used in satisfying

able units.

or proposed transmitters located within 50 miles of your site; the 45 dB
service area coverage contour overlayed on atopographic map of suitable
scale; interference analysis report
indicating along 15 degree radials the

exists); and radio horizon distance

and the interfering station (if one

news gathering and electronic field

along 15 degree radials for the disturbed transmitter and all potentially

production demands.

interfering transmitters within 50 miles.
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bridge mounting for service bodies;
complete usage of cargo space; feath-

new service are: a data base area
search to identify other MDS licensed

ductions requiring one to four cameras
and up to two one-inch VTRs, and

two cameras and one VTR, features a

electric, or standard hydraulic lift;

ering central on electric/hydraulic

extent of coverage, the limiting factor,

B. The Compact 21, offering up to

three fiberglass buckets—insulated,
splicer or standard; totally hydraulic,

requirements of Exhibit H of the FCC
application form 435. Included in this

A. The Compact 20 handles pro-

answers a wide range of electronic

personnel lifts. Model SB-CLC-32 is
now being offered with a variety of
options, each with specific applications within different industries. For
example, the SB-CLC-32 is available
with: insulated upper boom; choice of

The price of this service is $600 for
the coverage and interference analysis

units; and easy-mounting, interchange-

Of special interest is the large, open

day. An information sheet released at

perfect workshops designed to fit

cargo space allowed by the SB-CLC32.

the Western Show noted that substantial savings on monthly electric bills

either the economy-minded compact
or full-size pickups. The bodies have

For further information, contact
Continental Lift Corporation, Highway

can be achieved as a result of the

several access points and each is

awareness created by the Energy

protected with quality lockable hard-

Monitor. For example, one study cited
found that projected energy savings

ware for added security. Each body is
equipped with several removable work

averaging between 25 and 35 percent

trays to facilitate inventory control and

Service: S.A.L.'s Most

could be achieved.
The unit is available in two models:

Valuable Product

with and without a control output

good organization of components.
Optional shelving, interior lighting and
ladder rack packages are available to

feature. The standard unit, EM-10,

maximize the utilization of the body.

provides the user with accumulating
read-outs in dollars or kilowatt-hours,

These bodies are designed strong
to last and are even strong enough to
support Van Ladder's "all electric"

218 South, Austin, Minnesota 55912,
(507) 433-7387.

When Hurricanes David and Frederick hit the SE coast of the U.S., cable
TV systems were faced with massive
damages. The range of destruction hit
not only trunk and distribution lines
but also subscriber drops. One call to
S.A.L. resulted in immediate delivery of
everything needed to get systems
operating within hours! In most instances cable systems were back online even before telephone and power.
On December 21, subscriber response to a New England cable TV
system's pay TV launch was so overwhelming that the system was left
empty-handed. With subscribers eagerly awaiting service, a call to their
distributor was a necessity. S.A.L. set
their emergency delivery procedures
in motion. 3 hours later the material
was at their door!
Be it an emergency situation or the
intricacies of day-to-day operations.
S.A.L.'s full line distribution policy of
product and service has been designed
to anticipate and respond to your
needs.
For information, contact S.A.L.
COMMUNICATIONS, INC., 10 Hub
Drive, Melville, NY 11747, (516) 6947110. East of the Mississippi, toll free
(800) 645-9030. In the Southeast, toll
free (800) 241-2928.

The Energy Monitor from
Dupont
At the Western Show in Anaheim,

accumulated read-outs showing usage
to date, projected read-outs if use
persists at present rate, and a visual
alarm when projected usage exceeds
the amount budgeted for the month.
The control unit, on the other hand,
provides the user with the additional
benefit of an electrical closure contact
activated when over-budget. By simply
connecting an outside cycling or
control device to this unit and to his
heating and air conditioning controls
or your hot water heater, the user
assures himself of not exceeding his
budget during the month.
For further information, contact

aerial ladders. Other Van Ladder
products include self-propelled manlifts for maintenance and construction
work and broadcast units for remote
broadcasting.
For further information, contact Van
Ladder, Inc., Box 709—Industrial Park,
Spencer, Iowa 51301, or call toll-free
(800) 831-5051.

Zenith Announces Three
New Hotel/Motel Television
Receivers

Energy Control Concepts, Inc., dis-

Zenith Radio Corporation has in-

tributor for the Dupont Energy Monitor, 1459 Peachtree Street, NE, Suite

troduced three new 19-inch diagonal
System 3 color television receivers for

125, Atlanta, Georgia 30309, (404) 8929932.

hotel/motel use.
"These specially designed sets
feature Zenith's Electronic Video

Fleetmaster Fiberglass

Guard tuning system, and average
lower power consumption than pre-

Bodies

vious Zenith models," Joseph P. Ste-

Van Ladder's revolutionary "Fleetmaster" fiberglass modular bodies are

phano, manager, special markets, said.
All three receivers incorporate Zenith's System 3 technology. This concept combines Zenith's Triple-Plus
chassis with 100% modular design, Tri Focus picture tube with the patented
EFL electron gun, and Color Sentry
automatic color control.
The Plaza (model S1954W) and the
Beaumont (model S1952W) provide

there was a demonstration of a new

one-knob VHF and UHF channel selection, with no exposed color controls for

product from Dupont called the Ener-

guests to misadjust.

gy Monitor, a unique device that

The Plaza also offers acustom built-

installs easily in a home or an office to

in AM/FM radio.
The Interlude (model S1956 W)

give aconstant and current readout, in
dollars and cents, of the electricity
being consumed by your household or
business.
The lighted panel displays eight
functions: current dollars spent in
consumed energy, projected amount

features wired remote control. Two
types of wired remote control units
featuring on/off/channel selection and
volume control are available for ease of
guest operation and viewing.
For further information, contact

of next bill, amount of last bill, billing

Zenith Radio Corporation, 1000 Mil-

date, your energy budget, the cost per
kilowatt hour, the date, and the time of

waukee Avenue, Glenview, Illinois
60025, (312) 391-8181.
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Employment Oppt.

LOOKING FOR QUALIFIED JOB APPLICANTS
OR A NEW POSITION?
We are an employer-paid personnel service organization maintaining data on positions and
personnel available nationwide.

Call or write for our free

"Top Job Candidates" bulletin.

Confidential services. Licensed by the California Bureau of Employment Agencies.

Research. Brokerage,
Personnel and Marketing

COMMUNICATIONS MARKETING.

Services,
Established 1971

2326 Tampa Ave

El Cajon

•

CHIEF TECHNICIAN TRAINEE
Oklahoma and Kansas area,

•

CHIEF TECHNICIAN
12 channel, 2,300 subscribers, supervise three technicians

Ca

92020 (714) 461-7891

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

PROMOTE YOURSELF/CABLE CAREERS
$6 to $7 per hour.

(will have own system in one year)

•

INC

PERSONNEL SERVICE

Maintenance and

trouble techs.

Send

resume to:
Karlen Communications

OUTSIDE MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

15 to 18 K
16K to 18K

Sweeping and troubleshooting, northeast location
•

CHIEF TECHNICIAN

•

DESIGN AND LAYOUT MANAGEMENT
Large N1S0 and good southwest location,

•

CHIEF ENGINEER

•

MANAGER
60 miles plant, 4,000 subscribers, Kansas location

•

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING

1205 Main
Great Bend, KS 67530
Attn: Mark Carter
or call

16K plus with profit sharing

(316) 792-2574/792-3934

Small Oklahoma system, good benefits
18 plus K

ground-floor opportunity

CHIEF TECHNICIAN
SALARY OPEN

Over four systems in beautiful Southern Texas
e.

I8K

SALARY OPEN

Northeast location, aggressive company
Call collect day, evening or weekends for information about these and othei
opportunities. (713) 941-3236
Jim Young & Associates • P.O. Box 225 • South Houston, TX 77587
CATV Recruiters

Help Wanted

T.C.I.
Choice positions open. Are you stalemated? Would you like to join the third
largest MSO and grow with the CATV
industry? Tired of cold northern climate'?
We have openings in our Southeast Region
for the following positions: Engineering
Assistant. Engineering Technicians. Construction Supervisors. Construction
Technicians. System Designers, Chief
Technicians. Senior Technicians. Field
Technicians and Bench Technicians.
Excellent benefit package. Wages $6.00 to
$10.00 an hour. Salaries from $18.000.
Send resume in confidence to: Henry S.
Swindle Sr.. S.E. Region Engineer. TeleCommunications. Inc. P.O. Box 3665
Knoxville, Tenn. 37917

Fees Paid

CORPORATION ENGINEER
Outstanding opportunity for the right
applicant. Must have solid CATV background. Construction. Head-End. Earth
Station and Line Maintenance Experience
required. Must have management ability. A
Virginia MSO with all systems located
within state. Excellent salary commensurate with experience. We need to fill this
position immediately. Send resume and
salary requirements to: W. K. Bowles.
DoKel Communications Corp.. P.O. Box
465 Farmville, Va. 23901 (804) 392-8144

TECHNICIANS
IL. IA and FLA systems need technicians
with construction and fire up experience.
FCC license helpful. Send resume or
Call: Country Communications. Meridith
Burgess, P.O. Box 1101 Rantoul, IL 61866
or (217) 672-8392

Capable of handling the maintenance and
operation of a200 mile. 35 channel system
still under construction in Southeast
Massachusetts. Earth station and microwave experience helpful. Opportunity to
join a rapidly expanding MSO company.
Paid benefits include life and health
insurance, retirement plan, and tuition
refund program. Contact: Greater Fall
River Cable TV Inc.. P.O. Box 671. Fall
River, MA 02722 (617) 675-1171 EEO

SUNNY SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
We are a rapidly expanding 30 channel
system located in an ideal climate. We
have immediate openings for experienced
technicians, installers, and installer
trainees. We are looking for career-minded
self starters. Good pay and benefits. Send
confidential resume and salary requirements to: Personnel. Southwestern Cable
TV, 9670 Aero Drive. San Diego, CA 92123.
Division of American Television and
Communications EOE-M/F

CHIEF ENGINEER
Capable of handling the operation and
maintenance of sophisticated 35 channel
system in Central Texas. Also should have
experience in satellite and microwave
equipment. Salary open. Call collect: Tom
Campbell (713) 463-3543 or write 5228
Highway 6 North. Houston, TX 77084

Classifieds
DIRECTOR OF
ENGINEERING
High Versatility Industry
Position Washington, D.C.
Excellent opportunity as Director of
Engineering for ARTEC's 72,000
home cable television franchise in
Arlington County, Virginia across the
Potomac River from Washington,
D.C.
Successful candidate must have
extensive working and theoretical
knowledge, experience and interrelationship understanding in the
following areas:
• Two-way interactive system design
• System aerial and underground
construction practices; proof of
performance and formal acceptance practices
• 35 channel, interactive multi-hub
system operation and maintenance
• Design, construction, operation of
CARS and common carrier microwave
• Apartment pre-wire design and
construction techniques
• Subscriber installations and service
practices
• Satellite receiving and transmitting
technology and operations
• Fiber optics technology and practices
Successful candidate will, in addition,
have good interpersonal skills:
• To manage engineering department personnel and subcontractors
• To effectively communicate and
operate within a results oriented,
high achievement expanding corporate environment
• To assist in representing the National industry to regulatory, legislative, industry, international and
local groups interested in and
learning about cable television
• To assist with technical presentations of franchise applications
Excellent compensation package
Send resumes to:
John D. Evans, Vice-President and
Chief Operating Officer
Arlington Telecommunications
Corporation
2707 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, Virginia 22201
An Equal Opportunity Employer

CHIEF TECHICIANS

WANT TO BUY

Immediate openings available in rapidly
expanding Northeast Ohio market, with
state-of-the-art two way 40 channel system.
The right person will be a self-starter.
experienced in system maintenance, from
head-end to subscriber FCC testing.
TVRO. and construction experience helpful. but not necessary Excellent salary and
benefits package. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer. Please send resume or
contact Douglas MacLeod. Regional
Engineer. Continental Cablevision of NE
Ohio. 322 Broad Street. Elyria, OH 44035
12161 323-9923

500-5000 Used Jerrold or Hamlin
Cable-TV Converters, as is or reconditioned. Call 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.,
(416) 225-1385.

Miscellaneous

FOR SALE—Discounted for immediate sale '8 and 1
2 " EHS galv. guy/
wire. Installation avail. Call Tower
Specialists Inc., (912) 285-2133.
"

KATEK, INC.
"The Converter People"
Jerrold Authorized Servicenter.
Hamlin Authorized Service.
Fast Turn-Around
Quality Work
Guaranteed Repairs
134 Wood Ave.
Middlesex, NJ 08846
(201) 356-8940

CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
• Line & Distr. Amplifiers
• Field Strength Meters
• Headend & CCTV Gear
• Fast Turnaround
• Quality Workmanship
• Reasonable Rates
All repairs are
unconditionally guaranteed.
For more information call collect

CHIEF TECHNICIAN
Fresno Cable TV is seeking a chief technician for its expanding system. Experience is needed in electronics, microwave.
video and audio equipment, earth station
and supervision. Must have second class
FCC license. Salary commensurate with
experience and background. Send resume
to: Director of Admissions. Fresno Cable
TV, 1945 North Helm, Fresno, CA 93727
EOE A/A

(

Pkm.1k

•Amps
JERRY CONN
•Cable
ASSOCIATES,
•Connectors
INC.
•Components
MANUFACTURERS'
•Dr-r
43
- Mati
REPRESENTATIVES
•Hardware
•Passives
* TO THE CABLE INDUSTRY
•Traps
P.O. Box 444
•Switchers
Chambersburg, Pa.
•Stead-by
17201
Power
Call (717) 263-8258 or
•Sweep Gear
(717) 264-5884
•Test Gear

TELE -ENGINEERING CORP
Engineers and Contractor
FOR QUALITY CABLE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
• Strandmaps
• System Design
• Construction Supervision
• Head End Surveys and Design
• MW Surveys and Design
• TURNKEY IMPLEMENTATION
As independent turnkey contractor we
will take your project from conceptual
stages to completion. Through selection
of quality system components, we will
deliver a plant of highest reliability.
performing to the most stringent system
performance specifications.
2Central St
Framingham, Mass 01701
Tel: 617-877-6494

RMT
ENGINEERING

CATV MATV REPAIRS

VideoTechService Inc.
.....
CATV - MAI ,/ - CCTV

60-DAY WARRANTY
10-15 DAYS TURNAROUND

i

......-•"/

4505-D W. ROSECRANS AVENUE
HAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA 90250
213-675-3266

FOR PRICES WRITE TO
625 E. TAYLOR AVENUE
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA 94086
(408) 733-4830

Transporting Earth Station Signals
to the Head-End
By James B.

Wright, Engineering

3 7-4.2

RF IF Down-Cony,
With Optional If Amp

Manager, CALTEC Cablevision

70 MHz

Often terrestrial microwave interference dictates that an earth station

ç-r

be located some distance away from
the head-end, perhaps several thou-

STD
CATV
CABLE

sands of feet, or more. The problem
then becomes one of how to join this
remote signal source to the head-end,

Antenna
EARTH STATION

and is compounded when one wishes
to use many different transponders

If Amplifier
Demodulator

simultaneously, or to use baseband
signals. Several transportation schemes
are reviewed.

DWG 2

Method No. 1. Perhaps the most

S.C. Demods.

used, because best understood, is the
straight-forward technique shown in

Baseband

the block diagram of Figure 1. Here a
Video Audio Data
HEADEND

Figure 2
Assigning adjacent channels minimizes mixing balance problems.
Method No. 2. This method (see
Figure 2) may be used when one
wishes to utilize base-band video and
audio switching and to recover and use

3 7.4 2 GHT RF Input

D.,wn
Co,,,,

*2 Down
CO,,

:0 VOZ

00*,,
Cony

70 114,

70 TAM

70-1 75 M HZ

the various subcarriers and tone-cues.
Here the satellite receiver is broken
into two parts, (1) a down-converter

775 MI,

245 MHT

with power-supply, and (2) an IFamplifier/demodulator with power-

EARTH STATION

supply. In that all IF signals are to 70
MHz, aseparate cable must be used for

70 MHT
/75 MHT
245 MHT

each channel transported. If the distance to be covered is sufficiently
great, a second IF amplifier can be

STD
CATv
CABLE

incorporated with the down-converter.
If this is done the IF amplifiers should

775 MHZ
245 MHZ

each have greater bandwidths than
normal so that the composite bandseparate building is constructed to

width of the two in cascade is not
narrowed below acceptable limits.

house the E.S. receivers and the neces-

A scheme of diplexing three chan-

sary TV modulators. The outputs of the

nels on one cable was devised for

modulators are mixed and brought to

interim use at Caltec (Figure 3) where

the head-end by a coaxial cable where
they are mixed with the other channels

up-converter/down-converter pairs
were planned using 175 MHz and 245

and sent into the cable system. Switch-

MHz as carrier IF's. With this system

ing of transponders is accomplished at

five channels were transported 1000 ft.

the remote site, and if this site isn't too

over three existing buried cables,

far away the system works quite well.

using 70 MHz and 245 MHz on two
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I,5-70 'HF
Co v
70 MHT

Demoo

70 MHT

Dernoo
Bow

70 1,01,

De'relo0

- BanC
-IEAD-END

Figure 3

Satellites

regular, trunk-only, dual-cable system.

cables and 70 MHz only on the third.

Method No. 4. Figure 5shows a new

This method gave access to the de-

system developed at Caltec (for use

No signal degradation is observable in

modulated baseband signals (without

with the same existing buried cables)

the abbreviated system we are using

degradation)

to transport 12 Transponder signals on

and the advantages of having the

but

did

not solve the

remote switching requirement.
Method No. 3. Figure 4 shows a

a single CATV type cable. Here each

receivers

LNA output is converted from its 3.7-

realized.

in

the

head-end

are fully

100-600
MHz

3 7-4.2
GHz

bne Amp

It Req'd)

Antenna
EARTH STATION

HEAD-END
Rec r,DeMods

Figure 5
brute-force method where a high-

4.2 band to a 100 to 600 MHz band, then

frequency coaxial cable is driven with

transported the 1000 ft. and re-con-

The remote earth-station electron
ics can now be reduced to two LNA/-

the LNA and, along the way, another

verted back to the original 3.7-4.2 GHz

Down-converter packages mounted at

LNA boosts the signal as in any broad-

frequency. The system, as built, will

the ortho-coupler, feeding two stand-

band cable system. Here the E.S.

accomodate about 26 db of cable and

ard CATV coaxial cables, with power

receivers are located in the head-end

equalizer losses, as well as the inser-

from the head-end. Standard SLM's

and all is well—if the distance isn't too

tion losses of the converters. Line

can monitor enough of the converted

great and you can afford the heliax and

amplification can extend this system

spectrum to confirm proper antenna/

additional 4 GHz amplifiers.

over many miles for about the cost of a

LNA/Converter performance.
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MOD-KITS
The Economic Alternative
JERROLD STARLINE TWENTY PUSH-PULL HYBRID
41#0eteemm,
Single I.C. in Trunk and
Bridger for Lower Heat & Power
6 dB Noise
Figure
@ Ch. R

30 Ch. +32/29
dBmV

Xmod: - 92 dB
S.O.: - 82 dB
TB.:
-108 dB

300 MHz
Bandwidth

Double Sided G-10
Glass Board

›
\BMK 54
Converts 118.25 MHz
Pilot to Ch. 4, 5 or 6

(Cavity can be removed)

* 30 Channel capability.
* Compatible with all ST-20 Power Packs.
* Easy installation — completely asembled circuit boards.
* SLE 1. 20, & 2 P Line Extender available.
* Prices start as low as $68.00.

Push-Pull Hybrid Kits are available for all the following Jerrold ST-20 Modules:
SMM-PT /SMM-S, SAM-PT /SAM-S, SAS-300 /SAS-S, SBM-P /
SBM-S, SDH-P /SDH-S, SMM, SAM, SBM, SDH. SDL

ROADBAND
NGINEERING, INC.

1525 CYPRESS DRIVE, JUPITER, FLORIDA 33458
(305) 747-5000
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The
with
no stinger!
The LRC Innovators announce the "B"
series entry connector (EMI).
It has all the characteristics of our original EMI—the same radiation sleeve,
crimping mechanism, internal fitting and
RF integrity—but it's shorter. It's a good
deal for you because it means shorter
center conductor preparation.
The "B" series EMI from LRC, it's a
honey of a connector.
Innovators for the CATV Industry.

RC

ELECTRONICS,INC.

901 SOUTH AVE., HORSEHEADS, N.Y. 14845 PHONE 607-739-3844
AVAILABLE IN EUROPE 411RU: Electro Service N V , sterne Nieuwenchth 40, 8 2800 Michele, Belgium
CANADA THRU

Electroline IV Equipment. Montreal

Quebec

TELE -WIRE
FOR ALL YOUR
CONSTRUCTION
REQUIREMENTS
from the top of the pole
to the bottom of the hole
We Stock Pole Line Hardware
Messenger Strand • Lashing Wire
Trunk & Distribution Cable
Drop Materials • Supply Items, etc.
ALL BRAND NAMES—FULLY GUARANTEED

FOR QUALITY — SERVICE — PRICE
Call TELE -WIRE Collect: 516-829-8484

T li-it'AT/I:Supply Corp.
122 CUTTER MILL ROAD
GREAT NECK, NEW YORK 11021

My doctor
pronounced
me cured
of cancer.
My boss didn't.
My boss didn't understand
that Iwas healthy again.
So Iwas let go.
A lot of people are like my
boss. They think that everyone
dies of cancer. Ithought so. too.
Until the American Cancer Society,
through one of its service and
rehabilitation programs, helped
me return to anormal life.
The ACS also has local Units
that help Americans who've never
had cancer understand it better.
Today. more and more cancer
is acurable disease. Ignorance
about cancer is curable, too.

Bibliography

New Brochure Describes the Dranetz 606 Power Line Disturbance Analyzer
A new brochure describing the electronic solid-state portable Power Line
Disturbance Analyzer, Series 606, has been released by Dranetz Engineering
Laboratories. The Bulletin 606D describes how the Series 606 monitors any
single phase or all three phases of an AC Power Line. Its ability to classify,
store and print out the information on three types of voltage disturbances:
Impulse, Sag or Surge and Slow Average is also detailed.
The Introductory section of the 12 page brochure describes: What The
Series 606 Does, Where The Series 606 Is Used, and How The Series 606
Works. A full page is devoted to the Series 606 At A Glance, with pull-outs and
descriptions of all its functions. Two pages are devoted to a detailed analysis
of Typical Printout and Interpretation plus samples of impulse analysis
printouts.
A section of the bulletin describes the Series 606-PA Impulse Analysis
Adaptor which allows the Series 606 to measure, record and print a record of
transient impulses, expressed in terms of volt-seconds, direction or origin and
polarity.
Specifications for the Series 606 and the Impulse Analysis Adaptor are
included plus descriptions of other accessories. Copies of the 606D Bulletin
are available upon request.
Dranetz Engineering Laboratories, Inc. is a leading manufacturer of
precision electronic instrumentation equipment for computer service

.American Cancer Society

organizations, manufacturers of communication equipment and electric power
companies. The company's other lines of high accuracy digital instrumentation
products are used by industrial, standards and development laboratories

couLDYOu RE/11_2Y
YIAKE TWICE A5 MANY
AMPDFIEr COMPONENTS
IF YOU DIDN'T TÉSTM
50 MUCH

throughout the world.
Dranetz Engineering is a publicly owned company whose common stock is
listed on NASDAQ (symbol DRAN).
For additional information contact Stephen J. Tharp, Dranetz Engineering
Laboratories, 2385 South Clinton Avenue, South Plainfield, N.J. 07080, (201)
755-7080.

American Modem Corporation Releases Catalog
American Modem Corp., Bohemia, N.Y., announces the availability of three
short form catalogs classifying the company's broad line of data modems into
three groups: broadband coaxial data modems, microwave data modems, and
data modems for satellite service.
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The Broadband Coaxial Data Modems catalog represents a "breakthrough"
listing of products, their specifications and capabilities, since American
Modem Corp. pioneered the first full-scale use of broadband coaxial cable and
CATV systems for data communications by the successful development and
manufacture of these state-of-the-art interface devices. The broadband coaxial
data modems are precipitating growing application of coaxial cable in
industrial and commercial data communications systems, process control and
monitoring systems, energy management, municipal traffic control systems
and computer-controlled systems.
The Microwave Data Modem catalog describes sophisticated developments

"

including QASK modems with capability to 230.4 kBs; QPSK modems to 6
MBs and CODEC modems with 40 bit error correction.
The third catalog lists the company's Data Modems for Satellite Service and
includes a state-of-the-art line of products that are finding wide application in
terrestrial and satellite programs. Included are BPSK Modems to 256 kBs and
QPSK Modems to 6 MBs.
For further information and catalogs contact Ms. Pat Welzel, marketing

the best components for CATV amplifiers

dept., American Modem Corp., 169 Wilbur Place, Bohemia, N.Y. 11716.

come from

Phone: 567-7887.
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URGENT: IMMEDIATE RESERVATION REQUESTED
INEED YOUR ANSWER TO AN IMPORTANT QUESTION. WILL YOU TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
A SPECIAL OFFER TO CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEM OPERATORS?
THE 1980 EDITION OF CABLEFILE, THE AUTHORITATIVE ANNUAL DIRECTORY OF THE
CABLE TELEVISION INDUSTRY, WILL SOON BE OFF THE PRESS, AND IWOULD LIKE TO
KNOW WHETHER ISHOULD RESERVE ONE ESPECIALLY FOR YOU
CABLEFILE 80, COMPILED BY THE EDITORS OF CABLEVISION AND C-ED, IS CHOCKFULL OF INFORMATION YOU NEED TO MANAGE EFFECTIVELY

IT IS DESIGNED TO

GIVE YOU THE ADVANTAGE IN DAY-TO-DAY DECISION MAKING
HERE'S WHAT CABLEFILE '80 CONTAINS:
1) REVISED AND EXPANDED SYSTEM PROFILE OF EVERY CABLE TV SYSTEM
(INCLUDING YOURS!) IN THE COUNTRY
2) THE POPULAR "CALL BOOK" SECTION, OFTEN REFERRED TO AS THE "YELLOW
PAGES" OF THE CABLE TV INDUSTRY
3) ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS OF STV, MDS AND EARTH STATION
OPERATORS
4) A LISTING OF THE TOP 100 ADVERTISING AGENCIES IN THE U.S.
5)

FCC CABLE TV RULES AND REGULATIONS

6)

FCC RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR STV AND MDS

7) A LISTING OF THE TOP 50 SYSTEMS, AND THE TOP 50 MSOs
8)

A "HOTLINE" DIRECTORY FOR EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS AND PROVIDERS OF

9)

ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS OF CATV ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTS

SERVICES TO THE INDUSTRY
10) ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS FOR SENATE AND HOUSE COMMUNICATIONS
SUBCOMMITTEE MEMBERS
11) A LISTING OF MSO COMPANY ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS
12) A HELPFUL GUIDE TO THE "INS" AND "OUTS" OF COPYRIGHT COMPJANCE
13) A LISTING OF THE ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS FOR MEMBERS OF THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REGULATORY UTILITY COMMISSIONERS (NARUC)
14) A LISTING OF ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS FOR BELL TELEPHONE
REPRESENTATIVES NATIONWIDE
15) A LISTING OF ALL CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEMS THAT ACCEPT ADVERTISING
ICOULD GO ON, BUT AS YOU CAN SEE, CABLEFILE '80 WILL BE AN INVALUABLE
MANAGEMENT TOOL FOR YOU. IT'S ALSO AN INFORMATIVE GUIDE TO THE INDUSTRY
FOR YOUR COMPANY DIRECTORS, INVESTORS, BANKERS AND KEY BUSINESS
CONTACTS. IN FACT, YOU CAN ORDER SEVERAL COPIES OF CABLEFILE '80 AND TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS DETAILED ON THE COUPON BELOW.
BUT PLEASE HURRY—I MUST GIVE AN ORDER TO OUR PRINTER NOW, AND TO BE
ABLE TO DO THAT, IMUST HEAR FROM YOU

JUDY S LOCKWOOD
MARKETING DIRECTOR
CABLEFILE '80

Turn to page 20 and use the convenient post-paid card to order your copy now!
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* Stanley Loose has joined the sales
engineering staff of Magnavox CATV

teleproduction equipment.

Systems, Inc. of Manlius, New York. he
is responsible for accounts in Penn-

Jeff was with MSI Television, where he

sylvania, New Jersey, Delaware and

graphic systems for both CATV and
Prior to joining Systems Concepts,

Maryland. Loose has had extensive

designed Flexi-Kim and the display of
Flexicaster

experience designing CATV and CCTV

* Magnavox CATV Systems, Inc.

systems, engineering microwave sys-

Manlius, New York is pleased to an-

n

tems and in CATV field engineering.

nounce that Mr. Gary Danielson has

He operates out of Hatboro, Pennsylvania.

been appointed to the position of Data
Processing Manager. Mr. Danielson
will be responsible for implementing
the data processing hardward and
software for Magnavox's new total
company on-line system.
A graduate from Alfred State College, Mr. Danielson is a member of

t--

A.P.I.C.S., The American Production
Inventory Control Society.
His extensive manufacturing data
processing background includes Manager of Programming and Operations at
Anaren Microwave, Syracuse, New
York and Senior Programmer/Analyst
for Oberdorfer Foundries, Inc. of Syraise, New York.
Stanley Loose

For Satellite
Earth Station
Frequency
Coordination,

* Tymshare, Inc., has promoted Suzanne S. Cowing to branch manager of
the company's San Francisco branch.
She joined Tymshare in 1976 as operations analyst, and was appointed sales
representative in 1977.
Prior to joining Tymshare, she was
programming manager for Systems
Development Corporation (SDC) and,
before that, systems analyst with
Atlantic Richfield Corporation (ARCO).

(c m

She holds a B.A. in mathematics and
an M.S. in economics, both degrees
from the University of California,
Berkeley. Cowing is also a licensed
actuary.

...from preliminary
site evaluation to
F.C.C. filing

Tymshare, an international computer service company based in Cupertino, California, provides computer
services via its communications network. It has offices and computer
centers throughout the U.S. and provides services through its affiliated
operations in Canada, Western Europe,

For full information contact COMPUCON
13740 Neutron Road Dallas, Texas 75240
214-233-4380
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and Japan.
* Jeff D. McOmie has joined System
Concepts, Inc. as Design Engineer. His

Gary Danielson
* Larry Seehorn, original developer
of the EPIC computerized video tape
editor has left Harris Video Systems,
formerly Consolidated Video Systems
to devote full attention to his own firm,
Control Video Corporation. CVC developed the forerunner of the EPIC
computerized video tape editor currently being offered by Harris. The
company will continue to develop
products for the control of VTR's and
associated equipment. Currently in

duties for the Salt Lake City based

process are a SMPTE time code read-

character generator manufacturer will

er, SMPTE generator and a controller

be hardware and software engineering

to interface all types of VTR's. An NAB

directed to implementation of video-

introduction is planned.
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THE EAGLE
SPLITTERS:

Introducing A Family Of 6
With 5Exclusive
Desi9n Features.

L.
Another in the line of Eagle-Quality
Products, our family has five features that
set us off significantly trom other splitters:
• All Eagle Splitters have grounding blocks, for
instance. And those grounding blocks are provided
with no additional cost to you.
• All Eagle Splitters have sealed F-Ports to proteins from
destructive elements like rain, snow and humil ity.
• All have machined threads on F-Ports--not outmoded forged threads.
• Eagle Splitters are designed and built with avariety of configurations
suitable for all applications.
• In addition, all Eagle Splitters feature aunitized die-cast housing with
asuper corrosion-resistant coating.
Finally, Eagle Splitters are subjected to a stringent acceptance test before shipping
to insure quality control. Meet our family, call the TOLL-FREE NUMBER below to
order Eagle Splitters or any product in the complete line of Eagle Quality Products.

MEAGILELer
COMTRON1CS INC.

CALL TOLL FREE TO ORDER

7841 West River Road
Baldwinsville, New York no2

800-448-3311
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